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FOREWORD
This document presents results of an investigation by
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Huntsville Re-
search & Engineering Center under Contract NAS8-26668 for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The work was undertaken
to perform feasibility studies of wake vortex monitoring
systems for air terminals.
The work was performed during the period January
1971 through July 1972. The NASA Contracting Officer's
Representatives (COR) for this contract are Mr. Edwin A.
Weaver and Mr. R. M. Huffaker of S&E-AERO-AF.
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ABSTRACT
Wake vortex monitoring systems, especially those using laser Doppler
sensors, were investigated under this contract. The initial phases of the
effort involved talking with potential users (air traffic controllers, pilots,
etc.) of a wake vortex monitoring system to determine system requirements
from the user's viewpoint. These discussions involved the volumes of airspace
to be monitored for vortices, and potential methods of using the monitored
vortex data once the data are available. A subsequent task led to determining
a suitable mathematical model of the vortex phenomena and developing a mathe-
matical model of the laser Doppler sensor for monitoring the vortex flow field.
The mathematical models were used in combination to help evaluate the capa-
bility of laser Doppler instrumentation in monitoring vortex flow fields both
in the near vicinity of the sensor (within 1 kilometer and at long ranges (l0
kilometers). A number of computer simulations were made which scanned
the modeled laser Doppler sensor through the modeled flow field and plotted
the sensor output along with the actual (simulated) flowfield velocity as a
function of position with respect to the vortex core. These plots indicated
that a one -dimensional laser Doppler sensor will be satisfactory for viewing
a vortex at large angles to the vortex axis. The plots also indicated that a
two-dimensional sensor having relatively coarse resolution along each sensor
optic axis will provide satisfactory vortex data to a range of 10 kilometers.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 THE WAKE VORTEX PROBLEM
Accidents associated with wake turbulence have become a significant
reported proportion of the total aviation accident profile within the last
fifte.en years. In fact, within the 1960 to 1970 period, 128 general aviation
*and one air carrier accidents were attributed to wake turbulence. Approxi-
mately one-half of these accidents resulted in fatalities.
On 1 March 1970 the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) implemented
separation criteria for the express purpose of separating aircraft from wake
**turbulence. These criteria categorized as "heavy jets" those aircraft whose
takeoff weights are greater than 300,000 pounds. Aircraft not in this category
and which are radar vectored are required to follow the "heavies" by a mini-
mum separation of five miles instead of the previous minimum of three miles.
This introduction of another set of separation standards has a direct effect on
terminal traffic in the arrival, departure and ground phases of operations
(Fig. I-I).
The above paragraphs mention two aspects of the wake turbulence
problem:
• Safety - los s of life and equipment, and
• Terminal capacity - delays in handling aircraft due to
imposed separation requirements.
The safety aspect of the wake turbulence problem has been improved
significantly with the new (1970) separation standard s. However, potentially
*Thomas, David D., President, Flight Safety Foundation, Inc., Presented at
FAA Turbulence Symposium, Washington, D. C., March 1971.
**Krupinsky, E., FAA Air Traffic Service, Presented at FAA Turbulence
Symposium, Washington, D. C., M~rch 1971.
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damaging vortices can be generated from moderately sized aircraft (Ref. 1-1)
not explicitly covered by the new separation standards. Also, -the imposed
increased separation definitely decreases the traffic capacities of busy
terminals during peak traffic periods.
A goal of the authorities during the decade of the 1970s is to:
• Increase air terminal capacities,
• Maintain or improve terminal safety.
An effective wake turbulence monitoring system would provide a means to
achieve this goal without purchasing new real estate and building new runways.
A prior knowledge of wake vortex conditions in the terminal area would allow
aircraft to be spaced according to the prevailing vortex conditions. Thus,
separation minimums would be increased during atmospheric conditions when
vortice s remain in the corridor and would be decreased when the vortices
rapidly dissipate within or depart from the corridor. Air terminal capacities
would be increased during all periods except when vortices remain in the cor-
ridors as a hazard to arriving or departing aircraft. Safety could be improved
by regulating spacing according to the vortex transport and decay conditions
instead of relying on the standard separations of today which are independent
of meteorological conditions affecting the vortex hazard.
1.2 WAKE MONITORING SYSTEM ECONOMICS
The fact that major air terminals are built near major population centers
dictates that major air terminals be constructed on very expensive real estate.
The locations of John F. Kennedy International, 0 'Hare, Los Angeles Inter-
national, Atlanta, etc., exemplify this. Major air terminals will continue to
be located on very expensive real estate until ground transportation improves
by several factors, since air terminals are located for the convenience of the
populace.
1-3
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As atr traffic increases in the coming years, improving the utilbr,ation
of these ma jar air terminals becomes increasingly important. One means of
increasing the capacities of major air terminals without purchasing additional
real estate for more runways is to decrease the separation minimums for land-
ing and departing aircraft. These decreased separation standards must be
accomplished without simultaneously degrading safety. A logical first separa-
tion standard to attempt to decrease is the last significant separation standard
imposed (1970) - the minimum IFR separation for "non-heavies" following
"heavies."
Figure 1-2 depicts the projected increases in landing fees which could
be collected at major air terminals through the use of effective wake turbulence
monitoring systems. The effective wake turbulence monitoring system would
allow the separations behind the "heavies" to be safely decreased in specific
air corridors when the wake turbulence hazard was minimal. Backup data
which were used to derive the increased -landing -fee data of Fig. 1-2 are de-
picted in Fig. 1-3. The number of hourly operations (landings or departures)
during peak traffic hours and the approximate percentages of "heavies" using
these terminals were obtained from discussions with air traffic control (ATC)
tower personnel at these facilities. From these data the increase in airport
capacities resulting from reducing separations behind "heavies" from five
miles to three miles was projected. The capacity increase was multiplied by
the typical landing fee to determine the increase in landing fee s per hour at
each terminal. The hourly increase in landing fees was multiplied by four
hours per day and 250 days per year to project the annual landing fee collection
increase through utilization of an effective wake turbulence monitoring system.
Another economic boost from an effective wake turbulence monitoring
system is the saving s to airlines from the reduction in holding delays at air
terminals (Fig. 1-2). Backup data for these statistic s are presented in Fig. 1-4
which were projected from surveys made from the operations of three major
air carriers.
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1.3 WHAT IS A WAKE TURBULENCE MONITORING SYSTEM?
A wake turbulence monitoring system performs the following three
functions:
• Detects and/or predicts current locus of aircraft trailing
vortices in the air corridors of an airport, and
• Forecasts the future hazard to airc raft trailing (arriving or
departing) the generator aircraft, and
• Interfaces with traffic controllers and/or pilots to prevent
a hazardous vortex encounter.
The first of the above functions deals with locating vortices in the air
corridors leading to and from an air terminal. This might be done with an
active device that transmits radiation which is reflected or altered by the
vortex presence, by a passive device which detects radiation emitted by the
vortex itself, or by a predictive system which predicts the vortex locus from
current meteorological data. Active and passive techniques which might be
considered fora wake turbulence detector along with some of their character-
istics are listed below:
TECHNIQUES FOR PERFORMING FIRST FUNCTION:
. "Detect and/or Predict Current Vortex Locus"
Radiation
Frequency
o to 100 Hz
100 Hz to 20 kHz
Passive Technique
Detection of pressure wave
generated by vortex.
Characteristic: Low ampli-
tude signal. Detects vortices
in ground effect.
Detection of audible sound
generated by vortex.
Characteristic: Low ampli-
tude signal compared to
background noise.
1-8
Active Technique
Detection of sound back-
scattered by vortex.
Characteristic: Affected
by noisy acoustical en-
vironment. Is being te sted
at air terminal.
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Radiation
Frequency
Microwave
Infrared, Visible
and Ultraviolet
Passive Technique
Measure incoherent radiation
associated with elevated
vortex te:rnperatures.
Characteristic: Low energy
emission at RF wavelengths.
Measure radiation associated
with elevated vortex te:rnpera-
ture. Characteristic: Back-
ground radiation and at-
mospheric effects upon
transmission.
LMSC -HREC 0225936
Active Technique
Detection of RF energy
scattered by vortex tur-
bulence of similar wave
length. Characteristic:
Vortex is poor RF re-
nector. Much transmitted
energy required.
Detection of backscattered
energy by aerosol particles.
Characteristic: Fundamental
questions are answered for
IR frequencies. Method
should be evaluated in air
terminal environment.
While the above chart depicts active and passive vortex detection devices, the
totally predictive system would rely on none of the above devices but would
utilize local meteorological data and aircraft coordinates to predict the pres-
ence of the vortices. The major portion of this report is devoted to wake
turbulence monitoring systems which use active vortex detectors operating
at infrared frequencie s.
The second of the above functions - "Forecasts the future hazard to
aircraft ... " involves predicting vortex movements and their decay and fore-
casting the hazard to trailing aircraft. This forecasting function would be
performed either by a minicomputer or a module of the existing computer
system at the air terminal and would depend upon inputs from the detector
sensor s and/or meteorological inputs of the above paragraph. Air traffic
controllers might also supply inputs to the forecasting subsystem of the
turbulence monitoring system. The forecasting portion of the wake turbu-
lence monitoring system would initially rely upon a very simple vortex model,
but would likely become more sophisticated as more knowledge is gained about
the vortex decay and transport pheno:rnenon.
The third function of the monitoring system - "Interface with traffic
controllers, pilots, etc ... " is equally as important as the first two. For a
1-9
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wake monitoring system to be effective, there must be a means of effectively
communicating with the personnel involved. Communication with what per-
sonnel, and regarding what information should be relayed is yet unresolved.
The air traffic controllers (AT C) prefer that the system communicate directly
with the pilots and leave AT C out of the loop. However, if the system is to
increase terminal capacities, aircraft separations must be decreased, and
the controller becomes involved since he directs minimum spacing. The con-
troller also becomes involved if a pilot decides to abort a landing, since not
only the aborting aircraft is affected, but also the whole landing sequence.
1.4 USER REQUIREMENTS FOR A WAKE TURBULENCE MONITORING
SYSTEM
Lockheed interviewed potential users of a wake turbulence monitoring
system in the early phases of the subject contract. These potential users
included local and departure/arrival air traffic controllers at Atlanta Municipal
and John F. Kennedy International airports, Delta Airline pilots in Atlanta, and
district FAA officials in Atlanta. Lockheed felt that inputs from potential users
in the early phases of system concept were e:ssential for the development of an
effective wake turbulence monitoring system. All of these persons recognized
the need for a wake turbulence monitoring system and were most cooperative
in helping to develop criteria for such a system. Figure 1-5 is a summary of
user requirements developed from interviews with the above personnel.
The requirements developed from interviewing the potential system users
.included the "volume of intere st" and the "communications/command process"
of Fig. 1-5. The volume of interest includes the air corridor to the altitude
above which an aircraft encountering a vortex would have a high probability
of safe recovery. Other factors affecting this recovery altitude include the
different aircraft configurations for arrival and departure and the configuration
effect upon the likelihood of the aircraft stalling or becoming uncontrollable
upon encountering a vortex. Since the aircraft is in an accelerating mode and
is normally climbing rapidly, less range is probably required for a system
1-10
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Volume of Interest
Range (beyond end of runway)
Two miles - Departure
Five miles - Arrival
Horizontal (Azimuth) Angle -
2.5 degrees to either side of runway centerline plus area to
accommodate vortex drift between scans
Vertical (Elevation) Angle -
*2 degrees to 15 degrees - Departure
**2 degrees to 3 degree s - Arrival
Communications/Command Process
Traffic Controller's Viewpoint - Controllers are very busy;
system should communicate directly with pilots. .
Pilot's Viewpoint - Pilots are busy in terminal area; let
controllers direct spacing interval.
Compromise - Controllers would be involved anyway if pilots
perform evasive maneuver; therefore, controllers should
probably control spacing interval according to prevailing vortex
conditions and pilots take only evasive action when required.
*6 to 11 degrees would cover approximately 90% of cases
**ILS and VASI glide paths nominally 2.0 +0.5 degrees
Fig. 1-5 - User (Pilots, ATC, etc.) Requirements
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monitoring departure corridor s than is required for monitoring arrival cor-
ridors where aircraft are in near stall configurations coming in at a very
shallow (--2t deg) angle. The horizontal width of these volumes was projected
from the instrument landing system (ILS) beam width. Some additional width
should be included in the volume to prevent vortices from drifting into the flight
corridor between successive sensor scans of the volume.
The communications/command process as discussed in Section 1.2 in-
volves relaying the information obtained by the system to the user in an effective
manner. The differences in the two depicted viewpoints must be re solved for
the development of an effective system.
1.5 SYSTEM CATEGORIES
Wake turbulence monitoring systems are divided into three basic cate-
gories to facilitate discussion in this report. They are:
• Predictive
• Hybrid
• Detective
Each of the categories of wake turbulence monitoring systems performs the
three functions described in Section 1.4: (l) detects and/or predicts current
vortex locus; (2) forecasts futur~ hazard; and (3) interface s with ATC and/or
pilots to prevent hazardous encounter.
The basic similarities and differences in the three types of systems
involve the first two functions. They are depicted in the table on the following
page. As seen in the table, all three types of systems perform measurements
and forecast predictions. The different nomenclature for the three categorie s
is derived from the relative degrees of prediction and measurement (detection)
performed by the three basic systems:
1-12
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Method of Performing System Function
Predictive Hybrid DetectiveSystem Function System System System
1. Determine Current Predict Measure and Measure
Vortex Locus Predict
2. Forecast Future
Hazard
a. Determine Measure and Measure Measure
meteorological Predict
conditions
b. Determine Predict Predict Predict
future vortex
locus
• Predictive: Measures meteorological data with presently avail-
able instrumentation; forecasts additional meteorological data;
forecast future vortex hazard.
• Hybrid: Measures vortex movement in several vertical planes;
forecasts vortex movement between planes; forecasts vortex
future hazard.
• Detective: Measures vortex movement throughout the air cor-
ridor of interest; forecasts future hazard.
All three systems both measure and forecast. The detective systems
have more sophisticated instrumentation and therefore provide higher quality
data to the forecasting computer. Therefore, the detective systems are likely
to be more expensive to develop; yet they provide a more accurate forecast of
the future vortex hazard. The predictive system relies upon presently avail-
able, limited meteorological data and therefore would provide a less accurate
forecast. The hybrid system relies upon viewing the vortex at a limited num-
ber of loci and therefore would provide data to the computer of a higher quality
than that of the predictive system but of lower quality than that of the detective
system.
1-13
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Since the detective system was said to provide the most accurate hazard
forecast of the three system configurations discussed, the installation of a de-
tective system would allow air terminal capacity to be increased to its maxi-
mum. The predictive system, which would provide a less accurate forecast,
would require a greater safety margin than would the more accurate forecast.·
The greater safety margin requirements of the predictive system would de-
crease the effectiveness of the system in increasing air terminal capacities.
The effectiveness of the hybrid system will likely lie between that of the pre-
dictive and detective systems. These facts are illustrated in the following
table.
Predictive Hybrid Detective
Sensor Sophistication Least Median Most
(Therefore Expense)
Hazard Forecast Least Median Most
Reliability
Required Safety Most Median Least
Margin
Increase in Terminal Least Median Most
Capacity
Complexity of Integration Least Median Most
into Existing System
Application to Other Air- Wind Shear Wind Shear
Terminal Problems Monitor Monitor
Development Time Least Median Most
A suggested path of development of the wake turbulence monitoring system
is to field the predictive system first, while simultaneously developing tech-
niques for the hybrid and/or detective systems. Next, additional sensors are
incorporated into the predictive system, which evolves into a hybrid or de-
tective system. This results in immediate improvement in air terminal capa-
bilities with further improvements forthcoming as the systems become more
sophisticated.
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Figure 1-6 depicts an illustrator's concept of each of the three systems
,to be discussed. The left -hand system is a detective system, the right-hand
system is a predictive system and the middle system is a hybrid system which
uses some of the components of both the detective and predictive systems.
• Predictive System
The predictive system conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1-6 utilizes available
meteorological data as input to a minicoITlputer which predicts lengths of tiITle vor-
tex eleITlents will reITlain in the pertinent air corridors. The available ITleteor-
ological data are used to calculate wind conditions aloft which are in turn used
to calculate displaceITlents of vortex elements in the air corridors. The cOITlputer
output - a prediction of how long vortex eleITlents will remain as hazards in the
pertirient air corridors - is displayed to local controllers who in turn either in-
crease or decrease ITlinimum separation requirements according to the prevail-
ing vortex conditions. The controller action is taken before aircraft enter the
final approach corridors or, in the case of departing aircraft, before the air-
craft enter the runway. This is the least expensive of the three systeITls. It re-
quires only a minicoITlputer, display, and existing ITleteorological measurement
facilities. The predictive system is discussed in Section 2 of this document.
• Detective SysteITl
The detective systeITl briefly illustrated in Fig. 1-6 consists of, for ex-
aITlple, a pair of laser Doppler velociITleters (LDV) for the runway with a range
of 8 to 10 kiloITleters. These LDVs are tied together through a cOITlputer which
directs their scanning and processes their outputs. ForITlatted data froITl the
cOITlputer are transITlitted directly to the cockpit and displayed to the pilot as well
as to the controllers in real tiITle. The velociITleters provide a real-tiITle two-
diITlensional picture of the vortex condition in the air corridor directly to the
aircraft pilot. The pilot can then take appropriate action to avoid vortex hazards.
SiITlilar displays would be provided to air traffic controller s to coordinate the
actions of the pilots. This is the ITlost expensive of the three illustrated systeITls,
but it provides the highest resolution, longest-range data. The detective system
is discussed in Section 3.
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• Hy brid Sy stem
The hybrid system depicted conceptually in -Fig. 1-6 is composed of
certain elements of both the predictive and detective systems. Development
time and implementation costs of the hybrid system will be less than for the
detective system, yet longer and more costly than for the predictive system.
The hybrid system utilizes for example, a single component LDV which scans
the surface of a cone overhead to provide wind profiles for the prediction of
vortex element movements. A single-component LDV located several kilo-
meters beyond the end of the runway is also used to scan a vertical plane
normal to the runway axis to locate vortices above the velocimeter and to
determine the sizes and transport velocities of the vortices as they pass
through this plane. Acoustic sensors may be feasible for locating vortices
at lower altitudes. Section 4 of this document presents a detailed discussion
of the hybrid system. A typical hybrid system will interface Doppler sensor
outputs into a minicomputer which will predict the movement s of the vortice s
in the air corridor s from the available data. The computer output will be dis-
played to the air traffic controllers who in turn control the traffic spacing.
The prediction of the vortex movement by the hybrid system is of finer reso-
lution than the prediction by the predictive system since more pertinent input
data are supplied to the computer. Thus air traffic spacing can be controlled
to a finer tolerance (i.e., smaller minimum separations) than with the purely
predictive system. Section 4 presents a detailed discussion of the hybrid ap-
proach to the wake turbulence monitoring problem.
Section 5 of this document, the conclusion, presents an attempt to answer
four basic questions about the wake turbulence monitoring system. The four
questions are:
• Is a wake turbulence monitoring system feasible or within the
near state of the art?
• Would a wake turbulence system be cost-effective to develop,
operate, and maintain?
• What type system should be developed?
• What are the logical steps to develop the sy stem?
1-17
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The priITlary sections of the report are followed by three appendixes.
Appendix A describes the vortex ITlodels chosen by Lockheed to be used in
systeITl siITlulation studies. DevelopITlent of the prograITls used for these
siITlulation studies is outlined in Appendixes Band C.
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Section 2
PREDICTIVE WAKE VORTEX MONITORING SYSTEM
2.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
,
The five -mile minimum spacing regulation for an aircraft lighter than
300,000 pounds following a "heavy" (> 300,000 pounds) is presently enforced
for all flying conditions, regardless of weather phenomena. However, our
present knowledge of the vortex phenomenon indicates that for certain meteor-
ological conditions the aircraft wake is either swept out of the flight path or
breaks up internally in less time than that imposed by five-mile minimum
spacing. If these conditions could be accurately predicted from measurements
of local meteorological phenomena, spacing could be decreased during appro-
priate meteorological conditions. A predictive system based on considerations
of local meteorological conditions, air terminal layout, aircraft involved, etc.,
could be beneficial to major air terminals. The initial wake turbulence pre-
diction system which could be operational within a year or two could reduce
spacing requirements from five miles to four miles or three miles for, per-
haps, 50% of the operational conditions. As the state -of -knowledge of the
vortex phenomenon improves, the spacing reduction might be extended to 60
or 70% of the operational conditions.
As previously discussed in Section 1, potentially damaging vortices can
be g.enerated from moderately sized as well as "heavy" aircraft. With a turbu-
lence prediction system, more adequate warning of wake turbulence conditions
could be given to small aircraft operators following a moderately sized aircraft
in both app:roach and departure configurations.
A wake turbulence predictive system using existing instrumentation at
the air terminal coupled with computer capability for predicting the vortex
hazard (or lack of hazard) and a simple communications system could thus
2-1
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provide an increased capability for handling more traffic without degradation
of safety.
A typical wake turbulence predictive system is depicted in block dia-
gram form in Fig. 2-1. The wake turbulence predictive system consists of
several subsystems which are discussed below. Section 2.2 discusses the
vortex phenomenon and its behavior. This will include definition of all param-
eters which enter into forecasting and displaying aircraft wake vortex strength,
persistence and transport in terminal area operations. The acquisition of some
of these parameters such as wind speed and direction at various altitudes and
temperatures is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. Design of a wake turbulence predictive
system is outlined in Section 2.3. This system will be the software utilized by
the computer illustrated in Fig. 2-1. Section 2.4 discusses the information
acquisition, storage and processing subsystem that will execute the decision-
making process. The subsystems (as illustrated in Fig. 2-1) will likely con-
sist of:
1. The sensors together with a means for entering their data
into the computer;
2. Data from the aviation (weather) forecaster together with a
means for entering this data into the com?uter, and
3. The computer itself.
The communications and action command proces s is discussed in
Section 2.5. This proces s is illustrated typically as an air traffic con-
troller display which forecasts local vortex conditions. The controller uses
this display and knowledge of aircraft in the vicinity to project spacing re-
quirements for departing and arriving aircraft. He can also enter data into
the computer such as runways which are closed to heavy aircraft, aircraft
departure angles, etc.
2.2 THE TRAILING VORTEX PHENOMENON AND BEHAVIOR
This subsection discusses pertinent properties of the trailing vortex
system, including its generation, structure dissipation and transport.
2-2
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• Mechanisms of Formation of Aircraft Trailing Vortices
The general principle by which an aircraft generates lift is directly re-
lated to Newton's Second Law (F = d(mV)jdt), where the lifting force is a result
of a downward acceleration of air. The process is usually described in theo-
retical analyses as producing circulation about the wing. This produces a con-
tinuous vortex sheet which is shed from the trailing edge of the wing. Because
the wing is of finite span length, the high pressure air of the lower surface
flows around the wing tip into the region of low pressure on the top of the wing;
thus, a vortex core is created with its center near the trailing edge of the wing
tip. The strength of these tip vortices is directly related to the lift produced
by the aircraft wing.
The existence of these trailing vortices has been known for many years.
Two decades ago Spreiter and Sacks (Ref. 1) presented what is still probably
the most significant analysis of trailing vortices. Their approach, which was
based upon a solution of the linearized potential equation, revealed that the
distance required for the trailing vortex sheet to become established is
where
e = 0.28~ b
c C L c
e/c = roll up distance in chord lengths
c = wing cho rd
A = wing aspect ratio
b = wing span
C L = aircraft lift coefficient
(2.1 )
For a typical takeoff of a C-5A, this means that the trailin~ vortices will be
completely formed approximately 300 feet behind the wing.
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• Vortex Structure
A vortex consists of a rotating region of irrotational flow and a smaller
central core of rotational flow. The core may be thought of as rotating as if
it were a solid cylinder. Spreiter and Sacks (Ref. 1) estimated the diameter
of this core by equating the total kinetic energy of the fluid inside the vortex
core to the induced drag of the wing. This resulted in a core diameter of
approximately 16% of the wing span for an elliptic wing load distribution.
Although the assumptions involved in this computation are rather dubious
and believed to be invalid during the decay phase of the vortex, it does pro-
vide an indication of initial core size. Core size s are discus sed further in
Appendix A, where recent vortex models are considered.
Just as lift of a wing is generated by creating downwash, the drag of a
wing results in a change of momentum of the air in the axial direction. Ex-
perimental data (Refs. 2 and 3) indicate that relatively high axial velocities
exist in the center of the vortex. Quite possibly, most of the axial momentum
of the vortex is restricted to this vortex core. However, the nature and origin
of this axial component of velocity in the core of the vortex is apparently an
area requiring additional inve stigation and comprehension. One explanation
(Ref. 4) is that it is due to the pressure buildup along the vortex core due to
vortex decay because of the coupling between core pressure and tangential
momentum.
Outside the core the tangential (transverse) velocity, at a radial distance
(r) from the center of the vortex, is estimated from simple theory as
where r =magnitude of circulationo .
around the wing (Eq. 2.5)
2-5
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Or in terms of aircraft weight (W), velocity (V), and wing span (b), and density
(p)
2 W
va = "2 pV br
11'
(2.3)
By assuming the maximum velocity occurs at the radius of the core which is
taken as 8% of the wing span, tangential velocities of up to 65 ft/ sec might be
expected to exist in a fully rolled-up vortex generated by a C-5A aircraft
during takeoff. Recent flight measurements (Ref. 5) howeve r, have indicated
smaller cores and peak velocities considerably in excess of this figure, sug-
gesting the simple model described above is inadequate for practical purposes.
Recent models are discussed further in Appendix A.
Because of the rotational nature of the flow, the tangential velocity in
the vortex core is more difficult to describe. Lamb (Ref. 6) pre sented the
following approximate relation for computing the tangential velocity through-
out the vortex:'
( 2.4)
where II = kinematic viscosity, t = time.
This expression not only includes the viscosity effect in the core, but allows
this region to increase with time. For large value s of r, the viscous con-
tribution to this expression becomes negligible; hence the irrotational velocity
is retained. For practical purposes it has been found necessary to define an
eddy viscosity rather than the kinematic viscosity since the vortices are prob-
ably invariably turbulent. Such an approach is due to Squire (ReI. 7),
• Vortex Strength
Spreite r and Sacks explain that "the strength of one of the trailing vortice s
is equal to the sum of the strengths of all the vortice s shed from one -half of the
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wing; hence it is equal to the magnitude of the circulation r around the wing ino .
the plane of symmetry." By as suming an elliptic lift distribution over the wing
(an idealized distribution of high lift devices), this circulation is
CLr = 2bV-
o 1r A (2.5) ,
The circulation (Le., vortex strength) may also be written in a slightly differ-
ent form by assuming that the lift generated by the wing is approximately the
same as the aircraft weight, Wand thus
4Wr =o 1TpVb (2.6)
where p and V are the ambient density and aircraft velocity, respectively.
• Vortex Drift
The vortex cores are establis'hed slightly inboard of the wing tips at a
position which is stabilized by their mutual interaction. The stable position
of the two vortex cores is a function of the lift distribution over the wing, but
a typical stabilized position, for the case of elliptical lift distribution, is at
,
a distance b, as given in Ref. 1 as
,
b =(1T/4)b
which is approximately 80% of the wing span.
(2.7)
The vortex system also drifts downward relative to the aircraft flight
path at a vertical velocity, Z, determined as follows:
(2.8)
Assuming an elliptic lift distri bution and that the wing lift equals the aircraft
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weight, the form.ula for the settle rate of the vortex system. is re stated in
aircraft term.s as follows:
z 8 W=
1T
3 pVb2
(2.9)
For a typical C-5A takeoff, this vertical velocity will be approxim.ately 7 ft/sec.
By neglecting any buoyancy effects due to density gradients in the atm.os-
phere, these vortices are expected to continue this downward drift at essen-
tiallya constant rate until they either decay or approach the ground. As the
vortices approach the ground the vertical velocity is reduced and the system.
starts to spread horizontally. This ground effect m.ay be com.puted by con-
side ring the "m.irror im.age" concept which is com.m.only used in potential
solutions. In this approach the ground plane m.ay be thought of as a plane of
sym.m.etry with two im.age vortices of equal strength drifting upward at identical
velocities toward the ground plane. The real vortices will continue to drift
downward until the influence of the im.age vortice s slows and eventually stops
their descent. The downward m.om.entum. of these vortices is conserved and
serves to spread the vortices horizontally at approxim.atel~~the speed of their
original descent. The stabilized height of these vorti~es is established at b/2
above the ground. Vortices generated closer to the ground will rise to this
height while spreading horizontally.
Am.bient winds also significantly influence vortex drift. A uniform. cross-
wind forces the vortices in the direction of the wind. For a crosswind from.
right to left, the system. of vortices could be thought of as stationary relative
to the crosswind and m.oving to the left relative to a fixed point on the ground.
1£ the m.agnitude of the drift velocity of the vortices is equal to the wind speed,
then the right vortex will becom.e stationary relative to the ground. This vortex
would rem.ain stationary until it has lost its effect through norm.al decay. Should
this stationary point be over a runway, the hazard to other aircraft attem.pting
to take off or land is obvious.
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A more general treatment of vortex motions is now given, considering
the behavior of one vortex pair (Ref. 8).
In the analysis that follows, the vortex-induced velocities are assumed
not to vary with time; i.e., the effects of eddy viscosity on the circumferential
velocity distribution in the vortex have been neglected, as these effects are
considerable only in the region adjacent to the vortex core and the mutually
induced vortex motions are dictated by the velocitie s prevailing several core
diameters away from the vortex center. This can of course be easily modified
to the decaying vortex case. For typical aircraft under approach conditions
. Fig. 2-5 suggests that it will be several minutes before the relevant velocities
decay to a harmless state.
~ z t Q-;~
I z
I ,Ground Level
•
y
~ .Y
Fig. 2-2 - Vortex Drift Near the Ground
The analysis follows the methods of classical hydrodynamics. Let the
trailing vortex pair be located a distance 2y apart, and at height z above the
ground, then the vortex system with its image may be represented as stated
in Fig. 2-2.
Now the circumferential velocity, v, due to a single vortex of strength,
K, is
v = K/21T r
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where r is the distance from the vortex axis.
If we consider the velocities induced at Q by the remaining vortex and
the two image vortices, and resolve velocities (i) horizontally and (ii) vertically
we have
and
therefore,
(i) K IT z ~y = 41T ; - y2 + z2 '
(ii ) .
-K IT y ~z = 41T Y - y2 + z2
2 )K. --y..Y = 41TZ(y2+ z 2
(2.11 )
and
Combining Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12)
(2.12)
z
or,
::L = £Y
dz
3
= _::L...
3
z
dz = £Y3" -3
z Y
and hence,
_1_+_1_ = A
22·
Y z
(2.13 )
The term A may be found by substituting y and z for y and z, respectively.
o 0
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Equations (2.11) and (2.12) may now be r~written as
.
y =
z =
K
-K
341/'Ay
(2.14)
(2.15)
By eliminating z from Eq. (2.11) and rearranging:
y = ~ 2 ~3/2Ay - 12Y
or,
[ { J3/2dy =
LAy - ~
dt
A
Hence, it can be shown that,
t+B
B may be found by substituting y for y at t = O.
o
Rearranging,
and, by symmetry, z is given by:
[ 2 2 2] 2 -1 / 2
1
z2 = 2641/' IAK + A(t+B) 11 + ( 641/' + 1)
641/'2/K2 - A 2K 2 (t + B)2 .
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In each of these expressions, the upper alternative sign applies when t < B,
and the lowe r aIte rnative sign applie s when t > B.
Hence, the vertical and horizontal displacements of the vortex cores
can be calculated as a function of time to give the theoretical vortex positions.
The effect_~fwin<J on these results can be obtained by simply super-
imposing the wind velocity components on the above velocity components.
As an illustration of the application of the foregoing, it is interesting to
recall te st re suits obtained on the behavior of trailing vortices near the ground
(Ref. 8). The test configuration is as shown in Fig. 2-3. Behavior of the two
smoke-filled vortices generated by a Hunter aircraft were monitored over a
measurement plane by both ground and airborne stations. The motions of these
vortices were mapped and compared with the results of the previous theory after
a measured wind velocity was incorporated. Typical examples of data obtained
are shown in Fig. 2-4. From the good agreement between theory and practice,
one must deduce that knowledge of the wind velocity is sufficient to determine
the path of the vortex to good accuracy. The basis of "an approach would
therefore be to map the wind field in the pertinent regions either by multiple wind
sensors or by a limited number of wind sensors plus inference (e .g., a 1/7 power
law for the variation of wind strength with height was found to be satisfactory in
the aforementioned study). A model for the spatial turbulence pattern might also
be incorporated to yield more dependable predictions.
• Vortex Decay and Breakdown
The process by which vortices decay and eventually break down is the
least understood phenomenon associated with vortices. Under certain con-
ditions a vortex will completely disintegrate a few second s behind the aircraft;
whereas under different conditions a vortex might persist for more than five
minutes after generation by the same aircraft.
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Fig. 2-3 - Diagrammatic View of Test Area
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Fig. 2-4 - Comparison of Measured and Theoretical Vortex Positions
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There are several theories which attempt to isolate the mechanisms
which cause decay. The previously pre sented time -dependent expression v a
represents the original approach. This method assumes that the viscous core
grows in size and the core velocitie s decrease with time. However, this ex-
pression predicts a growth of the core which is much slower than that which
has been observed for trailing vortices. The explanation of this core growth
was that turbulence existed in the core in addition to viscous effects. This
would result in much higher shear forces than those of the expression for va"
This turbulence could easily arise from atmospheric turbulence and from the
turbulent wake of the airplane. A viscosity term known as "eddy viscosity'·
was derived empiricallyin an attempt to account for the turbulence effect on
core growth. Wetmore and Reeder (Ref. 9) present an alternate expression
for v e which is based on such an eddy viscosity in calm air;
va = ~Or {I - exp - ~42 b 2 + 1.;; rot) (IO-4J\ (2.16)
where c is the mean aerodynamic chord of the aircraft wing. This expression
represents a maximum condition for vortex persistence. More rapid vortex
decay would be expected if additional turbulence levels were created by such
factors as:
• Cross winds
• Convection currents
• Friction resulting from vortex-ground interaction
• Irregular span-load distributions
• Jet exhaust entrainment.
One obvious disadvantage of this method of predicting vortex decay
stems from its empirical nature and the neglect of the effect of the items
listed above. A case when none of these items would be expected to influ-
ence the turbulence level would rarely occur. On the other hand, this method
is easy to compute. If additional tests or more thorough analysis of existing
te st data can provide empirical constants to include the effect of the above
listed items on the vortex decay, then this method can provide a practical
engineering approach toward predicting vortex decay and breakdown.
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Several theories have been proposed for providing a quantitative analyt-
ical description of, and isolating the mechanisms leading to vortex decay and
eventual breakdown. Squire (Ref. 10) has suggested that breakdown will occur
when long axisymmetric standing waves are sustained in the vortex. Another
approach, sugge sted by Ludwieg (Ref. 11) and Jone s (Ref. 12), suggests that
breakdown is a result of a hydrodynamic instability with respect to spiral dis-
turbances. Still another idea proposed by Crow (Ref. 13) says that vortex decay
and breakdown result from vortices undergoing a symmetric and nearly sinu-
soidal instability. Vortex breakdown is assumed when the vortices eventually
join at intervals to form a train of vortex rings which quickly disintegrates into
a harmle ss turbulent state.
Another entirely different approach to describing vortex breakdown was
proposed by Benjamin (Ref. 14). This theory, which appears quite popular
with British researchers (Le., Hall in Ref. 15 and Harvey in Ref. 16), states
that vortex breakdown doe s not result from an instability or any other infini-
tesimal disturbance alone. Instead, he describes two basically different types
of axisymmetric flow which are analogous to subcritical and supercritical
flow in hydraulic open-channel flow. The transition from the supercritical
form of the axisymmetric flow to the conjugate subcritical flow results in
phenomena analogous to the hydraulic jump in an open channel flow. This
transition requires an energy loss which means that in practice a region of
vigorous turbulence is generated; hence, vortex breakdown occurs.
Which, if any, of these theories correctly describes the conditions which
determine the mechanism by which vortices decay and break down is not now
known. Those derived analytically from such ideas as unstable disturbance
propagation or the hydraulic jump analogy and sinusoidal instability certainly
provide the most logical and scientific approach. However, the empirical
technique using eddy viscosity probably provides the best engineering tool for
predicting vortex decay. This approach, with perhaps a slight modification to
include improved empirical constants obtained from recent flight tests, could
easily be computerized and combined with a digital computer program for
tracking aircraft trailing vortices.
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The vortex lifetime data which should probably be utilized for immediate
oevc1opment of a preoictive system is that presented by McGowan (Ref. 17). The
curve of that reference is presented in Fig. 2-5 on which is also superimposed
data on vortex lifetimes obtained from recent FAA/NAFEC tests on the vortices
generated by a Convair 880. McGowan's curve conveniently yields an envelope
to the experimental data and is probably a satisfactory state of the art curve.
These vortex lifetimes can be considered as the time taken by the vortex to
dissipate below some threshold peak velocity condition, the decay being due
either to viscous effects or to vortex bursting, etc. The final model would
probably allow for an eddy viscous decay up to the time limit given by the above
curve at which time it will be assumed that the vortex no longer presents any
danger.
• Previous Efforts to Define the Vortex Hazard in the Airport Environment
Previous efforts (Refs. 17 and 18) have mapped vortex motion in various
wind fields to determine hazardous areas in airports for normal terminal opera-
tions. These efforts have resulted in plots like those shown in Figs. 2-6 and
2-7.
In this way caution areas surrounding a particular aircraft rotation point
have been defined as being the envelope of such a system of curves. A similar
system of curves exists for each touchdown and rotation point and each point
on the flight path .. The hazard area then becomes the envelope of the system
of curves in Fig. 2-6 for each point of the flight path for a given wind velocity
history. Such hazard areas may well include a parallel runway or taxi strips
as indicated in the example of Fig. 2 - 7 .
Similar considerations have been applied to the landing approach and
climbout phases of flight. Figure 2 -8 shows how a crosswind component of
various magnitudes can modify and shift the vortex velocity pattern. From
this, the importance of considering the possibility of the vortex drifting into
the glide or takeoff path of a parallel runway is demonstrated.
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Federal Aviation Adm.inistration separation regulations and Air Traffic
Control operations have been established using curves and plots such as these
for guidelines. The purpose of a wake turbulence predictive system. develop-
m.ent would be to develop a near real-tim.e capability - a software accented
predictive system. - for establishing accurate separation requirem.ents to allow
increased utilization of air terminals without degradation of safety.
• Recent Vortex Models
Prediction of vortex transport requires only a simplified model of vortex
structure since one vortex moves in the field of another at relatively large
separations, the inverse radius approximation being satisfactory under such
circumstance s. However, for aircraft -vortex interaction estimation, a more
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realistic vortex model is required - one that yields predictions of peak velo-
cities and core diameters more in line with recent FAA data (Ref. 5). Lockheed,
during this investigation, has surveyed current vortex models both empirical
and theoretical. These current models are discussed in Appendix A.
2.3 DESIGN OF A WAKE TURBULENCE PREDICTIVE SYSTEM
This section discusses the design of a wake turbulence predictive system.
The aim of this design was the simplest system capable of performing a useful
role in vortex prediction. Also, flexibility was s ought, so that sophistication
could be added after the initial systems are operational. For the proposed de-
sign, the vortex pairs are divided into vortex elements, each of which consists
of a cross sectional slice of the vortex. A segment of the vortex pair is treated
as a single element when out of "ground effect." Once in "ground effect," the
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pair is considered as two elements - one port element and one starboard ele-
ment. A number of such elements are used to represent vortex pairs corre-
sponding to vortices over each runway and in each air corridor leading to the
airport.
The discussed system design assumes that at time t =0 the vortex sys-
tem is frozen along the path of the generating aircraft (see Fig. 2-9). The
vortex elements are then allowed to settle, move in the windfield and undergo
ground effect. Equations in the computer provide vortex element positions as
a function of time (t = 10,20,30 sec, etc.) for the input wind field.
Volumes of the air space where presence of an active vortex would con-
stitute a hazard; i.e., the active air corridors leading to and from the airport
and the near vicinity of the runways themselves are specified in the same co-
ordinate system as the vortex elements. These areas are entered into the
computer as simple line equation coordinates. For the example illustrated,
and probably the first system design, these danger areas are not extended be-
yond the middle marker; however, for operational type systems these would
probably be extended at least to the outer marker. Initially, the danger zone s
are also considered to be two -dimensional. For an operational system this
space might be reduced by including a "z" coordinate in the danger zone speci-
fications.
After the vortex element initial conditions, meteorlogical conditions
and danger areas are entered into the computer, the vortex elements are
programmed to move according to the conditions for a specified time incre-
ment. After this displacement, the individual vortex elements are tested to
determine if any elements are still in danger areas. The time increment and
danger area identification are stored and the vortex elements are displaced via
computer to their loci corresponding to the second time increment. Again,
the time and danger areas are stored. This process is continued until all
vortex elements have moved for time increments corresponding to their cal-
culated lifetimes (Section 2.2).
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Next, the stored time/danger-area data are examined to determine the
length of time taken to clear all vortex elements from each danger area. This
time t~~lea~_all ~l~m~E!-~ should corre spond to the time required for separa-
tion between aircraft using the corridor.
To repeat, the basic assumption of this proposed system software is that
vortex elements at time t = a are spatially at the points where they were gen-
erated. They are then allowed to drift in space for given time increments.
Their positions at the end of each time increment are noted and compared to
danger zones in air space which have been entered into the computer. The
computer notes when elements are in specific danger zones and stores these
data. After the elements have been processed for time increments equaling
their lifetimes, the computer scans the data to determine when it would be safe
for an aircraft to follow the wake-generating aircraft. Thus, a safe but not
excessive separation distance is established.
De parting and arriving aircraft rotate and touch down in various segments
of the airport and depart and arrive at different angles with respect to the ver-
tical. (Departing aircraft rotate ove r the upwind two-thirds of the runway and
climb out at 2 to 15 degrees, depending upon aircraft, load, atmosphere density,
etc. Arriving aircraft usually aim for the lOOO-foot marke r and a 2% + % degree
glide slope but may land over the first third of the runway.) The proposed sys-
tern could have feedback from the controller concerning the following:
• runways closed to heavy traffic (this would likely reduce
vortex element drift to adjacent corridors),
• whether aircraft are arriving or departing (this would vary
the calculated initial altitude of the vortex elements),
• the weight of the generating aircraft; etc.
The refinement of this controller input into the compute r would corne with use
of a prototype system.
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• Sirnplified Flow Chart
Figure 2-10 is a sirnplified flow chart of the cornputer operation for pre-
dicting the turbulence conditions. The initial inputs into the cornputer are the
vortex elernent coordinates and danger area coordinates. The elernent pairs
are spaced longitudinally approxirnately 1000 feet apart along the runways and
with increasing separation along the approach and departur~ corridors. The
total nurnber of elernents is approxirnately 80 in the exarnple or 20 per runway.
To extend the elernents to the outer rnarker, either rnore elernents or wider
spacing could be used. The danger areas are entered as coefficients for the
line equations which forrn boundaries of the danger zones. For runway 9L in
the exarnple, the danger zone would be defined in two dirnensions as the following:
x > 13.5, and
10.8 -0.033x < y < 10040 +0.033x
As the model is extended, this two-dimensional representation of danger zones
would be extended into three dimensions.
Meteorological data, next input into the computer model, will include
whatever real time data are available as well as upper air windfield data when
the yare available. The upper air windfield data can be supplied by the Aviation
Forecaster who supplies local forecasts to the field. The local forecaster in
turn will receive his data from available instrumentation (radiosonde, etc) plus
data supplied by pilots using the terminal. (The air data systems of the wide-
bodied aircraft (i.e., inertial platform, airspeed and ternperature sensors)
could supply valuable, near real-time data to the forecaster.)
The wind field is next calculated. For the purpose of predicting the move-
ment of the trailing vortice s, the as sumption will be made that the wind field in
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Fig. 2-10 - Flow Chart of Computer Software for Wake Turbulence
Predictive System
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the vicinity of an airport can be represented by a deterministic steady-state
mean wind. The mean wind will be as surned to be a function of height only (i.e.,
variations in the horizontal plane and over time intervals less than one hour are
assumed to be negligible). First, the wind near the ground will be averaged over
a 10- to 20-minute period. Then the winds at altitude will be provided by the
forecaster as indicated in the previous paragraph.
Wind speed and direction from near the surface to several hundred feet
altitude will be fed into the computer on a periodic (likely hourly) basis. The
computer will then generate least-squares polynomials (probably second- or
third -degree) to fit the wind component data. The polynomials can then be
used in the vortex transport prediction model to estimate the steady-state
wind vector at any de sired altitude.
There are, of course, many approaches which may be taken in estimat-
ing the wind profile in the lowest several hundred feet of the atmosphere. The
approach taken here, however, eliminates the need for any elaborate and ex-
pensive wind measuring systems such as instrumented towers, frequent re-
leases of pilot balloons, and so on. An experienced forecaster, using the
information available to him, should be able to produce reasonably accurate
estimates of the winds up to 2000 feet - even when conditions are changing
rapidly as with a frontal passage. The prediction model will be set up to handle
more precise wind inputs, if they become available through improved instru-
mentation or extrapolation techniques.
After the wind field is calculated, each vortex element is individually
operated upon by the computer for a sequence of time increments equal to its
calculated lifetime. These operations are represented in abbreviated form
in the remainder of Fig. 2-10. The computer determine s if the element is in
ground effect; if it is not in ground effect, the computer treats the vortex pair
segment as a single element. If it is in ground effect, the computer handles
the individual (port and starboard) elements independently. The computer
next determines the element positions at each time increment and checks to
see if the element is in the danger zone. The process is repeated for each
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time increment and each vortex element until all vortex elements are observed
throughout their active lifetimes.
In particular, two areas deserve further study:
1. The relationship between observed decay rates and the
spectrum of the winds near the level of the vortex; and
2. The relationship between decay and the Richardson
number which is a nondimensiona1 number containing
the vertical shear of the mean wind and thermal sta-
bility, both of which are important in determining
atmo spheric turbulence.
• Confidence (Safety) Time Interval
Since many of the variables used in the computations are subject to vary-
ing degrees of accuracy, a safety factor will be built into the model to avoid
prediction of safe conditions when hazardous conditions actually exist. This
factor, in the form of a confidence interval in time, will be determined from
estimated inaccuracies in aircraft trajectories, meteorological parameters,
etc. (Note: The confidence time interval will be less for the hybrid system
of Section 3.3 than for the predictive system due to the added input data of the
hybrid system.)
• Use of the System
From the data of the persistence of vortex elements in the individual
corridors, the Air Traffic Controller can mentally or from tables determine
the spacing that is required between various classes of aircraft for a safe
landing or departure. The controller would see how long is required for all
vortex elements to clear each of the aircraft corridors for a specified gen-
erating aircraft type, departure, arrival, departure angle, etc. He would
then know the conditions of wake turbulence persistence and judge the sep-
aration requirements following an aircraft of the indicated type. Use of the
system is further discussed in Section 2.5. Communications and Action
Command Processes.
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2.4 INFORMA'tION ACQUISITION. STORAGE AND PROCESSING
The information acquisition, storage and_ processing subsystem
should be compatible with the field meteorological instrumentat~on, system
software design and display/command process, and yet will be as in-
expensive and simple to interface with existing air terminal facilities
as is possible.
• Information Acquisition
The information acquisition subsystem should gather the data required
to forecast the wake turbulence and enter these data into the wake turbulence
predictive computer (Section 2.3). The information to be entered into the
computer may be of the following forms:
• Meteorological data from sensors presently installed at the
airport
• Meteorological data from sensors to be installed at the airport
• Meteorological data from observers
• Aircraft operations data (aircraft type, departure or landing,
departure angle, etc.).
Meteorological data from sensors presently installed at the facility must
be formatted to be compatible with the wake turbulence predictive system
computer. This formatting may require analog-to-digital converters, digital-
to-digital converters, multiplexers, etc. However, for an interim system,
input of these data into· the ccmputer should probably be via computer
console and operator to read the indicated values and enter the data. Sensors
presently available at air terminals are located near or on the control tower
and at remote locations around the terminal. Consideration must be given
to cabling lengths, cable routes, remote analog-to-digital converters, reli-
ability, maintenance, etc., if present instrumentation is used with an opera-
tional prediction system.
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E<;:onomic factors should be considered in deciding whethe.r to· use e?d~t~
ing meteorological sensors and converting their output s to be comp<;l.tibl;e~~t~
the data processing subsystem or purchasing tieVIi' sensors to be compat'i1jie;~ .
In addition, new sensors might be required to provide additional meterological
data to the se data ah:eady available at air terminals.
In addition to sensor - provided data, the system should be capable of re-
ceiving data through the forecaster for the local meteorological conditions.
~n experienced forecaster will filter information from pilots, radiosondes,
etc., to provide the required input into the model. Wind shear data from the
air data systems of the 747s, LIOlls, and DC-lOs would constitute a valuable
input into the system which could come through the local forecaster. The
trained forecaster should be a valuable system link for providing forecasts
of wind profiles to several hundred or even several thousand feet.
It is envisioned that in an operational system, the air traffic controller
will have a limited capability for communicating with the computer. He might
supply the computer (Section 2.3) with the following data from a single console
with a hal£-a-dozen push buttons:
• Runways closed to heavy aircraft
• Type aircraft generating vortices
• Landing configuration
• Departing configuration
• Departing angle with re spect to horizon
• Information Storage and Processing
Information storage and processing will be performed via digital com-
puter for the wake turbulence predictive system. After the computer memory
size and speed are defined, existing and planned computer facilitie s at the air
terminals should be surveyed to determine if it is practical to add this burden
to existing facilities or to determine if a "minicomputer" should be used for
the predictive system which is independent of existing facilities.
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The computer operation will be divided into three operations:
• Collect meteorological and other pertinent data
• Calculate wake turbulence conditions
• Provide data for display in proper format.
The computer size can be determined from summing the following storage .
requirements:
(A) Pertinent Input· Data Storage
(B) Program Format
(C) Arithmetic Functions
(D) Display Data
(E) Hou s ekee ping
Initial estimates indicate 8 to 16K of memory should be sufficient for storage
and performing the desired calculations.
Once computer storage, word length and computation time are speci-
fied from knowledge of the wake turbulence prediction system software de-
sign, a survey of existing and planned airport computer facilities would
indicate the feasibility of integrating these data processing operations into
existing or proposed (ARTS II) air terminal computational facilities. If
existing or planned facilities are not compatible with requirements, a "mini-
computer" will most probably perform the computational requirement at a
cost of $25,000 to $50,000 per unit.
2.5 COMMUNICATIONS AND ACTION COMMAND PROCESSES
The communications and action command process for the wake pre-
diction system should be compatible with the present National Aerospace
System (NAS). The primary difference between the communication/command-
action systems for detective and predictive systems is that detective systems
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may provine short time-period data for possible aircraft wave-offs while the
outputs of a predictive system should provide sufficient warnings of hazardous
conditions to allow spacing procedures to provide a mechanism of hazard
avoidance. The following paragraphs will discuss several methods of com-
munications and action command processes which have been or should be
considered for integration into the NAS. These methods include the following:
• Cockpit Display: Pilot takes precautionary action
• Runway Display: Pilot takes precautionary action
• Controller Display: ATC relays turbulep.ce data; pilot takes
precautionary action
• Controller Display: ATC regulates traffic spacing according
to turbulence forecast
• Cockpit Display with Pilot Reaction
"A cockpit display would remove the overburdened controllers from
the loop" is a view advanced initially by some air traffic controllers when
discussing the subject of wake turbulence advoidance. However, ATC is not
really remov~d from the loop in landing operations because any turbulence
avoidance action taken by a pilot in the terminal area affects other aircraft
in the area; therefore, ATC is automatically involved. In addition the pilot,
who is very busy when landing an aircraft, must decide what kind of action to
take. For a small aircraft he could possibly land over the turbulence; but
for larger aircraft, unless the runway is very long, he can only abort the
landing thus affecting the whole traffic pattern. In addition, pilot prejudice
would enter into the picture with some pilots aborting landings and others
continuing their landings under the same turbulence conditions. From the
equipment standpoint, a turbulence indicator in a larger aircraft equipped
with sophisticated landing equipment might be a minor additional expense;
however, for a smaller aircraft which is affected more by turbulence than
the larger aircraft, the additional expense of the warning device would likely
pose an economic burden upon the owner of the craft.
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The runway lighting display eliminates the purchase of equipment burden
upon the individual aircraft owner. A system similar to VASI (Visual Approach
Slope Indicator) has been recommended as a possible turbulence warning mech-
anism. Different colors could represent various degrees of turbulences. For
departure this might work quite well. However, for approache s this system
suffers from the same deficiencies as the cockpit display in that the pilot has
to make a sudden decision at a time when he is already overburdened, and his
decision likely affects the remainder of the airport traffic. ATC becomes
involved if hazard avoidance maneuvers are necessary.
• Display for Air Traffic Controller
Today air traffic controllers ar e required to maintain a five -mile
separation behind a "heavy" (> 300,000 pounds) jet when the heavy aircraft is
followed by a lighter aircraft. The controllers are also required to provide
a turbulence warning if, in their judgment, wake turbulence constitutes a
hazard. A typical tower message for landing behind a heavy jet on the same
runway is "Number two to land, following Lockheed C -5A on final. Caution
wake turbulence. II For landing behind a heavy jet on a parallel runway closer
than 2500 feet the message is similar, "Cleared to land runway 9-R - Caution
*wake turbulence -747 on final 9-L." The courts have declared the tower re-
sponsible for providing judgment decisions of when it is safe to depart or
**land under turbulence conditions. Lockheed-Huntsville personnel, after
consulting with numerous pilots and controllers have concluded that a system
which would provide meaningful turbulence prediction data to the controllers
would be most beneficial in helping the controllers to make more accurate
decisions about hazardous conditions. These data would allow the controllers
>:<
FAA Wake Turbulence Advisory Circular, AL No. 90-23B, 19 February 1971.
,~;:e
"How the Courts Look at Wake Turbulence," R. H. Jones, FAA Turbulence
Symposium, Washington, D.C., 22-24 March 1971.
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to provide adequate spacing between the aircraft - both arriving and departing -
to minimize turbulence hazard risks and, maximum utilization of the air term-
inal. A number of pilots and controllers alike have agreed that adequate but
not excessive spacing, even without a turbulence message to the pilot, would
be the best method of controlling wake turbulence hazard avoidance for the
im.m.ediate future.
For a wake turbulence predictive system using state-of-the-art hardware
and vortex theory, predictions of conditions conducive to vortex dis sipation
should be valid for several minutes at least. The data into the model will, for
most cases (i.e., except in frontal conditions), not vary excessively over a period
of several minutes. Therefore, a forecast of the conditions should be valid for
the same period of time. Control of aircraft final landing spacing begins
several minutes prior to aircraft touchdown. The controllers, given a vortex
condition forecast, should be able to vary spacing intervals according to the
hazard condition. No sudden wave-off should occur unless some unforeseen
phenomenon occurs. In this case, the wave-off would be handled in the con-
ventional manner.
A more advanced prediction system might provide the controller with
additional data. Instead of forecasting meteorological conditions conducive
to turbulence dissipation from meteorological data, the more advanced system
might also take inputs of aircraft type, velocity and location and predict the
hazard from and to other aircraft in the system. This type system would
semi-automate the controller's judgment decision.
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Section 3
DETECTIVE WAKE VORTEX MONITORING SYSTEM
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The detective wake vortex monitoring system is very likely the ultimate
wake vortex warning system. The detective system will aim at providing a long
range (10 km from runway threshold) warning of actual measured vortex condi-
tions in a real time manner. To be most effective, the status of the detected
vortex is to be displayed simultaneously in an easily interpreted format to both
the pilot and to the departure-arrival and local air traffic controllers. The air
traffic controllers are to maintain aircraft spacing according to vortex move-
ment and decay trends and the pilot, in coordination with the controllers, would
make real time decisions from his cockpit monitor if action were required to
avoid hazardous contact with vortices which we re determined to be in his pro-
jected flight path. While the predictive or hybrid system might increase maxi-
mum traffic handling rates in say 50 to 70% of the operational conditions, the
detective system should increase maximum traffic handling capacities in a
higher percentage (say 80 to 90%) of the operational conditions because of the
increased knowledge of vortex conditions and less margins for error in pre-
dicting the hazard.
Although the detective wake vortex monitoring system is the most
effective type of vortex monitoring sy stem from the standpoint of increasing
air terminal capacities, it is the most expensive system to both develop and
install in the field. In order to build a system which will provide effective
real-time, long-range vortex data, a research program must be planned to
develop more basic knowledge about the vortex characteristics and presently
available hardware (lasers, detectors, etc.) must be "Mil-spec'ed" for long
life operation with minimum maintenance. The state-of-the-art of data trans-
mission from the controller to the pilot should evolve from the present verbal
communication system to a digital-data link system or equivalent with a simply
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formatted (possibly CRT) cockpit display of data communicated from the ground.
Considerable experimentation should be performed in probing vortice s at long
ranges with laser Doppler instrumentation. In addition to development costs,
the detective system - although probably much more effective than the predic-
tive or hybrid systems - will cost more than the other systems to install be-
cause of the additional hardware components.
A considerable amount of this contractual effort (NAS8-26668) has been
expended in the inve stigation of detective vortex monitoring systems. This
chapter of the report will first briefly describe a typical detective system (3.2)
and then discuss studies which led to the selection of this typical system. Sec-
tion 3.3 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of one-component (one-
dimensional) and two-component (two-dimensional) detective systems. The
program used to develop these data is discussed in Section 3.4. Conclusions
and recommendations for additional effort toward predevelopment of the detec-
tive system are covered in Section 3.5.
3.2 TYPICAL WAKE VORTEX DETECTIVE SYSTEM
Figure 3 -1 illustrates a typical system for monitoring wake vortice.s with
a detective laser Doppler sensor. Figure 3-1, a two-component laser Doppler
sensor - actually two each of single -component Doppler sensors scanning
synchronously - provide data which are computer-processed to output two-
dimensional visualizations of the vortex flow fields. The outputs of these sen-
sors are processed either by a mini-computer or by a module of the Automated
Radar Terminal System (ARTS III) which also performs a decision process in
determining which vortices may be hazardous to oncoming aircraft. These
vortices are displayed to the departure/arrival and local air traffic controllers
via the plan position indicator (PPI) displays. Data are also relayed to the air-
craft via the proposed digital data link and displayed in the cockpit by the multi-
function display (MFD). These various functions are discussed in the following
paragraphs. The subsystem subsections of Section 3 present the reasoning
which led to the choice of the depicted system.
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3.2. I Sensor Subsystem
LMSC-HREC D225936
The sensor for the long range wake turbulence monitoring system is
the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). This subsection will first describe
the basic principle of the LDV; next a typical system layout at an air terminal
will be described; and finally a number of alternate optical configurations for
the LDV will be described.
The basic principle of the LDV is described :below:
"An electromagnetic wave having an angular frequency, W.,
1
propagating in the direction "k.(lk'.\ =w./c=21r IA., C and A.
1 1 1 1 1
being the velocity of light and the incident wavelength, re-
spectively) and scattered by a particle moving with a velocity,
V, into a direction k Uk 1= 21r IA.) experiences an angular
sc sc 1
frequency shift .6.w which for nonrelativistic velocities is
given by
.6.w = (k - k. ). V.
SC 1
The detected frequency shift is due, therefore, to the velocity
component of V in the direction (k -k.). Confining considera-
sc 1
tions to a backscatter system, the Doppler shift.6.f (=.6.w/21r)
is given by
where V is the target velocity, A the wavelength, and a the
angle subtended by the wind direction and the optical system
line of sight" (Ref. 19).
Figure 3 -2a depicts a typical (Atlanta) airport layout and the arrange-
ment of laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) sensors to provide measured
vortex status data for the air corridors entering and departing the air termi-
nal. In this illustration, one of the parallel runways is the primary approach
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Scan Region
(Departure
...... ':.' ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·~:·~~;::~:tt::;::;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;i;i:~~~11~1:~:~:1::::::::
Scan Units
Wind
Fig. 3 -2a - Typical Airport Layout of Detective, Long-Range, Laser Doppler
Wake Monitoring System
km
LDV's
10 km Max. Range
~~~'::!t:r::::::"~::':;l;;;£~l;fiJ;;;l::~j~~\m?mrJMit0i¥iE',=",,,,"w'
Cove rage (Air
Corridor)
Fig. 3 -2b - Typical Layout and Range of Two Component Laser Doppler
Velocimeter for Specific Runway
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runway and the other is the primary departure runway. LDV sensors are
oriented to scan the appropriate corridors. Vortices are to be tracked within
these corridors; therefore, flight within the corridors would not be considered
safe in the pre sence of the vortex hazard. Aircraft entering or departing the
terminal outside these corridors would do so at their own risk. The LDV
sensors would be capable of scanning either end of the runway or both ends
alternately depending upon the requirement.
A typical range and dimension of an LDV sensor system is illustrated
in Fig. 3-2b. The sensors are typically separated by approximately one kilo-
meter . Separation requirements and range requirements are discussed in
Sections 1.4 and 3.3 respectively. The requirement for two sensors to provide
a two -dimensional picture of the vortex and the minimum separation between
the sensors are discussed in Section 3.2. Basically. the two sensor s are re-
quired to obtain a clear picture of the vortex flow field under all ambient wind
conditions and maximum practical angular separation is required between the
sensors and the data point being examined. Sensor separation is determined by
airport real estate limitations, in the figure to approximately 1 km separation
between the sensors and 6 deg angular separation between the sensors at the
most distant data point (10 km).
• Typical Detective System Optical Configuration
Selection of a specific optical configuration for a detective wake turbu-
lence monitoring system sensor is probably premature at this point; however,
several options are presented which might fulfill system sensor requirements.
Basic optical configuration options are the following:
• Coaxial (monostatic), focused, continuous wave
• Coaxial (monostatic), pulsed
• Coaxial (monostatic), frequency modulated, continuous wave
• Bistatic focused, continuous wave
• Bistatic pulsed
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Of the five configurations mentioned on the previous page, the coaxial
Locused laser Doppler velocimeter depicted schematically below is the optical
configuration which has been most used to date.
Recording
Electronic s
Lens
Detector
Plane Distant L from Telescope Primary t
Telescope Measllrement Range
r-''::::::::-_ Distant from T ele scope
Primary ---J/~
Laser
"Radiation from the laser is focused at the required range via a New-
tonian or Cassegrain telescope. Target range variation is provided by
varying the position of the focusing lens which also serves to expand the
small diamter laser beam to fill the primary telescope objective. The
laser beam is divided by a beam splitter before it enter s the telescope.
A small portion of the laser energy is split off toward the detector. The
Doppler shifted radiation scattered from the focal region of the telescope
is collected by thetelescope and allowed to reenter the laser cavity where
it is amplified. Upon reemerging from the laser, a fraction of the fre-
quency shifted component take s the path to the detector where is is photo-
mixed with the original laser oscillation. The output of the detector is
thus modulated at the frequency of the Doppler shift introduced by the
motion of the particulate matter in the atmosphere at the telescope focus.
For a lO.6J1. wavelength (carbon dioxide laser wavelength) the Doppler
shift Dof is given by
,
Dof = 188.5 v kHz
where v'is the velocity component along the optic axis in m/sec (Ref. 19).
"Spatial resolution from such a system is obtained by the requirement
that wave fronts must match at the detector surface to be efficiently
photomixed. Since the original laser radiation emerges from the laser
as a plane wave front, only the scattered radiation collected by the tele-
scope that emerges from it as a collimated beam is heterodyned effi-
ciently. Essentially this means that only radiation scattered from the
region near the focus of the telescope contributes to the Doppler signal"
(Ref. 19).
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Figure 3 -3 indicates the spatial resolution of this optical configuration
as a function of range. This figure indicates that the spatial resolution of the
coaxial configuration is probably too poor at long ranges for this system to be
considered as a candidate for the long range wake monitor.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the coaxial system in the near field
appear s (Ref. 20) as:
SNR _ 1. n 0' A N
- 4 7} B
where
7} = efficiency of the optical system
nO' = scattering cross section of the medium per unit volume
A = laser wavelength
N = number of photons per second emitted by laser
B = electronic bandwidth
This equation appears independent of range and optic diameter. However, as
the range to the focal volume increase s with a given coaxial optical configura-
tion, the focal volume size increases and the velocity distribution within the
focal volume spreads, requiring the bandwidth of the electronics to be increased.
Thus, from the above equation the resultant SNR is decreased proportionately
to the increased bandwidth requirement.
Signal-to-noise is affected by scan rate since scan rate and range deter-
mine time -on-target which in turn contributes to the signal bandwidth. This is
depicted in Fig. 3 -4.
The coaxial pulsed system depends upon pulse length for spatial resolu-
tion. However, as pulse lengths are shortened to improve spatial resolution,
velocity resolution decreases proportionately (see Fig. 3 -5). Interpulse
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LMSC-HREC DZZ5936
modulation is used in microwave radar systems (Ref. Zl) to improve spatial
resolution. However, interpulse modulation with a COZ laser system would
add sophistication to the overall system design and likely increas,e costs and
reduce reliability.
Signal-to -noise per pulse for the coaxial pulsed configuration can be
given by the same equation as for the standard coaxial system when the data
point of interest lies in near field (R < DZ/A) with N redefined as the number
of photons per pulse. However, when the data point lies in the far field
(R > D ZIA), the following equation holds for SNR (Ref. ZZ)
SNR =1'}(JIhZl)na c T DZIR Z
where
A, 1'} and na are, as previously defined
J = net output energy in observation time
c = speed of light
T = pulse duration
hZl = laser photon energy
D = optic operative diameter
R = range to data point
In both near and far field the SNR is proportional to the average energy illumi-
nating the volume of interest. To obtain sufficient average energy to provide
adequate SNR at long ranges with present technology requires sophisticated
laser amplifiers or a high power laser operating in a Q-switched or
mode-locked configuration. The power efficiencies of these types of laser
configurations are nominally much lower than for continuous wave configura-
tions. Since siN depends upon the energy illuminating the target, siN is also
dependent upon scan rate as depicted in Fig. 3 -6.
The frequency modulated coaxial system depends upon linearly varying
3-1Z
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LMSC-HREC D225936
the frequency of the iaser transmitter with time so as to oscillate above and
below the mean frequency. The distance to the target is determined by com-
paring the phases of the received signal and local oscillator. The Doppler
shift also translates the phase of the returned signal with respect to the trans-
mitted signal; so that the difference in frequency in the two halves of the
modulation period is a measure of the Doppler shift, which can be incorporated
into the range calculation to determine Doppler shift (velocity) as well as
range. Range error for this type system can be shown to be c";' Af, where c
is the speed of light, and Af is the frequency excursion of the modulation. For
Af = 5 MHz, the range error is 50 feet. This type system is again more so-
phisticated than the coaxial system and is in its infancy with regard to appli-
cation at infrared frequencies.
The bistatic focused laser Doppler velocimeter, being developed for NASA
by Lockheed (Ref. 23) offers hope; of providing good spatial resolution at long
ranges (Fig. 3-3) without sophisticated pulsing or modulation techniques. The
bistatic laser Doppler velocimeter consists of a separate transmitting and
receiving set of optics designed to intersect the transmitted beam's focal
volume and receiver telescope's field of view (Fig.3-7). The primary so-
phistication of the bistatic system involves the mechanical/optical difficultie s
of maintaining this intersection. If the bistatic system is constructed with a
fixed mirror surface as indicated in Fig. 3 -7, this mechanical alignment
problem is lessened. The signal-to-noise ratio for the scanning bistatic
system is depicted in Fig. 3 -8. The scanning of the rather large mechanism
presents interesting mechanical problems :which, along with other aspects
of the bistatic system, are discussed in detail in the recent Lockheed report
of Ref. 24.
Bistatic pulsed systems offer the resolution of the bistatic configuration
at short ranges and the resolution of the pulsed configuration at the longer
ranges. This type system would require the combined complexities of the
bistatic system and the pulsed system, which does not appear practical at
the present time.
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Fig. 3-7 - Fixed -Surface Bistatic Configuration
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Fig. 3-8 - Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Coherent, Continuous-Wave,
Bistatic Configuration as a Function of Scan Rate
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3.2.3 Computer Subsystem
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The computer subsystem for the typical detective wake monitoring
system will consist of a mini-computer interfaced with the sensor pre-
processor outputs and the automated air traffic control system. The mini-
computer performs two functions:
• Control of the scanning process
• Processing of sensor output data
In performing the control function, the mini-computer forces the indi-
vidual sensors to scan a preprogrammed pattern. A coarse scan is performed
first at predetermined ranges to locate any irregularities in the normal wind
patterns. Once an anomaly is discovered, the computer' forces the scanners into
a detailed scan routine to further determine if the anomaly is a vortex, and if
it is a vortex, determine the vortex characteristics. Once a vortex is located,
the sensors will likely be controlled to scan rapidly along the vortex to deter-
mine its position within the air corridor.
The data processing function of the mini-computer receives the pre-
processed outputs of the individual (one-dimensional) sensors and records
them in storage. After sufficient data are in storage, the computer combines
the one-dimensional data to form a two-dimensional picture of the coarse scan
area. The computer looks for anomalies (mentioned in the above paragraph)
to determine if a vortex exists in the corridor. The outputs from the detail
scan are processed to provide a two-dimensional picture of the vortex and to
calculate circulation, position, movement and other pertinent parameters.
The mini-computer of the detective system, in conjunction with the local
automated air traffic control system, integrates vortex data with traffic data
to determine if a hazard exists to aircraft in the area. The computer per-
forms this operation with stored vortex data and inputs of projected aircraft
flight profiles. If the computer determines that a vortex of hazardous strength
3-17
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lie s in the projected path of an oncoming aircraft, a warning is displayed
via the display subsystem to the controllers and pilot involved.
3.2.4 Data Display/Communication Subsystem
The method of performing a real time display of wake vortex hazard
data to both the pilots and controllers is most important in the development
of a detective wake monitoring system. The data display must provide data
to the persons involved in a simple yet effective format. If the pilot is to
make the decision to abort a landing or maneuver to avoid a vortex encounter,
he must have sufficient data to know the most appropriate move to make.
Equally important, the pilot should not be required to make an evasive ma-
neuver if the vortex to be encountered is not of sufficient strength to constitute
a hazard. To be considered along with these factors, aircraft crew members
are busiest during approach and departure portions of flight and must not be
over burdened with complicated display formats of vortex conditions.
An effective real time display can perhaps be incorporated into the pro-
posed Multifunction Display (MFD) (Ref, 25), a cathode-ray tube monitor proposed
. to display data provided from the ground via a digital data link. The digital
data link will provide computer-to-computer communication between the
ground-based traffic control computers and airbourne flight computers. The
display could perhaps provide an indication of vortex hazards along the pro-
jected flight path together with other pertinent navigation data already planned
for the MFD.
3.3 CONSIDERATIONS OF MULTI-COMPONENT (MULTI-DIMENSIONAL)
AND SINGLE-COMPONENT (ONE-DIMENSIONAL) SYSTEMS
Should a detective wake vortex monitoring system be a one -, two -, or
three-component detection system? This question has arisen since a laser
Doppler detective wake monitoring system was first conceived. An attempt
is made here to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of the single and
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multicomponcnt. systems and to indicate the preferred choice of system with
today's knowledge of the vortex monitoring problem.
3.3.1 Single -Component (One -Dimensional) Vortex Sensor
A number of computer simulations have been made of a laser Doppler
type sensor scanning through a vortex. The simulation consists of looking at
the vortex flowfield with a course resolution instrument and attempting to
recognize profiles from the resulting output. The simulated output of the
sensor is plotted by an SC 4020 plotter as velocity versus locations within the
vortex. Figure 3-9 defines the terms which were used in plots of the simu-
lated sensor output. This simulation program is discussed in Section 3.4 and
in Appendixe s Band C.
A single -component sensor of vortex velocities can provide a realistic
picture of the vortex tangential flow field of a vortex if it views the vortex
at an angle perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the axis of the vortex.
Figure 3 -10 illustrates this fact. The W (sensed velocity) and T, L (actual
velocities) curves agree very well in this figure to indicate a good measure-
ment of tangetial velocities with a one-component sensor viewing the vortex
at angles approaching 90 deg with respect to the vortex axis. However, as
the viewing angle with respect to the vortex axis (angle between "site line"
and "vortex axis") approaches zero degrees, the ability of a single component
sensor to sense accurately the vortex tangetial velocity degrades rapidly.
This results from the fact that a coaxial LDV measures the along -line-
of-site velocity component. Figure 3-11 shows a comparison between a sim-
ulated one-dimensional sensor's output and the actual tangential flow within
the vortex as the angle between the line-of-sight of the sensor and the vortex
approach zero degrees. In the upp~r set of curves of Fig. 3-11, this angle is
approximately 2 deg, in the middle set, the angle is approximately 6 deg and
in the lower set the angle is approximately 10 deg. Figures 3 -10 and 3-11
show that as expected, the velocity resolution capability of a one -dimensional
sensor viewing a vortex tangential flow field is greatly dependent upon the
viewing angle, which improves as the angle (between 'sensor line -of-sight and
vortex axis) approaches 90 deg.
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/Reference
/ Sweep Line
Site Line
Lines of Sight
Laser Doppler
Type Sensor
Definitions for Simulations
Vortex Axis:
Line of Sight:
Scan Plane:
Site Line:
runs along center of .vortex core
line of sight of the sensor as it scans
across the vortex
formed by line of sights
line of sight which intersects
vortex axis
Reference Sweep Line: line in scan plane which
passes through vortex
axis and is perpendicular
to site line
T actual tangential velocity of the vortex at the
focal point of the simulated system
L actual line of sight velocity of the vortex at
the focal point or range rate point of the
simulated system
W Simulated velocity output of sensor resulting
from logic described in Section 3,4
x Output from data proces sor which provides
maximum absolute value of velocity within
sensor focal volume or pulse length (X is
not plotted for all figures).
Fig. 3-9 - Laser Doppler Velocimeter Making Single Line Scans Through a Vortex
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For a short range sy stem, positioning the sensor to view the vortex
with a line-of-sight nearly perpendicular to the vortex axis is a relatively
simple matter. The sensor could be placed under the flight path while look-
ing vertically (Fig. 3-l2a) or to the side of the flight path to look-over to the
vortex (Fig. 3-12b). In either case the sensor would view the vortex at an
angle approaching perpendicular to the vortex axis.
However, for a long range sensor (the topic of Section 3), the location
of the sensor such that the vortex could be viewed at a large angle (approxi-
mately 90 deg between the sensor line -of-sight and the vortex axis) becomes
a most impractical task. In order to obtain this approximate 90 deg viewing
angle, the sensor would necessarily be located 5 to 10 kilometers from the
runway edge and scan back toward the flight path. Because of the shortage
of air terminal real estate and the normal physical obstacles - terrain,
buildings, etc., - in the sensor line-of-sight, locating the sensors to view
the vortex perpendicularly at long ranges will probably be impractical. The
vortex will normally be viewed as depicted in Fig. 3 -l2c with a small angle
between the sensor line-of-sight and the vortex axis. The resultant measured
velocities will be much smaller than actual velocities as indicated in Fig. 3-11.
• Axial Flow Considerations for Single -Component Systems
The above paragraphs indicate difficulties in characterizing a vortex
with a long -range, single -dimension sensor if only the tang~ntial velocities
are considered. Figure 3 -13 illustrates a one -dimensional sensor's output as
it scans through a vortex with simulated axial (Newman's model, Appendix A).
as well as tangetial flows. It is immediately evident that an axial flow com-
ponent similar to the one modeled in Fig. 3 -13 will greatly enhance the ability
of a single component sensor to detect a vortex at small angles with respect
to the vortex axis and at long ranges. However, a minimum of experimental
evidence exists to verify the existence of an axial flow such as the one de-
picted in Fig. 3 -13. There is very little theory or data to correlate either
the strength or dimension of the axial flow ·Nith the generating conditions;
i.e., aircraft circulation, etc. Also, tangentail- not axial velocities - upset
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Fig. 3 -12a - Sensor Located Under Flight Path Looking Up (Viewing
vortex perpendicular to vortex axis)
__________...J/
Fig. 3-12b - Sensor Located to Side of Flight Path Looking Toward
Flight Path (Viewing vortex perpendicular to vortex axis)
5 to 10 km
Fig. 3 - 12c - Long Range System - Angle Formed by Sensor Line -of-
Sight and Vortex Axis .(a) Nece.s sarily Small Due to Lack
of Real Estate for Locating LDV far away from Flight Path
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aircraft. Therefore, it is hardly worthwhile to begin immediately to design
a wake turbulence detection system based upon the existence of vortex axial
flow.
• Conclusions about Utility of One -Component Long -Range Vortex Detection
If the orientation of the vortex were known, it might be pos sible to derive
a true, long -range (2 to 10 km) picture of a vortex from one -dimensional data
taken at a small angle (such as illustrated in Fig. 3-11). The vortex flow could
be derived by dividing the single component velocity data by the sine of the
viewing angle (with respect to the vortex axisL The drawbacks to this ty.pe
system are the following:
• Difficulty in knowing exact orientation of the vortex.
• Difficulty in distinguishing between sensed vortex velocity
component and wind component.
• Difficulty in resolving axial and tangetial velocity contributions
to measured data.
With a high spatial resolution sensor, it would be possible to determine
the orientation of the vortex with some degree of accuracy. However, at small
angles, a small error in angle determination would mean a large error in the
resolved tangential velocity; (i.e., since sine 4 deg =0.07 and sine 5 deg =0.09;
a 1 deg error in vortex angular orientation would result in an approximately
25% error in calculated vortex tangential velocity). Since the spatial resolu-
tion of a high resolution bistatic velocimeter (1/3 meter diameter optics, 2
meter separation) is approximately 500 meters at 5 km range and 2000 meters
at 10 km range (Fig. 3 -3), it would be difficult to determine the vortex orienta-
tion to within ±,l degree at the larger ranges.
Viewing a vortex at long ranges at a small angle with the axis results in
sensing a small velocity component of the tangential flow. Figure 3 -11 illustrate s
these sensed velocities being typically below 6 meters/sec for 747 vortices
1000 meters behind the aircraft at 10 deg viewing angle and below 4 meters/
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sec at 6 deg viewing angles. A 5 to 10 meter/sec wind gusting directly down
the line-of-sight of the LDV sensor would not be an uncommon atmospheric
phenomenon at many airports. With a one-dimensional sensor, the difficulties
of unscrambling a vortex velocity component less than 5 meters/sec on top of
a turbulent wind component of 10 meters/sec are obvious.
Since vortex axial velocities are presently ill defined, it is difficult
to perform meaningful analysis of viewing vortices with a one-dimensional
sensor from a direction such that the axial component is likely to be the pre-
dominant velocity component. Figure 3 -13 presents an attempt to simulate
such a case with axial flow according to Newman's model (Ref. 26 and Appendix
A). The pre sence of the axial flow might greatly facilitate the monitoring of the
vortex at long ranges with a single component velocity sensor. At present the
pressence of an ill defined axial flow only confuses the concept of a one-
dimensional, long-range vortex sensor.
3.3.2 Two Component (Two-Dimensional) Vortex Sensor
A two-dimensional LDV concept would use two each of one-dimensional
LDV sensors viewing the same" data volume and vectorially computing a resultant
vector velocity from the one -dimensional sensor outputs to provide two-
dimensional data in the plane formed by the sensor line-of-sights. Since the
two sensors do not necessarily give orthogonal coordinate components, the
summing of their outputs is somewhat more involved than a normal vector
summation. This can be illustrated graphically (Fig. 3 -l4a) by constructing
perpendiculars from the vector tips of the velocities sensed by the individual
LDVs. The intersection of the two perpendiculars defines the vortex velocity
in the plane defined by the two LDV sensors and the data point.
Figures 3-15a and b compare vortex tangential flow visualizations by
two-component (Fig. 3 -l5a) and single -component (Fig. 3 -15b) sensor systems.
In both figures the range is 5 km and the angle between the system sensor(s)
and the vortex line-of-sight is six degrees. In Fig. 3-15b the vortex is viewed
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by a single sensor with a 6 deg angle. In Fig. 3 -15a each sensor views the
vortex with a 6 deg angle with respect to the vortex line-of-sight; in this
figure the sensors are located on opposite sides of the vortex line -of -sight.
Note the improved agreement between measured (W) and actual (T) vortex
velocities in Fig. 3-15a over Fig. 3-15b.
Figures 3-16a and 3-16b illustrate the effect upon the two-dimensional
system by increasing and decreasing the angular separation (angle 13 of Fig. 3-
14a) of the sensors. The abscissa of these curves can be expressed as the
distance from the vortex axis (Fig. 3 -14b) in meters. The ordinates are the
resolved velocities from the mathematically combined outputs (Fig. 3 -14a)
of the two sensors. The curves marked T are actual tangential velocities at
the data points. The curves marked L are the actualline-of-sight velocities
at the data points which have been resolved by combining as depicted in Fig. 3-
14a. The W curves are the sensor output velocities combined mathematically
as again depicted in 3 -14a. The X curves are the absolute values of the sensor
outputs combined mathematically (positive and negative velocities are not dis-
tinguished from one another). Figul'e 3 -16a indicates that the agreement
between the Wand L-T curves degrades as the range to the data point ("Vortex
Range") increases from I km to 5 km and again to 10 km. This deviation be-
tween actual velocity and sensed velocity increases for the 300 meter separation
between sensors (Fig. 3-16b). Both of these figures illustrate that measurement
error s are magnified as the angular separation subtended by the two sensor s as
the data point decreases.
Figures 3-16a and 3-16b are the resolved outputs (theoretical) of the
LDV sensors with capabilities of resolving the sensed velocities within plus
or minus one meter per second. With a better velocity resolution for example,
(±.1/3 m/sec) for each of the LDVs, the agreement of the Wand T -L curves
would improve. However, it was felt that since natural atmospheric (Kolmo-
gorov) turbulence would be added to the LDV outputs in a real system (and has
not yet been added in this simulation) that + 1 m/sec is a good conservative
velocity resolution to expect from a LDV sensor operating at long range.
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LDV No.1
Actual Vortex
Velocity in Plane
of Sensors and
Data Point
LDV No.2
Output
LMSC-HREC D225936
Perpendicular
from LDV
No. I
LDV No.1
Output
NOTE: Velocities plotted in
SC 4020 plots are the resolved
velocity magnitudes (speeds)
with no indication of direction
of the vector.
Fig. 3 -14a - DerivatioXl of Two-Dimens.ionaI' Data fror" Two ·One·-Dimenaional. .5eJUlprs in. Non-Orthagnal
Coordinate System
2-D Lateral Scan
Sweep Line
Line
Vortex Axis
2-D Range Scan
Fig. 3-14b - Plot Nomenclature for Two-Dimensional Data Presentation
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• Misalignment Effects on Two -Component Sensors
Requirement s to maintain independent optical pointing accuracies be-
yond certain limits for scanning type systems greatly increase the cost and
reduce the reliability of system hardware. Thus, investigation of point accu-
racy requirements early in the conceptual phases of system development was
an important aspect of the study. Beams from sensors located on separate
platforms must intersect spatially to provide data from the same points in
space (Fig. 3-14a) for a true two-dimensional picture of the vortex. The
beams need not pass through the same spatial point at the same instant of
time. However, if they do pas s through the points at different times, sensor
outputs must be stored until both sensors have taken data from the spatial
points of interest. The accuracy required for steering these beams is the
subject of this subsection.
Figures 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19 illustrate the effects of misaligning the
sensor beams in the vertical plane by 1, 3, and 5 meters respectively at the
target points. With a vertical misalignment, the sensors' beams no longer
inter sect at the target points; but one beam is skewed above the other.
Figure 3-17 depicts a one meter misalignment. The "W" curves of this
figure are practically indistinguishable from those of Fig. 3 -15 (no misalign-
ment). Thus, it can be concluded that a one-meter misalignment has little
effect upon the system measurement accuracy. The vortex peak tangential
velocity and core diameter are identifiable as in Fig. 3-15 where there is no
alignment error.
Figure 3 -18 depict s a 3 -meter alignment error. In Fig. 3 -18, peak
tangential velocities have dropped approximately 10%, yet core diameters have
remained approximately constant. The center of the core has shifted approxi-
mately one meter. A three -meter misalignment is probably permissible for
a long-range, two-component, wake turbulence measurement system.
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A five-meter alignment error is depicted in Fig. 3-19. At the 10 km
range, the peak tangential velocity sensed by the system has dropped approx-
imately 40%, and the core diameter has increased from 6 meters to approx-
imately 11 meters. At shorter ranges, the peak tangential velocity error is
decreased somewhat.
From these figures, it can be seen that a 3 meter pointing accuracy is
adequate and possibly too stringent. This amounts to a one milliradian pointing
error at a range of 3 km and a 0.3 milliradian error at a 10 km range.
Runs were also made with a horizontal misalignment rather than the
vertical misalignment discussed above. The horizontal misalignment merely
intersects the two beams at a point slightly in front of or behind the nominal
intersection rather than causing the beams to skew as discussed above. The
horizontal misalignment did not have a noticeable effect for the I, 3, and 5
meter alignment error cases. The vertical misalignment represents a Ilworst"
case misalignment.
• Axial Velocity Effects on Two-Component Systems
Figure 3 -20a depicts a two-component scan through a vortex (with sensor
outputs combined as illustrated in Fig. 3 -14a with simultaneous axial and tan-
gential flows. Figure 3-20b depicts the same sensor scanning through a vortex
with the same tangential flow but no axial flow. The similarities and differences
in system output can be seen. These outputs are listed below for several data
point positions:
Distance from Combined Axial and Tangential Tangential Only
Site Line (m) Actual Measured Actual Measured
+20 5 mls 5 mls 6 mls 6 mls
-
+10 12 15 12 15
-
+ 5 25 25 22 22
-
+ 2 37 37 32 32 j- 0 37 37 0 0
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The outputs of the sensors for the vortices both with and without axial flows
agree quite well until the data points move into the cores. Since axial flows
are confined primarily to the core in Newman's model (Ref. 26) and Appendix
A) this would be expected. Once the sensors probe the core, the vortex with
the axial flow displays velocities which continue to increase, while the vortex
with tangential flow only displays decreasing velocities which approach zero
at the core center.
From the above data the two-component system can be seen to be capable
of resolving tangential vortex velocities even in the presence of axial flow.
This important property of the two-component system would allow vortex
circulation to be calculated and thus vortex hazard somewhat independently
of an axial flow presence within the vortex core.
• Ambient wind effects upon component systems
Figures 3-21 and 3 -22 depict two-component scans through vortices with am-
bient winds superimposed on their flows. Figure 3 -21 simulates vortex tangen-
tial flow without axial flow while Fig. 3 -22 simulates combined axial and tangential
vortex flows. These two figures are discussed in the following paragraphs. They
represent a first cut at adding ambient wind effects to the simulations.
Figure 3 -21 depicts two -component scans through vortices at several
ranges with an ambient wind of 5 meters/second superimposed upon the tangen-
tial flow field of the vortex (no axial flow is included). The ambient wind in this
case was directed along the vortex axis. This would correspond to a headwind
in a real situation. A comparison of Fig. 3 -21 with Fig. 3 -20b - the same con-
figuration without ambient wind - indicates that the introduction of ambient wind
increases the actual flowfield velocity (T) in the wings of the vortex (at radii
greater than 20m with respect to site line) but has little effect upon core veloc-
itie s. Since the ambient wind simulated in this figure is normal to the vortex
flow (tangential flow only simulated), the ambient wind vector (5 m/sec) - small
when compared to the core max velocity (33 m/sec) - is oriented at 90 deg to the
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core velocity vector and has very little influence upon the combined resultant
vector magnitude (34 m/sec). However, in the vortex wings, the ambient
. wind vector (5 m/sec) is comparable to the vortex flow vector (approximately
4 m/sec) and the two combine to form a resultant of approximately 8 m/sec.
The measured velocity (W) of Figure 3 -21 closely agrees with the actual
velocity (T) at close range (1 km) but falls 300/0 below the actual at the longer
range (5 km). This can be attributed to the means of computing the two-component
flow field from outputs of two one component sensors (Fig. 3 -14a). The outputs
of each single component sensor are extrapolated by the computer to be the
highest velocity magnitude within the focal volume. If the velocity is positive
a positive sign is given to the magnitude and if it is negative, the velocity mag-
nitude is termed negative. The positive and/or negative sensor outputs are then
added according to Figure 3 -14a to develop a velocity magnitude for the resultant
vector velocity in the plane formed by the line-of-sights of the two sensors. This
mode of computing the resultant vector was not exact but provided a vector mag-
nitude which compared very favo·rably with the simulated flow velocities for all
vortices simulated until this particular case which included effects of ambient
winds.
As can be seen from Fig. 3-21, another means should be used to improve
the agreement at long ranges (narrow view angles) between actual simulated
velocities (T) and measured velocities (W) where winds are involved. One means
of improving this agreement would be the subtraction of ambient wind velocity
components from the outputs of each of the two sensors before combining the
two sensor outputs to form the two component velocity magnitude. The ambient
wind velocities could be measured beyond the influence region of the vortex
phenomenon.
Figure 3 -22 depicts two -component scans through vortices at seve ral
ranges with an ambient wind of 5 meters/second superimposed upon the combined
tangential and axial flow fields of the vortex. The ambient wind is directed along
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the vortex axis as a headwind as in Fig. 3-21. The figure corresponding to
3-22 but without the ambient winds is 3-20a. In Fig. 3-22 the ambient wind
translates the flowfield velocity upward in the wings (20 meters outside the
vortex axis) but does not have much effect within the vortex core. The meas-
ured (W) velocities and actual (T) velocities again agree very well at the short
range (approximately 1 km) but drop below the actual on the edges of the core
(3 m to 10 m radii) at the longer ranges. However, since the ambient wind is
in the same direction as the axial component, the measured (W) data agrees
very well with the actual (T) at the vortex axis. If the ambient wind were a
cross wind, this agreement may not be quite as good. Cross wind case should
be simulated in the future to evalute the effectiveness of this type of system.
3.3.3 Three (Three -Dimensional) or More Sensed Components
The objective of the long-range detective system is to detect the vortex
and determine the hazard created by the vortex flow field. Since the hazard
from a vortex is considered to be due to its, tangential flow, one objective of a
detective system might be to determine this tangential flow field; i.e., the vortex
tangential flow versus distance from the vortex axis. The two-component sensor
configuration defines the vortex flow in the plane formed by the lines of sight of
the sensors as they probe the vortex. The output of the two-component configura-
tion has been shown to be adequate in defining the vortex tangential flow field as
long as scans are made through the vortex (i.e., the scan plane is moved through
the vortex) in such a manner that the vortex tangential flow vectors lie in the
scan plane at some time during the scan through the vortex. Since the two-
component scan has been shown to be adequate to provide the desired data for
the long-range detective system, the requirement for a more complex three
(or more) component system is unjustified.
3.4 SIMULATION PROGRAM: VORTEX FLOW FIELD AND FLOWFIELD
MONITORING WITH LASER DOPPLER SENSOR
Early in the contract the decision was made to emphasize mathematical
modeling of laser Doppler sensors to detect simulated vortex flow fields to
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develop further knowledge of sensor requirements and capabilities for a wake
turbulence monitoring system. This modeling effort involved first choosing
a simple but realistic vortex flow field model and, second modeling a simu-
lated laser Doppler sensor scanning through the flow field. The vortex flow
model would provide tangential flows since these were well defined and option-
ally axial flows (not well defined) according to Newman's mod:el (Ref. 26). The
flowfield simulation will have the capability of superimposing ambient winds.
The sensor simulation is to consider optionally coaxial and bistatic optical
configurations operating in both the pulsed and continuous wave laser con-
figurations.
3.4.1 Vortex Flow. Field/Sensor-Detection Model
The vortex tangential flow field (VT) for the sensor simulation is repre,.. .
sented by the equation (Ref. 26):
where
To = circulation
W = freestream velocity00
II = eddy viscosity
z = vortex axial coordinate
D = distance from vortex centerline
and
4W
= 1rp Vb
W
00
= V
II = k IJ./P
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W is total aircraft weight
p is density of atmosphere
V is aircraft velocity
b is wing span
Jl is coefficient of viscosity
k is the coefficient that relates laminar kinematic
viscosity to eddy viscosity for a particular r
o
The vortex axial flow field (VA) is provided optionally as the following
(Ref. 26):
where D is profile drag of the aerofoil and the other variables are those
o
defined above.
In order to relate the tangential (VT) and axial (VA) flow fields of the
vortex to some velocity sensor for a simulation of the sensor/flowfield inter-
action, a coordinate system was set up to describe the sensor to the flowfield.
The coordinate system chosen was spherical polar with the sensor at the origin
(0) and the vortex axis direction defined by the vector PO.
z
Sensor
x
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The velocity at point S is determined by D of the above equations which
---0.
is the distance of S from the vortex centerline (PO). The" distance from S to
PQis:
D =
where
~ ----" ~
SP = OP - as
The tangential velocity vector at S is
--\.
VT
~ --\.
and the magnitude of the component of VT in the direction of SO (the sensor)
is
V ST =
----" ~
VT· as
losl
The magnitude of the axial component V SA sensed by the sensor can be com-
puted in a similar manner. Ambient winds can also be added vectorially to
the vortex flow field.
3.4.2 Laser Doppler Sensor Model
The laser Doppler sensor model allows the simulated sensor to view the
flow field as a typical laser Doppler sensor would, and it provides an output of
velocity in terms of range and angular position of the sensor. The type of out-
put depends upon the type of sensor (continuous wave or pulsed) and the type of
processor (spectrum analyzer, filter bank, etc.) modeled.
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• Coaxial Focused, Continuous Wave Laser Sensor
The focused sensor does not make a point measurement, but samples a
finite volume of space along a line (the focal volume, Fig. 3-23a) and con-
sequently observes a variety of velocities (Fig. 3-23b). The signal is the
strongest at the focal point (Fig. 3-23c) and tapers off as the distance from
th~ focal point increases. The functional dependence of the signal on range
L is given by
(Ref. 20)
where
K = constant
f = distance to focus point
L = distance to point under consideration
.DoL = AL f/1rR
2
A = wave length
R = radius of telescope aperture
In this program the interval (f - 6f, f + .Dof ) is observed along the line
of sight of the laser where .Do f = 2 Af2/1r R 2 . Within this interval a finite
number of equally spaced points are -sampled. The velocity at each point
(Vd ) (Fig. 3-23d) is multiplied times the weighting function (Id ) (Fig. 3-23c)
at that point; these weighted velocities (VdId) are then sununed for each
velocity present to determine the returned signal spectrum (Fig. 3-23e),
• Unfocused, Pulsed Laser Sensor
For a pulsed sensor there is a weighting analogous to the previous dis-
cussion for the focused sensor, except that the weighting function is triangular
in range with the base of the triangle equal to pulsed length (see Appendix B).
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The sensor simulation was designed to handle either pulsed or CW -focused
configurations. The simulations of both types are listed in Table 3-2.
• Preprocessing of Returned Signal
Once the returned signal is received by the detector of the laser Doppler
sensor, the frequency spectrum output of the detector must be processed to
provide a value which is representative of the desired data from the spatial
data point. (The spatial data point is the focal volume for a focused configura-
tion or the pulsed width volume for a pulsed configuration.) Two basic proces~es
have been simulated to decipher a single velocity value for each spatial data point.
These processes involve determining:
• Centroidal velocity, and
• Maximum veiocity existing in the spatial cell
The centroidal velocity refers to the centroid of the velocity spectrum
as it appears in the example of Fig. 3-23e. For short ranges where the
vortex velocity signal intensity is as great as the ambient wind signal intensity,
this type of processing is adequate. However, for longer ranges such that the
vortex velocity signal intensity is very low in comparison to the ambient wind
signal (as depicted in Fig. 3 -23e), the centroidal velocity is most inadequate
for representation of the vortex flow field.
Determination of maximum velocity above the noise level requires an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio in order to distinguish between the portion of
the velocity spectrum attributed to returned signal from the vortex and the
signal attributed to noise. This type of preprocessing would provide a good
representation of the vortex flow from the spectrum as illustrated in Fig. 3-23d.
Figures 3-24 and 3-25 illustrate centroidal and maximum velocity above
the noise level preprocessing, respectively. Both preprocessing configurations
provide adequate data at the lOO-meter range. However, as the range increases
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to 300 meter s, note that the measured centroidal (W) velocity drops approxi-
mately 500/0 below the actual (T) velocity in Fig. 3-24 while the maximum velo-
city above the noise level (W) of Fig. 3-25 remains at the level of the actual
velocity (T).
3.4.2 Computer Simulation Runs
Many computer simulation runs were made during the contract. A num-
ber of the runs, made during the early portion of the contract, involved multiple
scans through the vortex and displayed sensor output versus sensor position
and velocity contours from multiple scans. These runs are listed in Table 3.1
and discussed in Appendix B. Another larger group of runs was conducted
involving single scans through vortices with results plotted as velocity versus
a coordinate referenced to the vortex itself. The second group of runs is listed
in Table 3-2 and discussed further in Appendix C.
3.5 ADDITIONAL EFFORT REQUIRED BEFORE THE LONG RANGE
WAKE TURBULENCE MONITORING SYSTEM IS IMPLEMENTED
Several investigations should be performed before the long range wake
. turbulence monitoring system is implemented. These investigations can be
grouped according to system simulations, measurement programs, and hard-
ware development and are listed below:
• System Simulations
• Simulate single-component sensor systems with ambient winds
and turbulence.
• Simulate two-component sensor systems with ambient (cross)
windsand tur bulenc e .
• Simulate sensor systems with true axial velocities, after experi-
mental axial velocity data are available.
• Develop decision-making philosophy and simulate entire system
including sensor s, computer, and displays to determine system
effectiveness.
• Determine the sizes of corridors into air terminals from flight
path statistics of aircraft using these corridors.
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• Measurement Programs
• Measure axial flow velocities of full-scale aircraft vortices
with remote sensor s.
• Experiment with a single -component laser Doppler velocimeter
detecting vortices in an air terminal environment.
• Experiment with a two-component laser Doppler velocimeter
detecting vortices in an air terminal environment.
• Development Programs
• Develop MIL-Spec laser velocimeter hardware to meet high
reliability standards.
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Section 4
HYBRID WAKE VORTEX MONITORING SYSTEM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The hybrid wake vortex monitoring system relies less on sensors than
on the detective system and less on prediction than on the predictive system.
It incorporates some features of both as a system which should provide fore-
casts with more accuracy than the purely predictive system without quite as
much sensor sophistication as the detective system. Since the sensors of the
hybrid system are not as sophisticated as those of the detective system, with
maximum effort the system could become field-operational within a very few
years. Although the predictive system does not provide quite the air terminal
capacity increase that the detective system does, it is expected to enhance the
terminal capacity over the purely predictive system because of the improved
accuracy of the vortex hazard forecasting.
4.2 TYPICAL HYBRID WAKE TURBULENCE MONITORING SYSTEM
A typical predictive wake turbulence monitoring system is depicted in
Fig. 4-1. This artist's concept of the system depicts both laser Doppler and
acoustic sensors performing the measurement function. The laser velocim-
eter measures vortex size and movement in vertical planes normal to the
runway axis and located several hundred or thousand feet beyond the end of
the runway. The acoustic sensor locates the vortex position in a plane nearer
the runway end where the range requirement is less. System sensory mech-
anisms are controlled by the system computer which also processes sensor
data and performs the hazard forecasting function. The hazard status is dis-
played to the traffic controller who maintains spacing between aircraft accord-
ing to prevailing vortex conditions. These various functions and the equipment
for performing them in the hybrid system are discussed in the following para-
graphs.
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4.2.1 Detection of Current Vortex Locus
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A single -component laser Doppler velocimeter should be capable of
readily detecting and determining the tangential velocity distribution of a vortex
if the system is configured to view the vortex perpendicularly to the vortex axis.
This premise was discussed in Section 3.3.1, and is illustrated in Figs. 3-10
and 3 -11. The sensor could either be under or to the side of the vortex (i.e.,
under or to the side of the flight corridor) and would accurately measure the
tangential flow field of the vortex.
A typical air terminal layout with a hybrid laser Doppler wake turbulence
sensor system is depicted in Fig. 4-2. The wind is shown in this figure blowing
from left to right. Therefore, for both arrival and departure, aircraft would be
traveling into the wind; i.e., from right to left. The approach corridors for this
wind condition would be at the right (in the illustration) end of the field and the
departure corridors at the left. The boundaries above and below ILS approach
corridors are typically at 3 and 2 deg, respectively. The horizontal spread is
2t deg to either side of the runway. Since planes descend onto the air terminal
at widely varying vertical angles independent of the ILS corridor, the boundaries
on the departure corridor s include a larger vertical slice of air space (2 to
16 deg) and the same horizontal spread (2t deg to either side of the runway).
The NASA report of Ref. 27 discusses feasibility loci for vortex sensors
for the hybrid wake turbulence monitoring system. A first cut at locating
the sensors has indicated that the vertical scan planes at 5000 feet beyond
each end of the runway would provide much useful vortex position data to feed
into the wake turbulence forecasting computer. Sensors at these ranges are
depicted in Fig. 4-2. By using Fig. 4-2 and simple geometry, typical maxi-
mum ranges for the sensors to scan the overhead planes adequately can be
determined. The sensors located 5,000 feet from the runway end and scan-
ning the arrival corridors should have a maximum range of approximately
,1000 feet for maximum glide slope of 6 deg. Sensors located 5,000 feet from
the runway end and scanning the departure corridor should have a maximum
range of approximately 2500 feet. From the requirements subsection of
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Section 1 of this document, it was indicated that the altitude of an aircraft
above the ground greatly influences the controllability of the aircraft after it
encounters a wake turbulence. A 2500 -feet altitude above the ground could be
used as a typical maximum altitude for a hybrid system monitoring capability.
Figure 4-3a illustrates a vortex scanner performing two or more near-
vertical scans to determine the angular slope of the vortex axis between the
two scan planes. High spatial resolution sensors would be required to
perform this vortex axis slope determination unless the scan planes are
widely separated.
Figure 4-3b illustrates the use of a conical scan from a single-component
laser Doppler velocimeter to provide a three-component average velocity pro-
file. The laser beam is focused at a specific range and rotated through a to
scan a cone of angle 13. The average vertical wind component will appear
on the returned signal as V ~ the average (dc) value of the signal. As the
. v
sensor scans into and out of the horizontal wind component, a sinusoidal
output will be detected with the peak of the sine wave at the a h position indi-
cating the direction of the horizontal wind. The average horizontal wind velo-
city can then be calculated by dividing the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sensor's
velocity output by twice the sine of 13, the conic angle.
At heights of up to a couple of hundred feet and at horizontal distances
of 800 to 1000 feet, acoustic sensors have proven to be effective in tracking
vortices (Refs. 28 and 29). The acoustic sensor vortex tracking configura-
tion developed by the Department of Transportation's Transportation Systems
Center is depicted in Fig. 4-4. The transmitter sends out an acoustical pulse
of energy. The path of this pulse is altered by the flow fields of the vortices.
One vortex bends the acoustic path upward; the other bends the acoustic path
back toward the ground. The vortex which bends the acoustic path toward the
ground is tracked by measuring the time delays of the acoustic pulses in reach-
ing several receivers (l and 2 of Fig. 4-4). Data of vortex tracks taken with
this type system are shown in Fig. 4-5. This type sensor is designed to track
vortices and not measure the velocities of their flow fields.
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Plane B
Multiple, Near - Vertical
Scan Planes
o
Vortex Pair
Locus of Vortex in
Plane B
"'- Laser Doppler
Velocimeter Van
Fig. 4-3a - Determination of Vortex Loci Within Scan Planes (Multiple
planes used to determine vortex trajectory)
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4.2.2 Forecasts of Future Hazard
The computer of Fig. 4-1 receives the inputs from the sensors discussed
in Section 4.2.1 and processes these data to provide a forecast of the vortex
persistence in the active air corridors of the air terminal. The forecast from
the hybrid system should be more accurate than that from the purely predictive
system because of the increased accuracy of the input data. The real-time wind
input capability of the hybrid system (from the conical scan of the laser Doppler
sensor) would alone greatly improve the system accuracy in forecasting wake
turbulence per sistence over the "predictive system" since the wind inputs into
the predictive system are provided as a forecast by the local aviation weather
forecaster. The additional sensing of the vortex locus and movement within
the vertical scan planes of Fig. 4-2 should further· enhance the system's fore-
casting capability. The computer must then predict the loci of the vortices
between the scan planes and forecast their movements for several minutes.
The computer then would compare the predicted vortex movement with the
boundaries of the active air. corridors to determine the safe separat.ion
distance required between successive aircraft about to move into the corridor.
The primary improvement to be gained by going from this hybrid system to the
"detective system" is that the requirement to predict vortex loci between the
scan planes (the detective system would measure these directly) will be elim-
inated.
4.2.3 Interface with Air Traffic Controllers and/or Pilots
From the computer the vortex informa,tion must be fed to the ATC and/or
pilots involved in the hazard avoidance. This operation could be handled for the
hybrid system in the same manner as for the predictive system (discussed in
Section 2.5). The communication must be simple and precise in order not to
confuse the tiser of the data. The computer should be used to make as many
of the decisions as practical to reduce, not add to, the burden of the user.
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4.3 HYBRID SYSTEM SIMULATION
A digital computer program was developed to simulate a single-component
LDV scanning overhead searching for vortices. The simulation first performs
a coarse scan overhead in cb (Fig. 4-3a) and range to locate anomalies in the
flow field. If anomalies are located, the simulation, after it makes the coarse
scan, goes back for a fine scan in the regions of the anomalies. If vortices are
present, the simulation maps the vortices' velocities, calculates their circula-
tions and locate s the center s of their core s.
Figure 4-6 represents the output of the simulation after the first coarse
scan. The asterisks mark the loci of the high velocity points within the scan.
Figure 4-7 is a detail scan mapping of the regions of the high velocity
anomalies located by the coarse scan. The mapping represents velocity in
terms of the angular position (cb) of the sensor with scans at a number of dif-
ferent ranges. The ranges begin at 575 meters (bottom curve A) and are
incremented in one meter increments out to 625 meters (top curve A). The
velocity scales for each curve are offset by 8 meters/sec from the previous
curve (starting at the bottom) so that the viewer can distinguish between the
curves. High velocity activity can be depicted near the center of this figure.
Figure 4-8 represents a contour mapping of the velocities of Fig. 4-7.
The contours are plotted in terms of sensor angle (cb) and range. The F
contour is the outermost and represents velocities of approximately 5 meters/
sec. The E contour represents 10 meters/sec; D represents 15 meters/sec,
and so on until the innermost contour A represents 30 meter s/sec sensed
velocity.
Once the computer has stored the data of Fig. 4-8, computations are
then made to determine peak velocity, circulation, etc. The computer picks
the peak velocity at each range of Fig. 4-7 by applying a cubic least squares
curve fit to the velocities measured at the specified ranges and differentiates
the curve and tests for the maxima. The peak velocities at each range are
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next fitted by a quadratic least squares curve to determine the peak velocity
of the vortex for all rang.es. This curve is differentiated as. before to deter-
mine the peak.
After the peak velocities within the vortex are determined (one positive
peak and one negative peak), the computer determines the diameter of the
vortex core (di stance between the se peaks) and the locus of the core center.
The computer next determines the vortex velocity at a point, 2i radii from
the vortex center (2i radii arbitrarily chosen to provide velocity data from
the region of low velocity gradients), and multiplies this value by 21rr where
r is the distance from the center of the vortex to the point. This provides
the circulation. (In a real-world situation the velocities should be integrated
along a line integral at some radius, r. to accurately determine the vortex
cir culation.)
Figure 4-9 is a map of the loci of the centers of ,the vortices in the ex-
ample case of one vortex). The peak velocities, core radii and circulations,
both actual and as detected, are displayed along the bottom of the figure.
4.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF A HYBRID SYSTEM
Personnel at NASA (Ref. 27) have been statistically studying the effects
of varying spatial resolution upon the probability of predicting the vortex posi-
tion accurately enough for hazard avoidance. The preliminary results of these
studies have indicated that a spatial resolution of approximately 40 meters is
adequate. From Fig. 3-3 it can be seen that a one-half meter diameter coaxial
focused optical configuration will provide a spatial resolution of 40 meters at
a range of 600 meters (--2000 feet). If this spatial resolution proves to be
adequate, the hybrid system could be constructed around state-of-the-art
one -half meter diameter coaxial sensor s with minimum of development
costs. Scanning systems to perform scans similar to those required for the
hybrid system are presently being fabricated by Lockheed and NASA. NASA
is planning to have data processing equipment designed and fabricated in the
near future which would be very similar to that required for the hybrid system.
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Because of these present NASA efforts, the development costs for the hybrid
system would be primarily devoted to system integration and hardware re-
liability.
4.5 WIND SHEAR AND TURBULENCE MONITORING AS A BY -PRODUCT
OF HYBRID (AND PROBABLY DETECTIVE) SYSTEMS
Wind shear in approach corridors has become a problem of increasing
interest to pilots in the past few years. An example of this problem from
Ref. 30 is illustrated below.
"During a two-hour period on 4 January 1971 there were nine
missed approaches to runway 4R at JFK. Included in the missed
approaches were B-747s, B-727s, a B-707, a C-990, and a DH-6.
During this same period an accident occurred at LaGuardia Air-
port where one of the probable causes was stated as 'The failure
of the pilot to recognize the wind shear condition and compensate
for it." 1 (Ref. 30).
The conical scan configuration of Fig. 4-3b would provide wind profiles
to 2000 feet. Wind shears of interest and concern to approaching pilots lie in
this region. Thus, a logical by -product output of the hybrid system would be
a wind shear forecast from the wind shear observation. The instrument would
be readily available. The effort to develop such a by-product would be devoted
to processing the LDV sensor output to provide a suitable format for display to
ATC and/or approaching pilots.
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Section 5
CONCLUSIONS
When the need for a device (or system in this case) becomes recognized,
a number of questions immediately arise. In the case of the wake turbulence
monitoring system, some questions which arise are:
• Is a wake turbulence monitoring system feasible or within the
near state of the art?
• Would a wake turbulence system be cost-effective to develop,
operate, and maintain?
• What type system should be developed?
• What are the logical steps to develop the system?
These questions are considered in this conclusion. Attempts are made to
answer those questions which are answerable at the conclusion of this limited
study.
5.1 IS A WAKE TURBULENCE MONITORING SYSTEM FEASIBLE?
The studies performed by Lockheed-Huntsville have indicated that a wake
turbulence monitoring system is feasible. In fact, two of the three types of
systems conceived could be developed to field-operational status within two to
four years, and the third, a more sophisticated system could probably be de-
veloped in three to six years. The first two types of the system would require
a minimum of new technology and the third would require that concepts presently
on the drawing boards be developed.
Safety is of concern in system feasibility. This is e specially true when
something as exotic in the public's eye as the laser is involved. Laser radia-
tion in the wavelengths regime 0.4 to 1.4 microns is considered hazardous
(Ref. 31) for occular exposures of 10-6 W/cmZ and above. Laser radiation at 10.6
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micron wavelength (far infrared) is considered hazardous (Ref. 21) for ex-
posures of 10- 1 W/cm2 and above, clearly five orders of magnitude more
intense than the visible radiation hazard level. The wake turbulence monitor-
ing system should be feasibly designed to maintain transmitted radiation levels
well below the hazard level in order to assure safe operation in the air terminal
environment.
5.2 WOULD A WAKE TURBULENCE SYSTEM BE COST EFFECTIVE?
For a system to be cost effective, the benefits derived from the system
should outweigh the costs to develop, operate and maintain the system. The
benefits to be derived from such a system were outlined in the introduction to
this report as well as projected dollar savings to airlines from reducing spacing
behind "heavies." Increased revenues to terminals from increased capacity and
thus increased landing fees were projected. An additional note was made of the
approximately $36M in litigations involving the Government in claims for wake
turbulence-related accidents. The true benefits to be derived from the devel-
opment and installation of wake turbulence monitoring systems is difficult to
establish accurately because the capability of the system to increase terminal
capacity, reduce delays and improve safety is not accurately known. Some of
these values should be obtainable to a higher degree of accuracy if recommended
computer simulation studies of the entire systems are performed. Some prob-
ably will not be accurately known until a prototype system is developed and
operationally tested in the terminal for a reasonable period of time.
Table 5-1 presents a highly speculative picture of development prototype
system costs. The dollars depicted could easily be misestimated by a factor
of 50% in either direction. The costs were based upon developing one system
to handle a set of parallel runways at a single air terminal. Costs for indi-
vidual systems will be reduced for quantity production of the units.
A comparison of Fig. 1-2 of the report introduction with Table 5-1
indicates that over a period of several year s the system should be quite cost
effective. More accurate cost figures effectiveness will become available
from additional development studie s.
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5.3 WHAT TYPE SYSTEM SHOULD BE DEVELOPED?
This report discusses three types of systems: predictive, detective and
hybrid. The relative effectivenesses of the system configurations is discussed
in the introduction and the relative expense and development time are listed in
the table on page 1-14. The prediCtive and hybrid systems contain many of the
same elements. The predictive system requires the least development time, but
it is also least effective. A logical development path is to begin development of
the predictive and hybrid systems simultaneously with the idea of installing the
sensors of the hybrid system into the predictive system once they are developed.
The development of the detective sy~tem could proceed at a normal rate. This
approach would allow a system to be introduced - the predictive system - into field
operation within the shortest possible time. The system could .be updated to
become a hybrid system with improved performance. The detective system
could be introduced into field operation when it became available some time in
the future.
Additional studies might indicate that either the hybrid or detective sys-
tem should be developed, but not both. This limited study does not go into
enough depth to make this determination possible.
5.4 WHAT ARE THE LOGICAL STEPS TO DEVELOP THE SYSTEM?
Steps to develop the system can be grouped according to the system-
predictive, detective, or hybrid - to be developed. Some of these are listed
below:
5.4.1 Predictive System
• Simulation Studies
• Develop mathematical model of predictive system.
• Determine flight path statistics of arriving and departing
aircraft at speCific air terminals.
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• Development Programs
• Develop MIL-Spec laser velocimeter hardware to meet high
reliability standards.
5.4 .3 Hybrid System
• Simulation Studie s
• Continue development of total system model including display,
logic, etc.
• Continue development of model which performs overhead coarSe
and detail scans and calculates circulation, etc.
• Develop flight path statistic&
• Measurement Program
• Setup single-component LDV system in terminal environment
to perform hybrid -type scans during aircraft flybys; record
and analyze data.
• Determine LDV performance in inclement weather.
• Perform conical scan with LDV to determine wind profile.
• Equipment Development
• Further develop system hardware to meet high reliability
standards.
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Appendix A
NUMERICAL VORTEX MODEL
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Appendix A
A Inodel was sought that would approxiInate the vortex flow field s generated
by large transport aircraft. Consequently considerable eInphasis was placed on
recent flight investigations of vortex paraIneters using such aircraft, in particular
those initiated as a result of priority action on the part of the Director, Flight
Standards Services, in February 1970. Two of these investigations (Refs. I and
2) were concerned with aircraft response during vortex penetration while the
third (Ref. 3) concerned itself with the IneasureInent of vortex velocity profiles
using tower-Inounted hot wire aneInOIneters. The latter study is the Inost appli-
cable for the purposes of this investigation since the aircraft were operated in
terIninal-type configurations, and the vortices were Inonitored at altitudes of
zero to several hundred feet above the ground. Such data, however, suffer froIn
considerable scatter priInarily because of the vortex not intersecting the loca-
tion of the instruInentation, in Inost instances, through the center of the core.
Consequently, considerable error exists in the estiInation of core diaIneters
and peak velocities. Figures 1 and 2 (obtained froIn Ref. 3) present values of
peak tangential velocity versus vortex age and core diaIneter, respectively,
for a variety of current airline transport aircraft.
A-I (i-)
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The approach taken in the choice of a model was to choose from a com-
parison of the test data of Ref. 3 with various theoretical vortex models that
predict both tangential and axial velocity components, that model which yields
the most satisfactory agreement. Of particular interest is that of Ref. 5 which
presents a numerical method for solving the equations for a vortex core. The
technique solves the system of equations of motion for a steady axially symmetric
spiraling motion of an incompressible fluid at large Reynolds number with the
additional assumption of the boundary layer approximation. The results of an
application of the technique to a trailing vortex are presented in Figs.3 and 4,
for a Boeing 727 and 747, respectively. Peak velocity magnitudes and vortex
core diameters are in reasonable agreement with the data of Ref. 3 (summarized
in Figs. 1 and 2).
Deficiencies in the model are the:
• Requirement of an assumption of an eddy viscosity, and
• Assumption of a set of starting conditions for the computation.
A value for thE; eddy viscosity is estimated from the correlation that exists
between the circulation developed by the aircraft and the measured eddy vis-
cosity coefficient deduced in Ref. 6 from various wind tunnel and flight investi-
gations on vortex decay. Figure 5 graphically summarizes this correlation.
The initial conditions for the computation were taken from the approximate
theory of Newman (Ref. 7), which solves the linearized form of the set of equa-
tions used in the computational study of Ref. 5.
A comparison of the proposed model with various popular vortex models
is given in Fig. 6, for a given set of conditions (a 727 at 1000 feet downstream
of the aircraft).
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Appendix B
LASER VELOCIMETER VOLUME SCAN
SIMULATION PROGRAM
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B.l DESCRIPTION
Program simulates one vortex and scans it with one laser velocimeter.
Output is air velocity as a function of position.
B.2 CAPABILITIES
1. Vortex can be in any position.
2. Velocimeter can scan any size volume in any direction.
3. The tangential and axial velocity profile of the vortex
can be input with different values.
4. For focus system aperture size can be selected; for
pulse sy stem pulse length can be selected.
B.3 RESTRICTIONS
1. No wind exists.
2. Aerosol is assumed to be constant throughout the
vortex.
3. The vortex is assumed to be uniform along its
length.
4. The vortex core is assumed to be a straight line.
5. No change in vortex position or strength is allowed
with change in time.
6. Infinite signal-to-noise (SiN) ratio is assumed.
B.4 SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM OF LASER
The laser's focal point orientation is represented in a spherical coordi-
nate system centered at the laser.
B-1 U·)
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z
Focal Point
SLaser~
~-"""':;;""'';;'''--l------'''y
"
x
The transformation from the spherical coordinate system to the laser's rec-
tangular coordinate system is
x =r sina cose/>
s s s s
y =r sina sin e/>
s s s s
Z =r cosas s s
B.5 SCANNING OF LASER
The bounds on the scan are input
e/> s 1 lowe r bound of e/> s
e/>s2 upper bound of c/> s
a
s 1 lower bound of a s
a
s2 upper bound of a s
r
sl lower bound of r s
r
s2 upper bound of r s
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Also input are the number of equal divisions for each of the above intervals.
The scanning starts at the lower bound of each parameter. The simu-
lated sensor first scans across f/J then moves along 9 while it continues to
s s
scan f/J and finally it moves along r while still scanning f/J and 9 • For
s s s s
each point of the scan the simulation computes the velocity component of the
vortex in the direction of the laser.
B.6COMPUTATION OF TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT OF
VORT EX IN DIRECTION OF LASER
First the focal point of the laser is transformed from the spherical
system to the rectangular system.
X = r sine coscP
s s s s
Y = r sine sin</>
s s s s
Z = r cose
s s s
~
OS = (X , Y , Z ) focal point in laser's
s s s
rectangular system
z
Q
Y
X
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---"
OP = (X l' Y l' Z 1) point on vortex core axis (input)
--1
PQ = (A, B, C) direction of vortex axis (input)
where
~
Distance from S to PQ is D = J~ x polIPOI
~ ~ ~
SP = OP - as
Total tangential velocity magnitude of the vortex at point S, according
*to Newman
r
o
= 21r D
where
VT is normal of tangential velocity
r is circulation
o
W is freestream velocity
00
II is eddy viscosity
z is vortex axial coordinate (input
value is presently being used
fpr all positions)
=_4_W~_
1TPVb
W =V
00
II =kll/P
*Newman, B. G., I'Flow in a Viscous Vortex," Aeronaut. Quart., Vol. X,
May 1959. p. 149.
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where
W is total airc raft weight
p is density of atmosphere
V is aircraft velocity
b is wing span
Jl is coefficient of viscosity
k is coefficient that relates laminar
kinematic viscosity to eddy viscosity
for a particular r
o
The tangential velocity vector at S is
~ -.l..
vT - V (SP x PO)
- T IsF xrol
~ ~
The magnitude of the component of VT in the direction of SO is
V =
~ ~
VT' OS
1651
B.7 COMPUTATION OF AXIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT OF VORTEX
IN DIRECTION OF LASER
The magnitude of the axial flow component, according to Newman, is
where
D
o
= 471' P V z exp
VA is norm of axial velocity
D is profile drag of the generating aerofoil
o
The axial velocity vector at S is
VA -----= V PO
A IPOI
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B.8 COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY INTERPRETED BY A COAXIAL
FOCUSED LASER DOPPLER SYSTEM
The laser does not make a point measurement. It effectively samples
a finite volume of space along a line and consequently observes a variety of
velocities. The signal is the strongest from the focal point and tapers off as
the elemental volume considered increases its distance from the focus.
The power contained in the photo-detector due to N particles per cubic
centimenter is proportional to the current squared, as shown in the following
. *equahon.
.2
1
where
.,., is the quantum efficiency (electrons/photon)
a is power level of local oscillator
(J is backscattering coefficient of particle
R is radius of transmitter lens
A 2 is total transmitted light flux in photons/sec
N is effective number of identical particles per
f is nominal range of focusing
Ais optical wavelength
L is range from transmitter lens
3(cm)
The current squared due to an infinitesimal unit of length dL is
*This is Eq. A.8 on page A-6 of the Interim Report for Contract NAS8-2592l,
"Application of Laser Doppler Velocity Systems."
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let AL = AL f/1r R 2, then
( 1 2 2 4)4.. ~a aA N(l + (f _ L)2
AL 2
assume T/, a, (J, A, N are constants and let K l = l/41r..,,2 a
2
(J A 4 N, then
This is proportional to the equation used in the program.
where (l/J 1r/A)2 is a constant,
o
Therefore, the equation in the program is proportional to the power in the
detector due to a volume of space having an infinitesimal unit of length in the
line of sight direction from the detector,
In this program only the interval (f - Af, f + Af) along the line of sight
of the laser is considered,
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*This interval provides 50% of the signal. Within this interval a finite number
of equally spaced points is sampled. The velocity at each point (Vn) is multi-
plied times the weighting function (I ) at that point; these points are then
n
summed and divided by the sum of the weighting factors.
=AVI/~ILnnLJn
n=l n=l
~his VL function thus provides an LDV system output which is weighted accord-
ing to a calculated system spatial resolution. This type weighting function pro-
vides a data output similar to that which was recorded by using the spectrum
analyzer where the one-dimensional LDV was field tested.
B.9 COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY INTERPRETED BY A COAXIAL
PULSED LASER DOPPLER SYSTEM
The transmitted pulse is assumed to be a square wave. The detector is
open for the same length of time as that of the transmitter; therefore, a pulse
of length equal to the transmitted pulse enters the detector.
The pulse length is also assumed to be short relative to the distance to
the volume being observed. Therefore, the detected power of an elemental
volume is directly proportional to the length of time its illumination passes
into the detector.
The power going into the detector relative to time is a square wave.
But as a function of location of elemental volume, the curve looks like
Power
a
*Page 3-2 of the Interim Report.
b
B-8
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"b" is the center of the pulse w.hen the incoming pulse and the outgoing
pulse exactly coincide. At this instant of time "a" is the back of the outgoing
pulse and "c" is the front of the outgoing pulse. Figure B-1 shows the outgoing
and incoming pulses passing each other. The power curve shown above is then
the weighting function (In) as in the focused case and VL is computed the same
way.
B.IO INPUT FOR LASER VELOCIMETER SIMULATION PROGRAM
There are two sections of input of which the first is by way of namelist.
The name of the namelist is (INPUT) and it has the following variables:
Name
GAMMAC
W8
UNU
Z
OP(3)
PW(3)
PHIl
PHI2
NPHI
THETAl
THETA2
NTHETA
DISTl
DIST2
NDIST
PSI
Unit
N -m-sec/kg
m/sec
2
m /sec
m
m
m
deg
deg
deg
deg
m
m
B-9
De scription
circulation of vortex from gener-
ating aircraft
freestream velocity
eddy viscosity
downstream distance of vortex
from generating aircraft
position vector of a point on
the vortex axis
direction vector for vortex
starting PHI for sweep in PHI
final PHI for sweep in PHI
number of evenly spaced PHI
starting THETA for sweep in
THETA
final THETA for sweep in
THETA
number of evenly spaced
THETA in sweep
starting range for sweep in
range
final range for sweep in range
number of evenly spaced
ranges in sweep
control magnitude of weighting
factor. Set to one.
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Fig. B-1 - Schematic of Outgoing and Incoming Pulses
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Name Units
R m
FLAMDA m
PLENGT m
DZERO N
no SC40Z0 plots
SC40Z0 plots
RHO
lCHOlC
NWElGH
lOUT
lPLOT
lPLOTI
3kg/m
B-ll
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Description
radius of telescope aperture
wave length of laser light
pulse length
profile drag of the aerofoil
(U sed for axial velocity. If
no axial velocity wanted, set
DZERO to zero.)
density of atmosphere
flag for the following
lCHOlC = I for focused con-
tinuous wave laser
lCHOlC = Z for a non-focused
pulsed laser
lCHOlC = 3 for perfect velocity
detection
half the number of evenly spaced
points used in the illuminated
volume for weighting
flag for the printed output
lOUT = I for no printed output
lOUT = Z for printing only
velocity specified by lPLOT I
lOUT = 3 for printing all velocities
flag
lPLOT = 0
lPLOT = I
flag indicate s which velocitie s
are to be plotted
lPLOT I = I plots centroid of
weighted velocity
lPLOT I = Z plots max-min or
max (6.BS(VL)) as specified by
lVMAX
lPLOT I = 3 plots total line of
sight velocity at focus or at
center of pulse volume
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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IPLOT I
IVMAX
Units
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Description
IPLOT I =4 plots line of sight
component of tangential velocity
at focus or at center of pulse
volume
IPLOT I = 5 plots line of sight
component of axial velocity at
focus or at center of pulse
volume
IPLOT I = 6 plots normal of
vortex velocity vector at focus
or at pulse center
IPLOT I = 7 plots normal of
tangential velocity vector at
focus or at pulse center
IPLOT I = 8 plots normal of
axial velocity vector at focus
or at pulse center
flag
IVMAX= 0 program computes
maximum minus minimum of
line of sight velocity within the
focal volume or within the pulse
IVMAX = 1 program computes
the absolute maximum of the
line of sight velocitie s within
the focal volume or within the
pulse
The second input is for the plotting control. Each card for this input
controls a group of plots. There are three variables input on each card,
which are:
1. Column 10
2. Column 20
o
I
I
2
3
for no lines between plotted points
for lines between plotted points
indicates PHI will be plotted on the horizontal axis
indicates THETA will be plotted on the horizontal axis
indicates RANGE will be plotted on the horizontal axis
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indicates PHI will be plotted on the vertical axis
indicates THETA will be plotted on the vertical axis
indicates RANGE will be plotted on the vertical axis
A blank card terminates the plotting and returns control to the beginning of the
program for another case.
B.ll OUTPUT FOR LASER VELOCIMETER VOLUME SCAN SIMULATION
PROGRAM
The input is printed on the printer and, in the case where plots are
proudced, the input is also printed on the plotter. This is shown in Fig. B-2.
NAK£ L.I $ T lINFUTI
'AMMAC O.lUDDOOO[ 03 W8 0.H300000[ 02 UN" 0.81400000[-01 1 0.100000(;(;( u<
.;)P til
... 00000000[-31 OF 121 O.OOOOOOOOE-38 01' C3) 0.50000000[ 02
pe III . O.IOOOOOOO[ 01 fel21 0.00000000[-38 I'll" I 0.00000000£ -38
PHil 0.30000000[ 01 I'HI2
-0.30000000£ 01 NFKI II
1H[ lAl 0.48000000£ 02 1H£TA2 : 0.41998995£ 02 N1H£ TA II
. CUll : o .UOOOOOO£ 02 01 ST2 : 0.11 000000£ 02 NOUT : II
PSI 0.10000000[ 01 R 0.76200000[-01 F"LAHOA : 0.10600000£ -04 PLENe; T : 0."0000000E-311
ClEIlO o .50000000E 05 RHO 0.11920000£ 01 ICHOIC : NWE Ie;H 12
I'Ju~ = 3 IPLOT : IPLOTI : I VHAX :
Fig. B-2 - Example for Volume Scanning Program
The printer output of the velocities is controlled by the input variable
lOUT. Figure B-3 is an example where lOUT =3. In this fig~re
Distance =70 repre sents the range of the focal point
for the following measurements.
The numbers following (PHI =) represent the scan angle PHI in degrees
for the measurements in the column below the angle.
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The first number following (THETA) is the scan angle THETA in degrees
for the data until the next (THETA) is encountered. The numbers other than
the first are the centroid of the weighted averages.
DVL is the maximum minus the minimum velocities observed within the
focal volume. Or, if (IVMAX = 1), DVL is the maximum of the magnitude of
the line -of - sight velocitie s.
VL is the line -of-sight velocity at the focal point.
VTL is the line-of.-sight velocity at the focal point due to
the tangential velocity.
VAL is the line-of-sight velocity at the focal point due to
the axial velocity.
V is the norm of the total velocity vector at the focal point.
VT is the norm of the total tangential velocity vector.
VA is the norm of the total axial velocity vector.
RADIUS is the distance from the axis of the vortex and the
focal point in meters.
There are two types of plots. The first plot (Fig. B-4) is velocity versus
one of the scanning parameters such as PHI. In this type of plot there are a
number of curves plotted with various letters. Each letter represents a different
value of another scanning parameter such as THETA In Fig. B-4, A repre-
sents THETA =48.0 degrees, B represents THETA =47.4 degrees and so forth.
The second type of plot is a velocity contour plot (Fig. B-5). Each letter
represents a particular contour as indicated at the top of the plot. The contour
lines between the points must be drawn in by hand.
B.IZ EXAMPLE RUN FOR LASER VELOCIMETER VOLUME SCAN
SIMULATION PROGRAM
For an example, take a vortex generated by a Boeing 747 while it is land-
ing and SCAN it about 1000 meters from the generating aircraft. Approximate
values for the parameters of this vortex are
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GAMMAC= 727.0 n~m-sec/kg
W8 ;: 77.3 m/sec
UNU ;: 0.0914 m 2/sec
Z = 1000 m
DZERO = 50,000 n
. / 3RHO = 1,192 kg m
Let the vortex pass directly overhead and parallel to the X axis which
is on the ground
OP = (0,0, 50)
PO =(1,0,0)
The following is the scanning selection
PHIl = 3 deg
PHI2 = -3 deg
NPHI = 11
THETA1;: 48 deg
THETA2 =42 deg
NTHETA =11
DIST1 = 69 m
DIST2 = 71 m
NDIST = 11
A CO 2 gas laser is used, therefore
FLAMDA = 0.0000106 m
The value for PSI is a scale factor and, set it to one,
PSI = 1.
Let the laser Doppler system be a single, coaxial, continuous wave,
focused system. Therefore
ICHOIC ::: 1
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The lens of the telescope will be about a half foot in diameter. There-
fore
R = 0.0762 m
When the focal length is 70 meter s, half the length of the focal volume is
= 5.7 meters
To sample the velocity in the focal volume at least every half meter,
NWEIGH = 12.
To print out everything,
lOUT = 3.
To plot the centroid of the weighted velocity,
IPLOT = 1
IPLOTI = 1
Let the program compute the absolute maximum of the line -of- sight
velocity in the focal volume
IVMAX = 1
The first input is a comment on the first 72 columns of the first card.
Then comes the main input which is input by way of FORTRAN namelist. The
name of the namelist is INPUT and the data are the above described variables.
The final input to consider is the plotting control. Two sets of plots
PHI versus THETA and RANGE versus THETA are wanted. Also, in both
cases, lines will be drawn between the points.
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These input cards are
Card No. Col. 10 Col. 20 Col.30
1 1 1 2
2 1 3 2
3 blank blank blank
A sample of the printer output from this example run is shown as Figs.
B-2, B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6 and B-7.
B.13 LASER VELOCIMETER VOLUME SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM
VARIABLES
Nanle Units Location De sc ription
ABC(20) None PSCAN Plot label.
AVT(3) m/sec GOMMON/AOS/ Axial velocity vector at
illumination point - (rectangular
coordinate system).
D m/sec GOMMON/AlS/ D is the distance from illumi-
nated point of interest to a..-xis
of vortex.
DD(20) m MAIN Distance of focus point or
center of pulse from axis of
vortex.
DDIST m GOMMON/A12/ Distance between points in
range scan.
DDISTW m MAIN Step size used in sampling
the illuminate d volume.
DDV m/sec PSGAN Preliminary result in
determining delta velocity
between the curves on the
graph of velocity versus a
scanning parameter.
DISTL m MAIN Distance from laser to focus
point.
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Name Units Location Description
DISTW m !vlAIN Distance from laser to point
of interest in the illuminatt:d
volume.
DISTI deg COMMON/A09/ Starting range.
DISTZ deg COMMON/A09/ Ending range.
DLZ MAIN A preliminary result for
the. weighting associated
with a focus system.
DPHIL rad MAIN DELTA step in PHI scanning.
DPHILI deg COMMON/AIZ/ Angle between focus points
when scanning in PHI.
DPTD(3) deg ,deg ,m COMMON/AIZ/ DPTD(l) is same as DPHILI
DPTD(Z) is same as DTHELI
DPTD(3) is same as DDIST.
DTHELI deg COMMON/AIZ/ Angle between focus points
when scanning in THETA.
DTHETA rad MAIN DELTA step in THETA
for scanning.
DUM None PSCAN A dummy variable used in
calling arguments.
DV None PSCAN DELTA velocity between the
curves on the graph of velocity
vs a scanning parameter.
DZERO None COMMON/A14/ DZERO is the profile drag of
airfoil from generating aircraft.
EX VEL Intermediate value for tangential
velocity.
FACTI MAIN A preliminary calculation for
the weighting associated with
a focus system.
FACTZ MAIN A preliminary calculation for
the weighting as s ociated with
a focus system.
FLAMDA m COMMON/AZO/ FLAMDA =wavelength of light.
FLDX(lZ,3) None COMMON/AII/ Stores labels for the plots.
FLDY(lZ) None COMMON/All / Store s labels for the plots.
GAMMAC (N-m-sec)/kg COMMON/A06/ Circulation about vortex.
I None MAIN The PHI do-loop parameter.
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MAIN
PSCAN
PSCAN
Name
I
IA
IABC
ICHOIC
!ERR
II
IIA
Units
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
LMSC-HREC D225936
Location Description
PSCAN I is a subscript used in incre-
menting the parameter plotted
on the horizontal scale.
PSCAN Used in calculation for DELTA
velocity between the curves
on the graph of velocity vs
a scanning parameter.
PSCAN X coordinate for label used
on contour plot. Example (A::)
COMMON/A20/ Flag for laser type
ICHOIC :: I indicates focused
CW laser
ICHOIC :: 2 indicate s puIs ed
laser
ICHOIC :: 3 indicates perfect
velocity detection.
IERR is an error flag from a
plot routine.
The weighting do-loop parameter.
Used in calculation for DELTA
velocity between the curves
on the graph of velocity vs
a scanning parameter.
ILINE
lOUT
None
None
PSCAN
COMMON/A20/
B-24
Determines if lines will be
drawn between points of SC
4020 plots.
ILINE :: 0 indicates no lines.
ILINE > 0 indicates lines.
Flag for printer output
lOUT:: I no velocities are
printed.
lOUT:: 2 prints only velocity
specified by flag
IPLOTI.
lOUT:: 3 prints all available
velocities
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Name
IP
IPLOT
IPLOTl
ISYM(20)
IV
IV MAX
Units
None
None
None
None
None
None
Loca.tion
PSCAN
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/AII/
PSCAN
COMMON/A20/
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Description
Contains address of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish commands of
variables IX and IY. Used in
"assigned go to."
A flag indicating whether or
not SC 4020 plots will be
produced.
IPLOT =0 indicates no plots.
IPLOT = I indicates plots
will be made.
Flag indicating velocities to
be plotted.
IPLOT 1 =1 Plots centroid of
weighted velocity.
IPLOTI =2 Plots MAX-MIN or
MAX (ABS(VL».
IPLOTI = 3 Plots line-of-sight
velocity.
IPLOT I =4 Plots line-of-sight
tangential velocity
IPLOTI = 5 Plots line-of-sight
axial velocity
IPLOT I =6 Plots velocity
IPLOT I = 7 Plots tangential
velocity
IPLOT I = 8 Plots axial
velocity
Stores plotting symbols
IV is a flag indicating if current
velocity is higher or lower than
contour that is being sought.
Flag to indicate whether MAX-
MIN of line of sight velocity in
illuminated region is to be
computed or MAX (ABS (line
of sight in illuminated region»
is to be computed.
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Name
IX
lY
lZ
12
13
14
J
JABC
JCHOIC
JOUT
Units
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Location
PSCAN
PSCAN
PSCAN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
MAIN
PSCAN
PSCAN
MAIN
MAIN
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De scription
Determines horizontal axis
IX =1 horizontal axis is PHI
IX = 2 horizontal axis is THETA
IX = 3 horizontal axis is RANGE.
Determines vertical axis
IY = 1 vertical axis is PHI
IY =2 vertical axis is THETA
IY = 3 vertical axis is RANGE.
Indicates parameter which is
constant for each plot.
IZ = 1 PHI is constant
IZ =2 THETA is constant
IZ =3 RANGE is constant.
A do-loop parameter.
Indicates first velocity to be
printed out when lOUT = 3.
ICHOIC determines value for 13.
Indicates second velocity to be
printed out when lOUT =3.
ICHOlC determines value for 14.
The THETA do-loop parameter.
J is a subscript used in incre-
menting the parameter plotted
on the vertical scale.
X coordinate for label used
on contour plot. Example
(30) in label (A = 30)
Contains addre ss of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish command of
variable ICHOIC. Used in
"as signed go to."
Contains address of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish command of vari-
able lOUT. Used in "assigned
go to."
LOCKHEED· HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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Name Units Location Description
JVMAX None MAIN Contains address of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish command of
variable IV MAX. Used in
II assigned go to."
K None MAIN The range do-loop parameter
None PSCAN Do-loop parameter for plots.
Two plots are made for each
value of K.
KCHOIC None MAIN Contains address of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish command of vari-
able ICHOIC. Used in "assigned
go to."
KK None PSCAN Number of current contour
program is working on while
producing contour plot.
KOUT None MAIN Contains address of storage
location to go to in order to
accomplish command of
variable lOUT. psed in
"assigned go to."
L None PSCAN Used in calculation for DELTA
velocity between the curves
on the graph of velocity vs
a scanning parameter.
LAB(2,3) None PSCAN Plot label.
LABLE(8) None MAIN Contain labeling for printer
output.
LINE None MAIN Line count for current
page of line printer.
NDIST None COMMON/A09/ Number of evenly spaced
ranges.
NEW None MAIN Not currently used.
NNTH None MAIN Number of lines of output
on printer per range step.
Determined by lOUT.
NNX None PSCAN Same as NX except NNX
is negative if lines are to
be drawn between points
on graph.
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Name Units Location Description
NPHI None COMMON/A09/ Number of evenly spaced
PHIs.
NTHETA None COMMON/A09/ Number of evenly spaced
THETAs.
NY None PSCAN. NY is number of positive
contours to be plotted.
NW None MAIN Number of sampling points
in the illuminated volume.
NWEIGH None COMMON/A20/ NWEIGH is half the number
of evenly spaced points used
in the weighting of this illum-
inated volume.
NX None PSCAN Number of steps in parameter
which are plotted along hori-
zontal axis.
NY None PSCAN Number of steps in paramete r
which are plotted along vertica.l
axis.
OP(3) m C OMMON/AO 1/ Position of a point on the vortex
axis (rectangular coordinate
system).
OS(3) m C OMMON/AO 5/ Vector to indicate illumination
point relative to laser (rectan-
gular coordinate system)
PHIA rad MAIN Starting PHI. Same as PHIl
except for units.
PHIB rad MAIN Ending PHI. Same as PHI2
except for units.
PHIL rad MAIN Current value for the
angle PHI.
PHILl(20) deg COMMON/A04/ PHI values to be plotted
or printed.
PHIL2 deg MAIN Current value for the
angle PHI. Same as PHI2
except for units.
PHIl deg COMMON/A09/ Starting PHI.
.PHI2 deg COMMON/A09/ Ending PHI.
PI None COMMON/A07/ PI is 17 =3.1415926.
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Name Units Location Description
PLENGT m COMMON!A20! PLENGT is pulse length.
PQ(3) None COMMON!AO I! Directional vector for
vortex (rectangular coor-
dinate system).
PSI None COMMON!A20! PSI is incident wave
amplitude.
R m COMMON!A20! R is radius of telescope
aperture.
RHO kg!m3 COMMON!AI4! RHO is the density of the
atmosphere.
R2D deg!rad COMMON!A07! Conversion factor f".)r
converting from radians
to degrees.
SP(3) m COMMON!AOS! Vector from illumination
point (OS) to point (OP) on
vortex (rectangular
coordinate system)
THETAA rad MAIN Starting THETA. Same
as THETAI except for
units.
THETAB rad MAIN Ending THETA. Same as
THETA2 except for units.
THETAL rad MAIN Current value for the angle
THETA.
THETAI deg COMMON!A09! Starting THETA.
THETA2 deg COMMON!A09! Ending THETA.
THETLl(20) deg COMMON!A04! THETA values to be plotted
or printed.
TITLE (12) COMMON!A02! Contains inputted description
of run.
UNU m 2!sec COMMON!A06! Eddy viscosity.
V(20, 20, 20) m!sec COMMON!A03! Velocity values to be plotted:
First index varies PHI.
Second index varies THETA.
Third index varies ra.nge.
VCON m!sec PSCAN VCON is velocity of contour
to be plotted.
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Name Units Location Description
VCONl m/sec PSCAN Velocity of maximum
contour to be plotted.
VL m/sec MAIN Line -of- sight velocity at
point of interest.
VLINEI m/sec COMMON/AlS/ VLINEI is the line-of-sight
component of the tangential
velocity.
V LINE 2 m/sec COMMON/AIS/ VLINE2 is the line-of-sight
component of the axial
velocity.
VLW None MAIN Sum of line-of-sight velocity
multiplied by weighing factor
over the illuminated volume.
VMAVT m/sec COMMON/AIS/ VMAVT is the norm of the
tangential velocity.
VMAVTD l/sec VEL Scalar used to produce the
axial velocity vector AVT(3)
from vector PQ (3).
V MAX m/sec PSCAN Maximum value for velocity
of current plot being made.
VMAXX m/sec PSCAN The maximum velocity on
the graph of velocity vs a
scanning parameter.
V MIN m/sec PSCAN Minimum value for velocity
of current plot being made.
VMPQ m VEL Norm of vector PQ(3).
VMVT m/sec COMMON/AlS/ VMVT is the norm of the
tangential velocity.
VMVTD l/sec VEL Scalar used to produce the
tangential velocity vector
VT(3) from vector VV(3).
VMVV m VEL Norm of vector VV(3)
VP None PSCAN VP is used in computing
a linear interpolation
between data points,
for the contour.
VT(3) m/sec COMMON/AOS/ Tangential velocity vector
at illumination point (rec-
tangular coordinate system).
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Nam~
VTOL
VV(3)
VV(20,20)
VVMAX
VVMIN
VVP
VVV(20,20)
V 1(20, 8)
WAT
Units
m/sec
None
m/sec
m/sec
m/sec
deg or m
m/sec
m/sec
None
Location
MAIN
COMMON/AO 5/
COMMON/AI 0/
MAIN
MAIN
PSCAN
COMMON/AI 0/
MAIN
MAIN
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Description
Norm of velocity vector at
focus point.
Vector pointing in direction
of tangential flow at illum-
ination point (rectangular
coordinate system).
Values of VV are obtained
from V and stored in proper
order for plotting.
Maximum line-of-sight
velocity in the illuminated
volume.
Minimum line-of-sight
velocity in the illuminated
volume.
VVP is one coordinate on
a contour.
Values of VVV computed
from VV which has had a
DELTA velocity added to it
in order to separate the
graphs on the velocity plot.
Stores velocities for one
sweep in PHI.
V 1( , I) is centroid of
weighted line of sight
velocity. VI( ,2) is MAX-
MIN or MAX (ABS(VL».
VI( ,3)islineofsight
velocity at focus point.
V I ( ,4) is line of sight of
tangential velocity at focus
point. Vl( ,5) is line of
sight of axial velocity at
focus point. V 1( , 6) is
norm of total velocity.
VI( ,7) is norm of tan-
gential velocity. V 1( , 8)
is norm ofaxia1 velocity.
Intensity of pulse. Presently
set to one.
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Name Units Location Description
WF None MAIN Weighting factor for point
of inte re s t.
WFT None MAIN Sum of weighting factors
over the illuminated volume.
W8 m/sec COMMON/A06/ Freestream velocity.
Z m COMMON/A06/ Vortex axial coordinate from
source.
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\ Start /
T
Input I
I
Initialize I
I
f Range Doloop I
Alter Range I
I
Theta Doloop I
Alter Range I
I
Phi Doloop I
Alter Phi I
I
r1 Range Doloop for Illuminated Volume IAlter Range I
I
Compute Weighting Factor I
I
Find Point of Interest Relative to Vortex I
I
Compute Tangential and Axial Velocity at Point I
of Interest
I
Compute Line-of-Sight Velocity at Point of IInterest
I
Sum Weighting Factor
Sum Weighting Factor times Line-of-Sight Velocity
Save Line -of-Sight Velocity and Tangential Velocity
at Focal Point
Find Maximum and Minimum of Line -of-Sight
Velocity
Compute Centroid of Velocity versus Current in I
Detector (Weighting Factor)
I
Compute Absolute Maximum of Line-of-Sight I
Velocity
I
Print Output of Line Printer I
Plot Data on SC4020 I
+
Return to Start for Next Case I
Fig. B-8 - Flow Chart of Laser Velocimeter Volume Scan
Simulation Program
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B.14 LASER VEL.oCIMETER VOLUME SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING
VELOCITIFS AND
NO C;C4n~(') PL(lT~
C:C41"\?r"l PL(,T~
CONTINUOUS WAIIF LASFR
PULc;Fn Ll\~r='Q
PFPFFCT VFLOCITY nF.TFrTln~
FVENLY c,PACFn POINTe; U~l="n I"!
NO VELnCITVS ARE oRINTFr
PRINTS O~Lv VFL0CITY SPr=CIFIFn
By IPLOTI
PRINTS ALL VFLOCITIFSInt IT = :'l
FL Ar:
IPLr"T = ('
IOLJ1T =
FLl\(':
IPL0T 1 =
C I P\.l JL AT I n"l
FRFF~TREAM VFLOCITV
FDIJV Vlscoe;ITv
VORTFX AXIAL COO~DI"'AT~ F~nr-' S()U~CE
POSITION OF A POINT ON THE VORTEX AXIS
DIRECTIONAL V~CTOP FnR VORTFX
STARTING PHI
F"ID I "IG PH I
MJ~RFQ OF FVFNLV ~PAC~D P~IS
STARTING THFTA
i=='W) I "'G THFT A
MI~RFR OF FVFNLY C;PACFD THFTAC;
ST /Hn I NG RANGF
F"'I') I NG RANGF
NUMRFP OF EVENLY SPACFD PANGF~
INCIDENT ~AVF AMPLITUDF
PAI')IUe; OF TF'LF~COPF: APERTURF
WAVF LFNGTH OF LIGHT
PlJLC;F LFNt-TH
PROFILF DRAG OF THF AF~OFOTL
IJF.NSTTY OF ATMOSPHERF
FLf\G
Jr.-HOle: =
IrH01C = ~
ICHOIC = :".
HI\LF T~F NUMnFR OF
T~F II''''' I (':HT I ",e:;
FLAG
IOUT.= 1
lOUT = ?
NA~FL 1ST (I NP1JT)
TAPF.~C4('\?(')
e;VSLR?
IBJOR
~AP
f)FCI(
LAC;F~ VELOCIMFT~~ VOLUME SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM
THIS P~OG~A~ ~IMULATFS ONE ~ORTF.X AND SCANS IT WITH ONF. LASER
VELO("IMETE~. OUTPUT ON SC4(')20 PLOTS A~~ AIR VELOCITV AS A FUNCTION
OF PI"e; I T 10"'.
I nt.IT
THIS PROGRA~ CO~PUTF.S LINE OF SIGHT
WFIGHTFn LINF OF c;IGHT VFLOCITIFS.
C;C4r"l?(,\ PLOTTING Ie; PEPFOR~Fn
VFLOr I TV CO"'TOURC;
T~L'"'TI
GAMMM:
\!Ie
\JNI J
7
OP
PO
PH 11
PHI?
"'PH I
THETI'l
THET fl.?
"'THFTA
I)ISTI
nlc;T~
NDIST
PSI
Q
FLA"'r"'A
DU=:~·J("T
1J7EP'"'
PH0
$JOP
$c;ETUP LA?
a;A~~IGN
$"':XECUTF.
$18Jr"l8 L~~("
$ I PFTC ~A I'"
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
\.
C
C
C
c
r.
r.
r.
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
r.
c
C
C
C
C
r.
c
C
C
r.
C
r.
r.
c
c
c
C
C
C
c
r.
("
("
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r.
r.
r.
r:
r::
r:
r.
r
r
r:
r.
IVMAv
IPLOTI = '2
IPLOTI = :3
IPLOTI = 4
IPLOTI = 5
IPLOTI = 6
IPLOTI = 7
IPLOTI = 8
FLAG
IVMAX = 0
I\lMAX = 1
PLOTS MAX-MIN OR MAXCABSCVL»
PLOTS LINE OF SIGHT VELOCITV.
PLOTS LINE OF SIGHT TANGFNTIAL VELOCIT'
PLOTS LINE OF SIGHT AXIAL VELOCITY
PLOTS VF-LOC I TV
PLOTS TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
PLOTS AXIAL VELOCITV
COMPUTS MAX_MIN OF VL
COMPUTS VFLOCITY MAXCARSCVL»
PLOTING INPUTr.
c
r.
c
r.
c
r.
r.
r.
c
r.
COLlIMN In
COLU~N 20
COLl J~~"J 'lC
n
1
1
?
':l
1
?
':l
NO LINFS 8~TWF.FN POINTS
LINES RFTWFFN POINTS
PHI PLaTED ON HORIZONTAL AXIS
THETA.PLOTED ON HORIZONTAL AXIS
DISTANC~ PLOTFn ON HORI70NTAL AXIA
PHI PLOT~D ON VERTICAL AXIS
THFTA PLOTFD ON VERTICAL AXIS
DISTANCF PLOTFD ON VFRTICAL AXIS
cn~MnN / AnI / OPC~). P0C31
COM~nN / An? / TITLEC1?)
CO~MnN / An, / VC2n.2n,?O)
COM~n~ / A04 / PHILI(20). THETLt(20). DISTLt (20)
COMN'("", / AOF: / GAMMAC, 1118. UNlJ, Z
COMMnN / An, / PI, R?D
cOMMnN / AOq / PHlt. PHI2. NPHI. THETAI. THETA? NTHFTA. eISTI.
«. D I C, T;:>, NO 1ST
COMMnN / At? / DPHILI. nTHFLl. DOIST
COMM("N / AI4 / D7FOO. RHO
coMMn", / AIe:; / VL INFI, VL INF? VMVT. VMAVT. D
cOMMnN / A?O / PSI. R. FLAMDA~ PLENGT. ICHOIC. NWEIGH. lOUT.
'f, IPLnT, IPIJ)TI. IVMAX
nIM~""SION VI c;:>n.R) .DDC?O) .LARLECA)
DATA LABLE / 6HWFIGHT.3HDVL.3HVL t3HVTL.3HVAL.3HV .3HVT .3HVA /
DATA PI.P2n / 3.1415926. 57.?9<=;78 /
DATA G,L\rI~M"'C. INA. UNU. Z. OPt PO. PHI I. PHI2. THFTAI. THeTi\2.
<f, DISTt. 01ST2. NPHI. NTHFTA. NOIST. N'}IEIGH. lOUT. IPLOT
'f, / 16*0 •• ,*0.1.,.0 /
DATA PSI. 0, ~LAMnA / ~*o. /
nATA 0LFNC;T. nZFRO. RHO. ICHOIC. IPLOTI. TVMAX / 3*0 •• 3*1 /
NI\MF1.lcT / INPUT / GI\MJVlAC. "'8. UNU. 7. OPt PO.
I PHIl. PHI? NPHI. TH~TAI. THETA? NTHFTA. nISTI. DIST2. NDIST.
? 0SI. o. FLI\MnA.
3 PLF~GT. D7~oO. RHO.
4 ICHnIC. Nt"FIGH. InUT. IPLOT. IPLOTI. IVMAX
In RFAn c<=;.~nn) TITLE
<:=;0("' FORJVlIITC I?A6)
WRIT~C6.6nn) TITLE
60~ FORMAT CIHI.30X.12A6)
c
r. I NPt IT
PF AD C<=;. INPUT)
"/0 I Tc=' C6. I NPI JT )
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~ INITTALI7F
'\!F,,' = 1
PHIA = PHll/R21)
PHI9 = PHI?/R2D
THET~A = THFTAl/R2n
THETAR = THFTA2/o?n
f;() T f"'l (1 1 • I? 1 :1) • I c: HO I C
11 AS~I~N 41 T0 JCHf"'lIC
n~~I~N 44 Tn ~CH0Ir
r;() Tf"'l It~
12 A~~yr-N 42 TO JCH0IC:
AS~Ir;N 4~ TO KCHf"'lIr
1/~ 13 = 1
Y4 = ?
~O Tf"'l Ie:;
1~ A~~Ir-N ~~ Tn JCHnIC
Y3 = ~
14 = 4
Ie:; r;n Tn (?1.?2.1f,).ynlJT
21 A~~T~N ~1 TO JOUT
l\~c;lr;N lIn Tn KOlJT
NNTf-l = ~
~o Tf"'l 17
2 ::' A~ ~ I r- "I 4 R Tn J OU T
Ac.C; I r'''' RC:; Tn !<'"f"'ll.lT
NNTH =( In-13)*NTHFTA
1";0 Tf"'l 17
1 A l\ ~~ I r'''' 4 R TO JOlJT
AS~ I r;,,' Rf> Tn KOUT
NNTH = f'.ITHc.:TA
17 IF(IV¥AX .r;T.O) ~O TO 18
,l\C,C,Tr'.'" 91 TO ,JVVlAX
~() T~ 19
l R nSSyrN 92 TO JV~AX
10 CONTTNlJF
nPH I L = ( Pf-l I R - PH TA ) /FLOAT ( "'PH Y - 1)
nTHFTA = CTHFTAR - THFTAA)/FLOAT(NTHETA 1)
nOIST = (DIST2 - DIST1)/FLOAT(NDIST - 1)
DI~TL = nlc,Tl - nDIST
LINE = 100
OPHILI = npf-lIL*R2D
DTHFLI = DTHFTA*R?D
THETAL = THFT!\A - nTHETA
Tf-lFTA::' = Tf-lr-TAL*P?n
PHIL = PHIA - nPHIL
PHIL? = PHTL*R2n
FACTI = (PST*PT*D**?)**?/FLA~DA**2
FAC:T? = FL!\¥nA/(PI*O**2)
nn 2'"' 1?=1,NPHI
PHIL? = PHIL? + n P HILl
2'"' PHIL1(1?) = PHIL?
~O 2c:; 12=1.NTHETA
THETA? = THFTA? + nTHFLl
?~ THETLI (12) = THETA?
r
r PANr;F nf"'l L00P
n() 1 ,? f"'l 1< =1 • "II") I ~ T
THET~L = THFTAl\ - nTHFTA
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nl~Tl : nl~TL + nnl~T
I"'\I~Tl.l CK):nT~TL
(;0 Tf'" ~JOllT, C4 R ,:11 )
',q IF CL Tr-IF + "JNTH • LT. 64) (;0 Tn 30
WPIT~C~,~~O) TTTLF
LTNF = 1
In ',/RITI='C6,';?() nISTL, CPHTLI CI?), 1?=l,NPHT'
6?n FOPM~T l//61X,10HDISTANCF =,Fr.O/12H
LIN.. = LINF + 4
r
r THFTA nO lonp
31 1"'\0 lIn J:I,NTHFT~
THET~L = THcTAL + nTHI='TA
PHIL = PHIA - nPHIL
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PH I = ,20F6. 1 ,
r
c. PHI nO LOOP
nO 1 n n I = 1 ,NPH I
\/"MAy: -1.F30
\/\lM I ",: 1 • F:1n
PHIL : PHIL + nPHIL
GO Tf'" JCHOJC,C41 ,4?,~0)
III 1"'11"'\ I sn,' = 4. *~A,CT ?*'1 J S TL**2/FLOAT C2*N"'F I GH'
(;() Tf"l 43
4? nnl<;Tw = PLFN~T/FLOATC?*NWEIGH)
l~":\ "')J~T'" : nT<;TL - nnIST'.If*FLOL\TCNIMFTGH + 1)
I'll,., = ?*N\MF Tr;H + 1
\ILl,' : n.
'"
1FT = n.
r:
r PANGF DO LOOP FOR ILLUMINATFD VOLU~E
no qn J I: 1 ,NW
n 1<;T'"' =1"'1 l.s TI,I' + DI"'\ I ~ TI,\'
c
c cn~~JTI=' WCI(;HTIN~ FACTOR
~o Tf'" ~CHOIC,(44,4~)
44 I"'\L? = CF~CT?*nl~TL*nl~TW)**2
WI=' = FACTI/CI. + cnlSTL - DTSTW)**2/DL2)/DISTW**2
GO Tf'" 46
4~ 'If AT = 1.
IFC IT .GT. NwcIGH) GO TO 60
'.IfF = WAT*FLOATCII-l)/FLOATCNWETGH)
(:,() T(" 116
6 n WI=' = WL\T*FLOATCNW-JI)/FLOATCNWEIGH)
r
r SUIV' hlF I GHT I NG FACTOR
Ii f, '",FT = ",FT + '.IF
r.
r CALL FnR VELOCITV AT POINT OF INTERF~T
CALL \lFLl\lL,PHJL,THFTI\L,DIC;TW)
B-3?
LOOK FOR FOCUS POINT AND
IFl II .NF. NW~IGH + I) GO TO 80
\1 1 ( 1 • :3 ) = VL
VIC I , 4) : VL I NE 1
\j 1 C T ,c:;) = \/L I N':':2
\ITO!. : ~0RT CVI\~VT**? +VMA\lT**?)
VIC I ,6) : \lTOL
"1 CI ,r) : VMVT
SAVE \lr::LOCITIES
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\11 (T .P) = \I~~f\"T
!)~ ( T) = n
c
C FTNO tv'AXIMtJlII' AN~ fV1INIMlW OF LINt=: OF C, I(;HT
8" TF(VL .GT. \lV~AX) VVfV1AX = VL
TF(VL .LT. \lVMIN) \/VMIN = VL
\
C ~,\JM I,'FIGHTING FACTOR TH~FS LINE OF SIGHT VFLOCITY
(')("1 VU" = VL \M + Vt. *""F'
r
r. COMPI !TF CFNTPO I n OF' \/ELOr. I TV CUPRFNT IN DF'TECTOR
\11 ( I • t) = VL""/'.I'FT
(';~ T/"I ,J\!MflX. «(')1.(');:»
\
r COMPtJT"": MI\YJM\IM ~""JNUc::. fV1INIMUtv'
(')1 \ll( I.?) = V\lMflX - VVIII'I"!
GO Tf" 1("1("1
CALL PLOTT"l(,; DP('IGPAM
TF(T~L('IT .(';T. /"I) CALL CC;CAN(NFW)
NFI" = n
PR I NT Ot JTPIJT ON LINE PR I NTFP
(';('1 Tr"! K('IllT.(ClC:;.Rf,.1 10)
I!/R I TI=" ( A. ~ 1 () THFTL 1 ( J ) • ( v ( J 1 ,J, K) • I 1 = 1 ,NPH I )
FORMAT (,c,H THFTA.F6.1,?()F6.1)
r;O TI'"'\ 110
'!II:< I T"'" ( 6.61 ("'I) TI-lI="TL 1 ( J ) • ( VI ( T 1 • I ;) • T 1 = 1 ,NPH I )
nO 1"4 I?=I4.R
1,/RITr(6.f,1I) LARL!='( I?). (\11 (I 1. I?), I 1=I.NPHI)
F('IPMAT (AX,A6.?()F6.1)
",p I Tr:- ( f,. f',1 ? ) ( IJD ( I 1 ) • T 1 = 1 , NPH I )
F('IR"~I\T (f,X.6HPAOIUC;.?OF6.1)
CONT I f'IUF
LINF = LINE + NNTH
CONTINUF
RFT\ Ir:;>N TO C,TART FOP NEXT CAc::.F
GO T('I 10
FI'-ID
I()("I
C
C
R"i
,c,1/"1
R,c,
1 () (I
,c, 1 1
61?
1 1 /"I
1?~
r
C
\
r
r.
C C('IMPUTI=" Ai=\SOLl .rTF: IV'AX I MUM
9? Vl(J.?) = AMAYl(VVfV1AX,-VVMIN)
~O T0 Inn
c:;n CALL "F'L(Vl(I.~),PHIL.THFTAL.DIc,TL)
\11 ( I .4) = VL I NE 1
VI ( I • C:;) = VL I "lF2
\lTOL = c::.OPT(VM\lT**? +VMAVT**?)
VI(T.A) = VT('IL
vI ( T .7) = \lMVT
VI (I .R) = V"""VT
f)("l ( I) = n
\I ( I , J. 1(') = VI ( I oJ PL OT 1 )
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~'PFT~ V~L nFCK
C,UBP('IUTINF VFLCVLINF,P~!L,THFTAL,DISTL)
THIS POUTTNF CO~PUTS TANGENTIAL AND AX!AL VELOCITYS OF ft
"OPTFX AT A POINT OF !NTREST. ALSO TH~ LIN~ OF SIGHT CO~PONENTC,
FPor.... THF L/\C,TFP APF CO~~PUTFl")
cnM'~~'" / Af"\] / OOC.:"I), Pl')c3)
COMI\~I"\"I / A(")r;;; / OS C:1 ) , SP C3) , VV C:1) , VT(3) ,.oVT(3)
cnMr-Jlf'"I'" / ",n6 / Gflf\IIr-JlAC, "'8, I JNlJ. 7
CO''''~"f'"I''l / Af'"\7 / PI, R2D
Cr,Mf\II/,,\!', / /\ 1 A / D7FPn, RHO
COI'r.IIJ'I"\N / AI<=; / VLINFI,VLINF2,VMVT,VMAVT,n
r ns IC, VFCTOR FPO~ LASER TO POINT OF INTRFST
OSC l' = nISTL*c,I~CT~FTAL)*COSCPHIL)
ncc~, = DISTL*C,INCTHFTAL)*SINCPHIL)
ncc,) = nISTL*COC,CT~FTflL)
~
r SP TS VFCTOR FPOM POINT OF INTRFST TO POINT ON VORTEX
c:p C 1) = no C1 ) /"\s C1 )
c:,PC?, = npc?) - oC,C?)
c,PC:1) = OP(:1) - OS(3)
(-
C VV IC, VFCTOR IN DIRFCTION OF TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
Cl\LL CpncS(c,p,pn,\lV)
v",.,pn = V''''I\.\-, COn)
VMVV = V~ItAr-.cv\/)
r:
r n IS nlcT"'~CF FROM vnRTEX AXIS TO POINT OF INTPFST
n = \I"~VV /VMP0
FX = FYPC-IoIp*n**,?/C4.*I,l\,II'*7»
C
C VMVT I co, fVlAGN I TlIDF OF THF TANGENT I AL VELOC I TY AT THE pO I NT
\/fVlVT = GAMMAC*CI. - FX)/c?*PI*n)
VMVTn = VMVT/VMV\/
r:
C \IT IS THE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR AT POINT OF INTREST
VTCI) =V~VTn*\/\I(l)
VTC?' =V~VTD*\/\I(?)
VT(:"Il =VMVTn*V\lC'":l)
c
C VMAVT IS MAr-.NITUDF OF AXIAL VELOCITY AT POINT OF INTREST
VfI/!AVT = n7FPO*FX / ({!. *p I *PHO*UNU*7)
vMAvTn = VMAVT/Vf\IIpn
!\VTCl) = \lIIJ'I\VTn*pocl)
AVT(?) = VMAVTD*PO(2)
AVTC:"I) = V~AVTD*PO(3)
C
C VLINFI IS LINF OF SIGHT COMPONFNT OF TANGFNTIAL VFLOCITY
VL!N F I = -DOTCVT,OS)/D!STL
r
c \lL I NF? IS L I NF ()F SIGHT COMPONFr-.IT OF AX I AL V~L,",C I TY
VLI~F? = -noTCAVT,nS)/DIc,TL
r
V L I "II::"
RFTt J~I\,I
VLr~F Ie: TOTAL L!NF OF SIGTH VFLOCITV COMPON~NT
= VLINFI + VLT"'F?
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~TnFT~ p~r~N nFr~
~t IRPf"\\JTINF PS~.t."'(NI='\.M)
r
r
~
THIS ROUTTNF HANDLES THE PLOTING OF THE VELOClTVc:;
rrtM~~I"\'" / I'd'''? / TTTLF(l?)
cn~MI"\N / An~ / v(?n.2n.20)
rnM~I"\N / l\n4 / PTDl(2n,3)
cnMMI"\N / An O / PTD(3,3)
rOMMrtN / AIO / VV(?O.?O), VVV(2n.20)
COM~.~("IN / '.... 1 1 / 1S vr..- ( 2n ). FLDX ( I?, 3). FLDV ( 12)
CQ~~n~ / AI? / OPTD(3)
n I ME",e I ON LA9 ( 2. ~ )
n I ME"'S I ON "IPTD ( 3 • ""I )
n I MF".IS I 01'1 AqC ( ?o )
FOU I"" LFNr:F (PTD. "IPTn )
nf\T/\ (I...AR(Tol).T=I.2) /6H P.6HHT = /
nATA (LAq(I.?).T=I.?) / 6H THF.6HTA = /
nATA (LAq(T.~),T=l,?) / 6HDTSTAN,6HCF = /
nATA TSV~ / 17.18.19.20 .?1 .22.23.24,25.33 .34.~~.36.37.38.39.
I I.~O.lll."'n,<=;l/
OA T A (FLDX ( I • 1 ) • 1=1 • 12) / 6HPH I IN. 6H DEGRF. 6HES • C)* 1H /
DATA (FLDX( I.2)~I=1.1?) / 6HTHETA .6HIN OFG.6HREF S .a*lH /
DATA (FLDX(I.1).T=1'12) / 6HDISTAN.6HCF IN .6H~ETFRS.9*lH /
DATA I='LDV / 6HVELOCI.6HTV IN .6HDIRECT.6HION OF.6H LASER.
c 6H MF.6HT~RS/S.6HEr: .4*lH /
nATn ARC /?HA=.?H8=.?Hc=.2Hn=.?HE=,?HF=.?HG=.2HH=.2HI=.?HJ=.2HK=.
~ 2HL=.?HM=.2HN=.?HO=,?Hp=.?H=O.?HR=.2HS=.?HT=/
CALL rA~~PAv(q )
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r: ALL FnC? PLOT I f'Jr: ("IE TNPt)T
CALL PI NP, JT
PEAD PLOTING INSTRUCTION
I L I!'iF. = 0 I NO I CATFS NO LINES RETIMEEN PLaTED PO I "ITS
TLIN~ = 1 INDICATES LINES R~TWFEN PLOTED POINTS
TX = 1 TNnICATFS PHI TO 8E PLaTED ON HORIZONTAL AXle
TX = 2 TNDICATFS THFTA TO AF PLOTED ON HORIZONTAL AXIS
TX = 3 INDTCATFS RANGE TO RF PLOTED ON HORIZONTAL AXIS
TV = 1 TNDICAT~S PHI TO qF PLOTFD nN VF.OTTCAL AXIS
IV = ? TNntcATI='S THFTA TO 81=' PLOTFD ON VERTICAL AXIS
TV = 1 INDtCATFS RANGE TO BF PLOTED ON VFRTICAL AXIS
DF Ar") ( ~ • <=;nn) I L I !,It='. TX , TV
FnOM"T (1I1n)
TF( Ix .IF. n .OP. TV .LF. () GO TO 4no
T7 = 6 - TX - TV
".!X = "H""'Tn ( .? • t X )
"IV = f"PTn (1. TV)
f'17 = NPTn ( 3, I 7 )
f'.INX = I\JY
TF( ILTNF .r:T. 0) NNX = -NX
'"'0 ?I"\n 1<"= 1 ,"'7
,,""AX =-I.I:'",n
\/MT'" = 1.F,n
G0 Tf"\ (1~.I,.14).TY
I? r:0 T'"' (1"'.16.17).Yy
t 1 (:1") T f' (1 R. I c: , 1q) • TY
14 (:0 TI"\ (?f'1.?1.1<=;).YV
r
r.
r
r
r
r.
r
r
r
~
r
r
1 ""\
c:.,...,,..
IX = IV)
1 c:: ",IR yT"" ( A. • f., 1 ('\ )
f.,1'" F0RMAT(~~H *** FRRnR ***
r.n T('\ 1'"
tf., l\<::,e,Yr,I" ;>r, Tn yo
r.n T'" 40
,~ 1\C,C,yr.N ~7 T'" TP
('.1') Tr" 4'"
t~ Ace:rr-'" ~p, Tn TP
(:() Tr" 4'"
to l\c,cTr-N ~q Tn YP
r;o T'" 4'"
2'" ASC,y~N ~0 Tn YP
(:0 T'" t.0
21 Ac:,Syr-N ~l Tn YP
4~ DC 4, J=I.r-IV
1")0 4 1 Y=1 • "IX
(:1') T~ TP,(~A..~7,~8.~Q,~O.~I)
.?':" VV ( Y • J , = \I ( Y • J, I<' )
(:('1 T/"'I ~?
? '7 VV ( Y , .) , = \I ( Y ,I<'. J ,
r.n T!'" .,~
?,Q \IV ( T • J , = \I ( J • Y • t<' ,
(:n T" ,1'
?f'1 \1\1 ( Y• J, = v (K • I • J )
(:') Tn ""2
~,., vv ( I "J) = V ( J .!<'. I )
(:n T" ~?
~ 1 \1\1 ( T , J) = \I ( I<' • J. t ,
,? II='(Vv( T.J) .r-T. \/M.!\X) VMAX = VV( I,J)
/.l 1 TI=' (vv ( T • J) .LT. \1M TN) V 0.,1 YN = VV ( Y• J)
TF(V~AX .LF. VMIN) Gn TO 1'00
IJIJV=(VMAX- \lWIN)*.?~
L='"
TTA ~ 1')1')\1*1"''''(''\''',
IA=IT/\
'3'" L=L+1
IA=Y/'l/l(\
TF( IA.~F.n) GO Tn ~o
r"\\1 = (T 11I./1(1**(L-l) )*10**(L-1)
nv = r"lV*.0"'("\,
,...,n c::c:: J=,~. ",!V
""'0 ~c:: I =, •NX
<=:c:: \lVV ( T •• }) = \IV ( T• J) + D\I*FLO/I, T ( J-1 )
V'VlAxv "" V·~fo.X + I")V*FL()"T( ""v-l )
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r PLOTe: VAPIAPLF OF HOPIznl\JTI\L AXI<::, Vl='psue: vFLOCITv
rALL OUTI<1L(-1.PTD( 1. IX) ,PTD(? IX) • Vr-lIN.VfV1AXX. ISVM( 1) .I='Lr>XC 1. IX).
!t- FLr"lv.N""'X,PTDl C1. TX) • \1\1 ( 1,1»
,...,n 1"'''' J=:?NV
1nr CALL Ol)IK~LCO.OU~,I")UM.I')UM.DUM.ISVM(J),I")UM.nUM.NNX.PTD1Cl,IX),
tr,vvv C1 • J) )
CALL OPINTV(7?TITLF. ~?lnnR'
CI\LL rOI"ITVC l!"\,LI\~C 1. 17) .61A..a~R)
rl\LL LII,l'1L\lCPTD1 (I<', rz) .7("l4. Q P8.-/'S.1 .6)
CflLL nOYf\'TVC I... tlHr"lV =,R40. 98R)
CALL LI\PLvcnv,R8"'. aPR.-A..'.6)
r /I·LL I='D/H"F\I
~nLL ~RINT\lC7?TTTLF.124.1!"\"'R)
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'I\L.I. r>PI".IT\lC 1 0.LI\8( t. 17) .74n .l("n8)
,!\I-L LI\F'LV(r'lTnt (1<. 17) .R?R. tf'1fJR.-A.I.A)
r. 1\ U _ PI:' I f'1T \I ( 1 R • FL n y ( 1 • I X) • 44 n. 1 A )
C~LI. I\PR~T\I(n.-t~.lR.FLDY(I.IV).tA.A~6)
CALL r-RTr")tV(?PTn( 1. IX) .pTn( 2. IX) .PTr)( 1. IV) .PT[)(? IV) • OPT!") ( IX).
~ nPTr'l(Iv).~~.~f'1.-?-?-~.-~)
I A'lC = 144
,I (, t:l r: = 1 ~R
1<' 1<' =1
"1\1 = 11M f). V / r::; •
\lcn", = "'V-l(·r::;
IF(\/"~I\X .LT. 0.) \ICON = VCON - r::;.
\Ie 0'" ~ = \lr": ON
?In IF(\lr0N .LT. \I~IN) Gn TO 22r::;
rALL PPINT\I(?ARr":(I<K).IAPC,988 )
CALL LI\RLV(VCON.JA~C.qR8.3.1.~)
nn ,??0 1=1."IX
Iv=?
I F ( \I r 0".1 • G T. \/'1 C I • 1 » I \I = 1
I)n ??n J=?,,,'V
r-0 Tn (???,??~).I\I
??? IFCvrnN .GT. \IV ( I .J» (;n'TO ??()
I\I = ?
GO Tn 224
??~ IF(vrON .LT. \I\I(I.J» (;0 TO 220
1\1 = 1
??tl \tP = (vr:n", - V\/C 1 .J-I) )/(VV( 1 .J)-VV( I .J-l»
\/\lP = \lP*(DTDl (J .1V)-DTDl(J-l. IV» + PTOl(J-l.lv)
c:
r PL0TC, \lFLnClTV c:n"ITOUc,
CALL I\PLOTVC I. DTr'l1 (1. IX) .\/\/P.l. 1.1, lSVMCKK). IFRR)
??'" cn"'T T!'·"IF
vv= 1<'1<+ 1
\lcnN = VCON ~.
If1'3C = IARe + 56
JABc = J/\PC + r:::,6
GO Tn ?IO
?2<=' 1<'1<= 1
VCO", =VCO"11
;-qr- IF(\/C0", .LT. \/'VII"') GO TO 20n
no ??f. J=l.'\IV
1\1 = ?
IFC\/rO,,' .(;T. \IV ( 1.,)) 1\1 =
1)('1 ??A 1=?"')(
(;0 T0 (227.228).1\/
? ? 7 I F ( V r ON • C;T. V \I ( I • J » (; 0 TO 2 ? A
1\1 = ?
GO Tr' ??O
?2~ IF<VrON .LT. VV(I.J» (;0 TO ?26
1\/ = 1
??O VD = C\/CnN - \IV ( 1-1.J) )/('1\/( I.J) - VV( 1-1 .J»
\/\/p = VP* CPTD 1 ( 1 • I Y) - PTf) 1 ( 1-1 • I Y» + PTf) 1 ( I -I • I X)
r
r PL0Tc:. \lFL nc: I TV c:n"'T01'.C-
r ALL "PL0TV ( 1 • VVP. PTf) 1 (J. I V) .1. I. I. J c:.vrl' (1<'1<') • I I='"PO)
?-;>':, rn"'T TMJ'
1<'1< = ,<''<' + 1
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\Ie 0") = \/(:or--r -c;.
(;0 TI"I ?"'ll"
f~nl" ('Of\.ITTI"!Ir:
~Ij TI" In
II nr, CALL eLF AI\)
P~TI )01\)
~I\)I)
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=.Flf.,.R,3X.
=,F16.R.3X.
=,F16.8,3X.
=.F16.8,3X,
=,F16.R.1X.
=.FI6.R./
=.F16.8,'X,
=,1="16.8,3X.
=.Flf,.R,/
=,FlfJ.R.:'IX,
=.IR,/
=.JR,11X,
=. I R)
..., TPFTr. p I '''''nt IT nFCI<'
t::1 IA"'"\'. IT I "'F P J ....101. IT
rnrll~'n'" / /\("\ 1 / no C,,). PO C,)
rn~,1"f"N / Af"}? / TJTLFC1?)
r.0'V1~·f""1 / AnfJ / Gf\r-..'~~~.C. wR. \)I"\). Z
COMMf"N / A0q / PHIl. PHI? NPHI. THETAl. THETf\2. NTHFTA. nlSTl.
<t; nlC:T? NDlt::T
C()M")l'"\'" / A I t! / D7Fh'n. r?Hn
cmJ1Mnl" / A?n / P~, I. R. FLAMnA. PLFNGT. I C:HO I C. "'~"F I GH. lOUT.
'T- IPLf"T. JPLnTl. IV~I!AX
("ALL t::('(')\lT\/C9 )
wPITC" (l':'.A("\(';)
wRITF (1,:,.6("\f") TITLF
f,nf" FnRM~T CIHl.?~V.l?"fJ)
\\'PITr C16.Al!") Gl\M~1AC. lA1R. UNU. Z. OPe PO. PHIl. PHI? NPHI.
1 THFT~I' TH~Tl\? NTHFTA. DISTI. DIST? N~IST. PSI. R. FLAMDA.
? PLF."'GT. OZFRO. RH0. ICHOIC. NIIlFIGH. lOUT. IPLOT. IPLOTI. IVMAX
~·l ("\ FORMAT C/ /r=. 1Y. 16f-l"'~.~J'FL1ST CINPUT) • / /
1 12H GAMMAC =.F16.R.3X.l1HWA
? 1 1 HUf\'1. J =•Flo. R. 3X ol I HZ
3 12H nPC 1) =.F16.A.3X.l1HOPC?)
6 11Hnp(3) =.F16.8./
r=. l?H P0C 1) = • coo lfJ.R. 3X.11HPOC?)
A 11HO nC") =.F16.8./
7 l?H 0141 1 = • F 16.8 .3Y. 1 1HPH I ?
p I 1 I-I"IDH I = • 18, /
n 12H THFTAl =.E16.R.3X,11HTHFTA?
A 11f-lNTHC"TA =.IR,/
R l?H nTST1 =,F16.R.3X,llHDIST?
C 11HI"r')T<::.T =.18./
n leH PST =,F16.R.3X.I1HR
F 11 HFl_A~~DI\ =, F 16. R. 3X, 1 1HPLF!'JGT
F 12H D7 F PO =,F16.R,3X.IIHRHO
(7',11HICH01C: =.TR.IIX ,11HI\'''.lFIGH
H 1 2 H T0l) T =• I R , 1 1 X • 1 1H I PL0 T
I 11HTPLOT1 =,IR,11V ,11HIVMAX
DFT\ ,~'"
r"'r)
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~TnrTC C.P0~~ n~('K
c;l JRanllT I "IF ('P0c::C; (Vii. \/14. VC)
(' <':l ,Ilpnl IT I ~IF TO PFPFnPM r:P()c::C; PR()nUCT
r VFCTnp VA I~ cROC;SFrJ INTO VFeTOR VR TO FORM VFeTOR VC
nTMF",c;I0N VI\(1) .VR(~) .VC(1)
VC( 1 1=VI\(~)*V8(11-VA(?)*VA(1)
vr ( ~ 1 =V 1\ ( 1) *vn ( 1 ) -VR ( 1) *VA ( 1 )
VC ( ." ="" (1 ) *\/P (?) -VR ( t ) *\l1i (?)
,..,r--TII!"',,1
FNn
~TnFTC n()T nFCK
1="1 'NCT T0N I)()T (\I". VP )
r: Fl lNCT T0N TI") pI="PFnR"·1 nOT PC?Or)lJCT
I") I MF""C; TON VA ( 1 ). VR ( :3 )
f')OT=\I.I\( 1 )*VR(1 )+VA(?)*VBC2)+VA(1)*VB(1)
C VFCToR VA IS DOTTEn INTO VECTOR VB TO VORM THE SCALAR DOT PRODUCT
PFTI JI":'l"1
FND
~TPFTC VMIi~ nFCK
FIINCT TOt'.1 VM"G (VA 1
r I="tfNrTTnN TO nFTFPMTNI=" \/1="r:TOR MA(;NTTUI")F
1"' T""r-",c; TnN V'" ( 1 )
VMAG = C;ORT(VI\(l )*VAC11+VA(?)*VIiC?)+VAC1)*VIi(~»
Or-TI.ln"l
F".In
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('Ron('l
CPl")n('l
CR()("I('I
r:PO('ln,
(f;)() ('1("1 ,
rRO('l('l,
CoO('lI"'l'
COO('ll""
('00("1":,'
n()T('If"'I
OOT('If"'I
nOT0('1,
DOT ('("II
DOTO('"
(')0 T ('11"'1/
[')OTI"'I"'I'
v~' f\ f"'I('.
V~'lli"l"'I.
\j ,,' f). ('l i'
V'/iA.('I1"'I
VVi.l\("II"'I'
\,I".' l\ n 1"'1
<t;nATI'
FX"~··PLr.- F0P V0L!Itv'1F SCANNTNG PROGRAM
~. I "lDI IT
GI\~·~~·~/IC = 72Q ••
' .. In = 77.~.
I I"H.I = • ~t"'Il/l •
7 = 11"'''' rI ••
:)7l:"r-n = ""("ll"'n0 ••
r.:>Hn = l.tG?
nD = "' •• rI •• <=;1"' ••
pn = 1.. ("\.. "' ..
PH T 1 = "'1 ••
PHI.? = -~ ••
NPHT = 11.
THl:"T/ll '" 4R ••
THFTA2 '" 42 ••
t\ITHl:"TA '" 1 1 •
nrSTl '" (;q ••
nr c T2 =·71 ••
''In Tc:. T '" 1 1 •
FLl\~"nA '" • I")l"\f'I("ll rlf,.
pC,T '" 1 ••
Ir.HnIr. '" t.
R '" .1"'7te-,?
N'.,'FTGH '" I?
I 01 IT = "'1.
IPLnT '" 1.
I PU')T 1 '" t.
I V'/tf\X '" 1.
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1
"'1
2
?
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Appendix C
LA~ER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM
c - ( (C\.,)
LOCKHEED· HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
LMSC-HREC D225936
Appendix C
C.I DESCRIPTION
Program simulates one vortex and scans it in a straight line with one
or two laser velocimeters. A sequence of vortex positions, scan positions
and laser parameter s is automatically run for comparisons. Outputs are
plots of velocity versus position.
C.2 CAPABILITIES
1. Vortex can be in any position.
2. The tangential and axial velocity profile of the vortex can be
input with different values.
3. Constant winds can be added.
4. The vortex positions, scan positions and laser parameters
of the automatic sequence can be altered.
5. For two lasers the separations may be altered.
C.3 RESTRICTIONS
1. Infinite SiN is assumed.
2. Aerosol is assumed to be constant throughout the vortex.
3. The vortex is assumed to be uniform along its length.
4. The vortex axis is assumed to be a straight line.
5. No change in vortex position or strength is allowed with change in
time.
C-I eJ..-)
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6. Scanning is restricted, for one laser scanning is either in line
with the laser (range scan) or perpendicular to that line (lateral
scan). For two lasers, the scanning is the same as if there were
one laser directly in between the two and the single laser con-
trolled the scanning.
CA POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM OF LASER
The laser's focal point orientation is represented in a polar coordinated
system in the XZ plane of the rectangular coordinate system.
Z
Focal Point~
x
/ Laser Y
The transformation from the polar coordinate system to the laser's rectangular
coordinate system is
x =r cos es s s
Y =0s
Z =r sin e
s s s
C.S SCANNING OF LASER
With one laser the scanning is done with r constant (LATERAL SCAN)
s
or with es cQnstant (RANGE SCAN). With two lasers the scanning is treated as
C-2
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in the one laser case but using a reference point directly between the two lasers.
A sample of these is shown in Fig. C -1. In this figure the vortex is shown in its
normal position with its axis parallel to the Y axis of the rectangular coordinate
system.
C.6 COMPUTATION OF TANGENTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT OF VORTEX
IN DIRECTION OF LASER
This is computed the same way as shown in Appendix B.
C.7 COMPUTATION OF AXIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT OF VORTEX IN
DIRECTION OF LASER
This is computed the same way as shown in Appendix B.
C.8 COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY INTERPRETED BY A COAXIAL FOCUSED
LASER DOPPLER SYSTEM
This is computed the same way as shown in Appendix B.
C.9 COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY INTERPRETED BY A COAXIAL PULSED
LASER DOPPLER SYSTEM
This is computed the same way as shown in Appendix B.
C.lO COMPUTATION OF VELOCITY INTERPRETED BY A COAXIAL FOCUSED
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASER OR A COAXIAL PULSED LASER USING THE
HIGHEST ACTIVATED FILTER TECHNIQUE
In addition to the centroid method described in Appendix B this program
can use the technique of highest activated filter. The same weighting over the
illuminated volume is used but in this case the weighting value for each sampled
location is annen to a slot representing a filter sensitive to a particular velocity
range. After the Uluminated volume has been sampled, the line of sight velocity
representing the volume is chosen to be the mid point of the filter, representing
the highest velocities, which has a predetermined fraction of the signal or more.
C-3
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1-D Lateral Scan
Sweep LineReference ;
Sit~ Line
1 ScanleD Latera
ZeD Range Scan
. NomenclatureScannmgFig. C-l -
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C.ll INPUT FOR LASER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN SIMULATION
PROGRAM
The fir st input is a title card (colurrms 1 through 72). Then three name-
lists comprise the remainder of the input. Their names are VORTEX, SYSTEM,
and SCAN. They must be input in that order. All input variables have preset
value s. The values describing the vortex velocity flow field are representative
of that produced by a Boeing 747 while landing.
Namelist VORTEX has the following variables.
Name Preset Value
GAMMAC 729.0
W8 77.3
UNU .0914
Z 1000.0
DZERO 50000.0
RHO 1.192
VROTH O.
VROTHC 10.
VROTV O.
VROTVC 10.
NRANGE 2.0
VRANGE(8) 50.0
100.0
300.0
1000.0
Units
n-m-sec/kg
m/sec
2
m /sec
m
N
3kg/m
deg
deg
deg
deg
none
m
C-5
Description
Circulation of vortex from
generating aircraft.
Freestream velocity
Eddy viscosity
Down stream distance of
vortex from generating
aircraft.
Profile drag of the aerofoil
(used for axial velocity. If
no axial velocity wanted set
DZERO to zero).
Density of atmosphere
Vortex rotation about
reference sweep line
Change in vortex rotation
about reference sweep line.
Vortex rotation about site
line.
Change in vortex rotation
about site line
Indicates nominal vortex
range
Vortex ranges
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Name Preset Value Units Description
3000.0
5000.0
-1.0
-1.0
VMAX 34.0 m/sec Upper velocity bound on plotting
scale
VMIN 0 m/sec Lower velocity bound on plotting
scale
Namelist SYSTEM has the following variables.
IUNITS 1.0 none FLAG
IUNITS =1 indicates one laser
IUNITS =2 indicates two lasers
ICHOIC 1.0 none FLAG
ICHOIC =1 indicate s continuous
wave focused laser
ICHOIC =2 indicates pulsed
laser
PSI 1.0 Controls magnitude of weighting
factor. Leave set to l.
FLAMDA .0000106 rn Wave length of laser light
NR 2.0 none Indicates nominal radius of
telescope aperture
R(8) 0.1 m Radius of telescope aperture
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
NPLENG 2.0 none Indicates nominal pulse length
C-6
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PLENGT(8)
WEIGHL
lABS
SLASER
DLASER
ELASER
Preset Value
30.0
90.0
150.0
300.0
900.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
0.5
1.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
Units
m
m
none
m
m
m
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Description
Pulse length
Distance between sample points used
in weighing
Flag
lABS = 1 indicates no distinction be-
tween negative and positive velocities
are detected
lABS = Z indicates positive and nega-
tive velocities are detected.
Distance of half laser's separation
along site line
Distance of laser from sweep plane
Distance of lasers from site line in
sweep plane
Namelist SCAN has the following variables.
IDIREC 1.0 none Flag
IDIREC = I indicates lateral scan
IDIREC = Z indicates range scan
SCAWL 30.0 m
SCANR 0.5 m
NSWEEP 3.0 none
SWEEP(5) -15.0 m
-7.0
0
7.0
15.0
C-7
Scan length
Scan resolution
Indicates nominal sweep position
Sweep positions
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Name Pre set Value Units Description
IVMAX 2 none Flag
IVMAX = 1 indicates the maximum
minus the minimum line-of-sight
velocities observed in the illuminated
volume will be plotted as X.
IVMAX =2 indicates the maximum of
the absolute line-of-sight velocities
observed in the illuminated volume
will be plotted as X.
IWEIGH 1 none Flag
IWEIGH = 1 indicates that the highest·
activated filter will be plotted as W
IWEIGH =2 indicates that the centroid
of the weighted velocitie s will be
plotted as W
WFILT 0.94 megahertz Band width of filters
DETLEV 0.1 none Detection level in fraction of signal
for filters
OFSETX(2) 0 m Offset of laser focus point along site
0 line due to misalignment
OFSETY(2) 0 m Offset of laser focus point from scan
0 plane due to misalignment
OFSETZ(2) 0 m Offset of laser focus point along sweep
0 line due to misalignment
WIND(3) 0 m/sec Constant WIND vector
0
0
After case is completed, control returns to start of program.
C-8
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OUTPUT FOR LASER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN SIMULATION
PROGRAM
The input is outputted on both the printer and the plotter. See Fig. C-2.
The remainder of the output consists of five plots each containing three
graphs with four curves. Examples of these are shown in Figs. C-3 through C-7.
The four curves that appear on each graph are identified by four letters W,
X, T and L. They are all velocities plotted as a function of position.
W is velocity of the highest activated filter or as indicated by the
input IWEIGH, or in other cases W is the centroid of the weighted
velocitie s.
X is the maximum of the absolute line-of-sight velocities observed
in the illuminated volume, or as indicated by the input IVMAX. In
e>ther cases X is the maximum minus the minimum line-of-sight
velocitie s observed in the illuminated volume.
T is the norm of the total velocity vector at the focal point.
L is the line of sight velocity at the focal point.
The first plot Fig. C-3 contains three graphs in which each represents
a different sweep position. For the lateral scan, the sweep position represents
a difference in range between the vortex axis and the sweep. For the range
scan, the sweep position represents the distance that the sweep has missed the
axis.
The second plot Fig. C-4 contains three graphs in which each one repre sent s
a different vortex range. The center graph is identical to the center graph of
Fig. C-3. This graph is called the nominal. It appears in the center of each plot
and only one parameter for each of the plots will vary with the graphs.
The third plot, Fig. C-5, contains three graphs in which the vortex is ro-
tated in different amounts about the reference sweep line.
The fourth plot, Fig. C-6, contains three graphs in which the vortex is
rotated in different amounts a bout the site line.
C-9
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The fifth plot, Fig. C-7, contains three graphs inwhich the telescope
aperture radius is different for each, Or in the case where a pulsed laser is
used, the three graphs represent different pulse lengths.
For two lasers W, X and L are the resultants from the components seen
by the two lasers. However, since X has no sign,.it often badly represents the
velocity. T is still the norm of the total velocity vecte,r at the focal point. In
the event of misalignment the focal point that T represents is that of the second
laser.
C-IO
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IMMEL I S T eVQl1'~ Jl)
"'''C .. o • 729OO'lOOE OS .. .. 0.773O!lOOOE 02 ~ .. O.'I~£-ol z • 0.100000001£ 04
DzEltO .. O.()(}ryJIJIJIJIJE-se IIHO .. O.It92O'JO'J£ 01 Wont .. O.O'JIJOOOOO£-se VROIMC • 0.50000000£ 02
~oTV .. O.()(}ryJIJIJIJIJE-se Wlon'C .. 0.300000OO£ 02 MltANGE: .. S
~ANG£el) .. o •5OOQIJ()()fJE 02 WANGE: e2) .. O. lOOOO'Y.l!JE 03 WANI;£eS) .. a .SOOOOOOOE OS WlANGE:e4) .. 0.10000000£ 04
\iliA,," e') .. o •5OIJlJIJIJIY.lE 04 WlANGE: el) " 0.500000OO£ 04 WANGE:e7) " -0.1ס0ooooo£ 01 ""ANGE: cal • -0.100000001: 01
.. 0 • 34000000I: 02 .. O.OOOOOOOO£-SCI
IMMELIST eSYSTOU
II e1) • 0 • lOOOO'JOIJE 00
lie') .. 0.1ס0ooooo£ 01
....1:*T(1) .. 0.50000000£ 02
....ENGT e') • 0.9'JOOOOOO£ 03
~ I GtiL • 0 .50000000E 00
I~IT'
ICHOIC
..
•
..
I
I
• 2
PSI II O. I 000!Xl!J0E 01 FUNDA
"
O.IOCIDOOOO£-04 fIR • 2
It e2)
"
0.200000OO£ 00 R e31 .. a •SOOOOOOO£ 00 Re4) .. 0.50000000£ 00
Re61 .. 0.200000OO£ 01 Re 71 II 0.400000OO£ 01 It e81 • 0.80000000£ 01
.... ENCOT (2)
"
0.900000OO£ 02 PL£NG.T (3) .. 0.1500000O£ OS PL£NGT e41 • 0.50000000£ 0'
PL~T(6) ..
-O.IOOOOOOOE 01 Pl.ENCOTC 71 .. -0.1ס0ooooo£ 01 Pl.EHGT ea) • -0.10000000£ 01
lABS
"
SUllER .. O.OOOOOOOOE-se DUllER .. 0.00000000E-'8
slo£EPPe41 .. O. nJOOOOOO£ 01
OFS£TYUI = 0.00000000£-58 OFS£TYIZI .. 0.00000000£-38
.D.III:C. I
• .a£.... el) • -0.1'00000OO£ 01
.~IE""e'l .. 0.1500000O£ 02
I lIMA x • a
Cll'"SETXIS) .. 0.00000000£-38
"'MELI8T (SCANI
.. o.SOOOOOOOE 02
slo£EPP (2) .. -0.2OOOOOO'JE 01
110£'," ..
OFS£TXIZI .. 0.00000000£-38
.. a •500000OO£ 00 NsIo£EP
II O.9400ooooE 00 DETLEV
•
.. 0.1ס0ooooo£ 00
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Fig. C - 2 - Output for Laser Velocity Line Scan Simulation Program
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EXAMPLE RUN FOR LASER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN
SIMULATION PROGRAM
As an example, the axial component of the vortex 1000 meters downrange
from a Boeing 747, will be examined. For the nominal case, let the vortex be
parallel to the Y axis at a range of 300 meter s. For the laser system, one con-
tinuous wave focused, CO 2 laser will be simulated. Assume that the velocity sign
cannot be determined. Let the nominal telescope aperture radius be 0.2 meters.
A lateral scan of 30 meters with 0.5 meter increment is used. Let the
nominal sweep portion go through the center of the vortex. On the W curve
the filter response is observed, and on the X curve the maximum velocity in
the focal volume is observed.
The first input must be the title card. CASE NO. 24 1 LASER RANGE
300 LATERAL SCAN FILTERS.
The next input is the namelist VORTEX for its variables.
GAMMAC leave preset to 729.0
W8 leave preset to 77.3
UNU leave preset to 0.0914
Z leave preset to 1000
DZERO set to a
RHO leave preset to 1.192
VROTH leave preset to 0
VROTHC set to 30
VROTV leave preset to a
VROTVC set to 30
NRANGE set to 3
VRANGE leave as preset
C-17
Set for Boeing 747
Since no axial velocity
is desired
Typical low altitude density
To look at larger off-
nominal vortex rotations
To look at larger off-
nominal vortex rotations
300 meter s is the third
preset value for VRANGE
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VMAX
VMIN
leave preset to 34
leave preset to 0
LMSC-HREC D225936
Good value for selected
vortex
Since all velocity will be
positive, zero is a good
lower limit
The next namelist to be inputted is SYSTEM. For its variables:
IUNITS leave preset to 1
ICHOlC leave pre set to 1
PSI leave preset to 1
FLAMDA leave preset to 0.0000106
NR
R
NPLENG
PLENGT
WEIGHL
leave preset to 2
leave as preset
leave as preset
leave as preset
leave preset to 0.5
This is the wavelength of
light emitted from a CO2laser
0.2 meters is the second
preset value for R
This is of no significance
since pulses are not being
used
This is a reasonable interval
to sample the illurninated
volume
lABS leave preset to 1
SLASER leave as presetI
DLASER leave as preset No significance, since only
ELASER leave preset one laser is neededas
The last namelist to be inputted is SCAN. For its variables:
IDlREC leave preset to 1
SCANL leave preset to 30.0
SCANR leave preset to 0.5
NSWEEP leave preset to 3 o is the third preset value
for SWEEP
C-l8
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SWEEP set SWEEP (l) to -7
and SWEEP(2) to -2
IVMAX leave as preset to 2
IWEIGH leave as preset to 1
WFILT leave as preset to 0.94
DETLEV
OFSETX
OFSETY
OFSETZ
WIND
leave preset to 0.1
leave pre set to 0., 0.,
leave preset to 0.,0.,
leave preset to 0.,0.,
leave preset to 0.,0.,0.,
LMSC-HREC D225936
Filters are to have an
effective 5 m/sec velocity
width
This is a reasonable signal-
to -noise fraction for the
filter
Perfect alignment is
assumed
No wind
The output from this sample run is shown in Figs. C-2 through C-7.
C-19
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C.14 LASER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM
COMMON VARIABLES
Name
AVT(3)
D
DD{ 100, 2)
DE'TLEV
DISPLA(3)
DLASER
DZERO
·ELASER
FLAMDA
Units
m/sec
m/sec
m
m
m
n
m
m
Location
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AIS/
COMMON/A03/
COMMON/A22/
COMMON/ AD 1/
COMMON/A21/
COMMON/A14/
COMMON/A21/
COMMON/A21/
Description
Axial velocity vector
at illumination point -
(rectangular coordinate
system).
D is the distance from
illuminated point of
interest to axis
of vortex.
Contains distance from
vortex axis to focus
point.
DD{ , 1) is for other than
nominal case.
DD{ , 2) is for nominal
case.
Detection level of filters
in fraction of total return
signal.
For use with two lasers.
Is dispacement vector for
laser from reference point.
Determines laser separa-
tion for two lasers, DLASER
is distance of lasers from
sweep plane.
DZ ERO is the profile drag
of airfoil from generating
aircraft.
Determine laser separa-
tion for two lasers.
ELASER is distance of
lase rs from site line in
sweep plane.
FLAMDA = wavelength
of light.
GAMMAC {N-m-sec)/kg COMMON/A06/
C-20
Initial circulation
about vortex.
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Name
lABS
lCHOlC
lDlREC
lUNlTS
lVMAX
lWElGH
JJ
NOM
Units Location
COMMON/A21/
COMMON/A21/
COMMON/A22/
COMMON/A21/
COMMON/A22/
COMMON/A22/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AOS/
C-21
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De s c ri ption
A flag where lABS = I
indicates that the laser
cannot detect sign of line-
of-sight velocity. IABS =
2 indicates that laser can
detect sign of the line-of-
sight velocity.
A flag where ICHOIC = I
indicates a CW focused
laser and ICHOlC =2
indicates a pulsed laser.
A flag where lDlREC = I
indicates lateral scan and
lDlREC = 2 indicates range
scan.
A flag where lUNlTS = I
indicates one laser and
lUNITS = 2 indicates two
lasers.
A flag where lUMAX = I
indicates the maximum
minus the minimum line-
of-sight velocity is to be
plotted as X. lVMAX = 2
indicates the maximum
absolute line-of-sight velocity
is to be plotted as X.
A flag where IWElGH = I
indicates that the velocity for
the highest activated filter
will be plotted for W. IWElGH
= 2 indicates that the velocity
from the centroid of the
illuminated volume will be
plotted for W.
Indicates which plot is being
made.
NOM = I indicates non-
nominal s can being made.
NOM =2 indicates nominal
scan being made.
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Name Units Location Description
NPLENG COMMON/A21/ Indicates nominal pulse
length.
NR COMMON/ A21 / Indicates nominal radius
of telescope aperture.
NRANGE COMMON/A20/ Indicates nominal vortex
range.
NSWEEP COMMON/A22/ Indicates nominal sweep
position.
NTHETA COMMON/AOS/ Number of points along
sweep.
OFSETX(2) m COMMON/A30/ Offset of laser focus point
along site line due to mis-
alignment. OFSETX(I) is
for first laser and OFSETX
(2) is for second laser.
OFSETY(2) m COMMON/A30/ Offset of laser focus point
from scan plane due to mis-
alignment. OFSETY( 1) is
for first laser and OFSETY
(2) is for second laser.
OFSETZ(2) m COMMON/A30/ Offset of laser focus point
along sweep line due to mis-
alignment OFSETZ (1) is for
first laser and OFSETZ(2) is
for second laser.
OP(3) m COMMON/A01/ Position of a point on the
vortex axis (rectangular co-
ordinate system).
OS(3) m COMMON/A05/ Vector to indicate illumina-
tion point relative to laser
(rectangular coordinate
system).
OSS(3) m COMMON/A05/ Vector position of focus
point for IASEL.
PI COMMON / AO? / PI is 1T = 3. 141 592 6.
PLENGTH(8) m COMMON/A21/ Pul s e length.
C-22
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SCANP(lOO) m
Name
PQ(3)
PSI
R(S)
RHO
R2D
SCANL
SCANR
SP(3)
SLASER
SMAX
SMIN
Units
m
kg/m 3
dig/rad
m
m
m
m
m
m
Location
COMMON/AOI/
COMMON/A2l/
COMMON/A2l/
COMMON/ A 14/
COMMON/ A07/
COMMON/ A22/
COMMON/A03/
COMMON/ A22/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/A2l/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AOS/
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Description
Directional vector for
vortex (rectangular co-
ordinate system).
Is incident wave amplitude.
Radius of telescope aper-
ture.
RHO is the density of the
atmosphere.
Conversion factor for
conve rting from radians
to degrees.
Scan length.
Is distance from focus
point to site line. Also
is variable that runs on
horizontal axis of plots.
Scan resolution.
Vector from illumination
point (OS) to point OP on
vortex (rectangular co-
ordinate system).
Determines laser separation
for two lasers. SLASER is
distance of lasers along
site line from reference
point.
Maximum position along
sweep.
Minimum position along
sweep.
SWEEPP(S) m COMMON/A22/
TITLE( 12) aphanumeric COMMON/A02/
data
Sweep position.
Contains INPUT descrip-
tion of run.
UNU COMMON/A06
C-23
Eddy viscosity.
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Name Units
VAL m
VLINI m/sec
VLIN2 m/sec
VMAVT m/sec
VMAX m/sec
VMOSS m
VMIN m/sec
VMVT m/sec
VRANGE(S) m
VROTH deg
VROTHC deg
VROTV deg
VROTVC deg
VT(3) m/sec
VTOL m/sec
Location
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AI 5/
COMMON/AI 5/
COMMON/AI 5/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AI 5/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/A20/
COMMON/AOS/
COMMON/AI 5/
C-24
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Description
Distance of sweep from
reference sweep line (for
lateral scan).
Distance of sweep from
site line (for range scan).
Line-of-sight component
of the tangential velocity.
Line-of-sight co~ponent
of the axial velocity.
VMAVT is the no rm of the
tangential velocity.
Upper velocity bound on
plotting scale.
Norm of vector (055).
Lower velocity bound on
plotting scale.
VMVT is the norm of the
tangential velocity.
Vortex ranges.
Vortex rotation about
reference sweep line.
Change in vortex rotation
about reference sweep line.
Vortex rotation about site
line.
Change in vortex rotation
about site line.
Tangetial velocity vector
at illumination point
(rectangular coordinate
system).
Norm of velocity vector at
focus point.
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Name
VV(3)
Units Location
COMMON/AOS/
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Description
Vector pointing in direction
of tangential flow at illumina-
tion point (rectangular co-
ordinate system).
VI( 100, 4, 2) m/sec COMMON/A03/ Velocitie s to be plotted:
VI( ,1, ) is the weighted
average or filter output.
VI( ,2, ) is VMAX-VMIN
or MAX(ABS(VL».
VI( ,3, ) is norm of total
velocity vector.
VI( ,4, ) is line of sight
velocity at focus point.
VI( , , 1) is for other than
nominal case.
VI( ,2) is for nominal
case.
WEIGHL m COMMON/A21/
WFILT megahertz COMMON/A22/
WIND(3) m/sec COMMON/A31/
W8 m/sec COMMON/A06/
Z m COMMON/ A06/
C-2S
Distance between sample
points in weighing.
Band width of filters.
Con stant wind.
Freestream velocity.
Vortex distance from
generating aircraft.
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C.15 LASER VELOCIMETER LINE SCAN SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING
<f:C::FTlJO LR?
cr; .1\ C C T~'"
~ I\TI='f'.Ir"
'f,<='YF=:ClITI='
Cf" TP.)I"P Lvc::r-
<!", TF'FT(" "'.'\ I'"
r:
r
T tH''ll:'". C:C II '"'::'1'"
e:YC::Lq;:>
("I,",,",I"',.,.77777.1.r")"'.II0
T"'J(')Fl
C
C
r
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR DFTF="Rrv'II\!ING THF lISEFULNES<:; OF V/\QIOLJS 2D
LASFr:- f")npPLl:'"t:" c:,ye:TI=""S I='np IJC,F I I\J SCt'lNING VORT I (FC,
("
r
r
c
(""
r:
c
c
C
r
r:
r:
r:
r:
r
r:: ./'11'" '.~ /I ("
"'R
UNU
7
r")7Eh'r\
RHO
\lROTY
VROTHC
\lOOT\!
\/ROT\I\'
f'·'RANr-e:-
\/OI\",I"'C:- ( 9 )
\I~~AX
'1M I f'I
C J DCI JLI\T J n",
FRI""Fe:TRFI\M \lI""LOCITY
FDI"'IY VTe:C()SITY
V()PTFX !\vTI\L_ COOpnIr--IATF FPrw snIJQr:F
PP0FILE r")R!\G OF T~~ AF="RnFOIL
r"F"'CITY nF ATfv'OSPHFRF
\/ORTFX ROTATION ABOUT pEFFPENCE c:,~EFP LINe:-
CHANGE IN \/OOTEX ROT 1\ T ION AH0UT Rr::FF:RFNCE <:,I'JE':':P LINE
vnDTFX D(')TATynN I\POUT SYTF LJ",F.
Cf-lA"IGF: 1"1 VORTEX t:lOTI\TION /\ROIJT SITI=' LH·JE
TNnIr!\TF="C: NO~TNA~ VORTEX RANGF="
VODTl:'"X P/\f'!/,,:",C:-
UPPFR VFLOC I TY ROut.if") Of'I PLOT II'IG e:CALE
LC\o'I='P \/Fl.OC YTY POI '''I''":' n"l PL.0T I,,-Ie; C,C I\L.F
1\"'<; (\lL) Ie: \ICFr)
VL I <:. IJ<:'F~
L/\<::I='t:lC, !'·LOf"r: S TTF L l~'F
LL\c:.:FP.~ FROrv' S,.,r=-Ff1 PLl'.'·'e:-
l.1\Sr-"RS FRO~' SITF LIf\IE 1"1
ONE L1\c:.:rr><;
Th'(') LASFPS
1
::>
F'L /I r:.
IU"'ITS
TI '''II TS
I='L .flr::
trH()Jr:: = CONTII'JOUC: \-'A\lF L/\SEP
Ir:f-lnIr: = ? PI.lLSFD LAe:FD
1"1('" TnFt'olT '.' /I \/1:" /I. '··PL TTunF
1.,/\ \/F L I=' "-I(:' T!-J (')1=' 1_ Tr:: f-lT
INnICI'ITFS NOMINAL RADIUS OF TFLFc,C001:" /\PFPTURE
CV\r" I 11c:, 01=' TF="LFSCOPC:: .I\P",.RTlIQF
INDIcATI='c:, NO~JNAL PULSE LFN~TH
PUL ~F LF"'(:.TH
OIC:TANCC:- f!f"TI',1FFI\J SAtIiPLF POINTS USEr) 11'.1 !"C"IGHING
I='L/I("'·
IL\P<:. = 1
TL\RC = ::>
n I c: T .... f'I("1=" (')1='
f")1e:TAf'J(T OF
01 c:.:TMJCF OF
I I ."" TT <:.
r> c. J
I""LA'.'''''/I
I\!R
r:?(R)
I'IPLF="f"G
PU::f'Ir-T (R)
II' F' I (,!-JL.
11\1='''
CLAc.r-D
"'LAc..l:"r:>
FLASe:-r:>
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r:
r:
r:
r
r:
r
C
,..
.r:
r
r
r
("
r.
( ~r: 1If'1)
C-26
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LATi="PAL ~C:AN
PI\r-.!(:F SC t'I\J
VMAX - v~IN IS PLOTFD
MAX(ARS(VL» IS PLOTED
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
c:
('
r:
C
r:
C
r:
r
r:
r
C
r
C
C
r
C r: /.... !,II..
c:,CA~,11:"l
r-.!s,,1"""l:"p
c:,1·tF:"Fr.:o ( <=; )
IVIV:/I.v
"fF I L T
f)FTLr-eV
OFc:FTX(?)
OFSFTY(?)
OFSFTZ(2)
"J I Nf) ( ~ )
IIlIPi="C = 1
InIP"""C = ?
sc: ,I\r-.I L"""~,J(;Tf-l
SC ,,.,"', p~c:nLlJT I nN
T1"11 I (' ATec:, r-.'O·,1 I ""AL C;'"rFo 00C, I T I ON
C:h1i="Fr> Poc,ITION
FLI\r,
IVMAX = 1
I V~'1AX = 2
I V~'" AX = :1
FLI\,G
IWFIGH = 1 PLOT HIGHEST I\CTIVATFn FILTER
IWFI(;H = ? PLOT CFNTROID
RAND WIDTH OF FILTERS TN ~FGAHFRTZ
nFTi="('TTON LEVi="L IN FILTERS
OFFSET OF LASER FOCUS POTNT ALONG SITE LINE DC TO
',' IS I\'L TGt',I·,~i="r-.IT
OFF,c:FT OF LASER FOCUS PO I NT FROM SCAN PL ~"!E DO TO
M I c, /\L I G"Jrvt""""!T
OFFSET OF LASFR FOCUS POINT ALONG SWEEP LINE DO TO
.~ I C; I\L T(';NMFI'JT
COt','ST At',IT 1,/ TI'lD
10.. 2.
/
II!E I GHL •
0 •• n •• 100. /
I VMAX. I \./.IE I GH. ~.!F I LT.
15 •• 2. 1 • • Q4 • • 1 /
/ 2~fn. /
/ 2*n. /
/ 2*0. /
:l*0. /
CO~MnN / AnI / OP(~). PO(~). DISPLA(3)
\.OM·,1n~1 / An? / TITL"""( 12)
cOM~nN / I\ r 3 / VI (1 0 0.4.2). SCANP( 1(0). nn(l nn .?)
COM!',,',;I" /I\()<=; / OS(~). C;P(3). V\I(3). \IT(~). I\\lT(3). OSS(~). VIV:OSS
C()M~",","! / "nf', / c:.,I\M •.1l\C. \,IR. t!NU. Z
rn~MnN / I\n7 / PI. P?D
COMMON / AOR / VMAX • VMIN~ SMAX. SMIN. NTHETA. NOM. JJ. VAL
COMMON / A14 / n7FRO. RHO
COMMnN / AI<=; / VLIN1. \lLIN? VMVT. VMA\lT. D. VTOL
COMMON / A?O / VROTH. VROTHC. VROTV. VROTVC. NRANGE. VRANGE(S)
COM:vtON / /.\21 / TlJNITS. ICHOIC. PSI. FLA:Y1DA. NR. R(8). NPLENG.
'f', PLEI\IGT(P.). ','FIGHL. lARS. SLASFR. DLASFR. FLASER
COMM0N / A?? / IDIREC. SCANL. SCANR. NSWEFP. SWEEPP(5). IVMAX.
¢ T,,/1=" T(;H. \IfF 1'- T. r'lFTLrv
COMrvr0N / A30 / OFSFTX(2). OFSETY(2). OFSFTZ(2)
c()~··n~,1 / 1\ 31 / \,1 T".Ir') ( 3)
nTIV:F",c,ION i="TLTrp('S(). V2\1(4.2). DIC;P('"3.2)
n I 1\~l:""IS T('1\, r-:- T,_ Ti="~,1 ( r:;n )
nl\TA i="TLT"""O / ~n*~./
DATA GAMMAC. WS. UNU. Z. DZERO. RHO. VROTH. VROTHC. VROTV. VROTVC.
"'II? t> 1',(';1=". \/R /I."J(.'·F. V~··f\, X. \1M I N
,-::> / 7,;>9 •• 77.:1 •• 0914. Inoo •• 500()0 •• 1.19? 0 •• 10 •• 0 ••
~ ~o •• 100 •• :::'l0 n •• 100," •• 3non •• 'Sooo •• -1 •• -1 •• '14 •• O.
DATA IUNITS. ICHOIc. PSI. FLAMDA. NR. R. NPLENG. PLENGT.
IA8~. SLAScP. IlLAS'R. FLASFR
? / 1. 1. 1 ••• 0000106.2 •• 1•• 2 •• 3 •• 5. 1 •• 2 •• 4 •• 6 •• 2.
,~ ~O •• qQ., lr:;n •• :l00 •• qno •• 3*-1 ••• ,,:;. 1.
DATA IDIRFC. SCANL. SCANR. NSWEEP. SWEEPP.
1 r:>ETLFV / 1. ,n ••• 5. :l. -1C:; •• -7 •• 0 •• 7 ••
nfl,Ttl. (,r"' / ~*n. /
'"'ATI\ (OFSi="TV( 1).1=1 .?)
nflTA (0FSFTV( I). T=I.2)
nl'1Tl\ (OFCFT7( T). 1=1.2)
f) AT A, (',',' I Nn ( T) • I = 1 • ~) /
C-Z7
...-"-:.
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\d ced IromRepro u"\ b\e copy·
best aval a
TO 170
TO I?
Tn JAPe:
.FO. 1) (:0
Tt"' ,)1A/F I GH
Tn I< '".!F I GH
"'S, c, I r:I\l qq
l\ ~,<; I ~I\.1 to; 1
r,~ T('\ .,-~
Ar::.C,Ir.!" 90 Tn J'IIFIGH
ASSIr.I\l ~n TO ~~FT(:H
CONT TI\IU~;
IF ( I I, IN 1T r::. • t="O. ,?) (,0
l\r:.c; Ir.,,' 2(i~ TO JI'''JITc;
ASSIGN 2rl TO KUNITc;
l\c,c, I ~'" 1 1 1 TO LlJ'" 1 TS
ASC:lr.N 4?R TO JQIG~T
Ac;SIr.N 4~? TO KRIGHT
('.0 Tt"' ?nq
1',r;c;Ir.l'J ?r"oA TO JII"IITS
/I c: c: I r.I'J ?I"'\? TO I<"U"" Te:
l\C,C, I r.1\1 11(' T(' LII'" I TC,
IF( InIPFC .FO. ?) r.o
l\SC:ICN lc:;1 Tn JDIRr-c
l\c;SI\-.N lC::;~ TO KDTRt="C
/.\C:C;IrN 1=7 TO LDIQt="C
I\c;C;Ir.N lA~ TO ~nTPFC
Ac;c, I r"l 1 <::'7 Tn "''0 I Pr-C
1"".('\ TI'"'I 1 7 1
Ac:c;IrN 1=? Tn JnIpr-c
fJ.c;c; I ('".'" 1<::'4 Tn I<n TP!="C
fJ.Sr::.II"".N lC:;P TO LnIprc
",c;c;Ir.N lA6 TO Mnlpr-c
/,\c;c;T~N 1<::'= Tn NnIor-c
IF=" ( IrHoIC .I':;T. 1) \-.0
Ac;SIr.N 41 T~ JCH~Ir
Ac;e:Ir.N 44 Tt"' KCHnlr
",,?
? (,,P,
17("
171
nATA PI. R?n / 3.141~q?A. ~7.2n~7n /
NAMFt_IST / VORTEX / GAMMAC. WA. UNU. Z. ~7ERO. RHO. VROTH. VROTHC.
c VP~TV. vpnTVC. ~DANGF. VPANGF. VMAX. vMIN
NAMELIST / ~YSTEM / IUNITS. ICHOIC. PSI. FLAMDA. NR. R. NPLENG.
¢ PLFI\'GT. ".IF I \-.HL. IlIr-'S. C,L 1\ <;FP • nLASER. FLAS~R
NAMELIC,T / SCAN / IDIPEC. SCANL. SCANR. NSWEEP. SWEEPP. IVMAX.
'F; III/FIGH. ""FILT. DETLEV. OFSETX. OFSETY, OFSETZ. ',\lIND
1~ QFA~ (~.~n~) TITLF
t::;f)"1 FOPI\'lIT( 1 '?I\A)
',/PIT!=" (A,A('\('\) TITL!="
6()~ FORMAT ( 1 HI • ",OX. 1 ,2A6)
PFAD(~.\lORTFX)
',',Ip I TF ( 6. \/O!?TE"X )
QFl\r)(C::;.SYST!="M)
1,'.II=;! I TI=" (6, <;ye:TFM)
Pt="Ar")(5.e:C/.\N)
1/1 R I TI=" ( 6 • e: C .'\ I\J )
I\JFIII "" 1
FILT = FLI\~n/.\*WFILT*.r::;FA
~0 11 1")=1 ,~!"
F I L TC""I\I ( I C:;) = ('\.
1 1 F I L T!="P ( I c:; ) = n.
IF(II\RS .FO. 1) r·o TO 30
ASSI\-.N A7 Tn JA9<;
\-.0 T ('\ '"'\1
",f") ASS 1!-", f,C:;
'":11 IF( Ito/FTCH
C.:.Z8
LMSC-HREC D225936
t
C-29
lr.,
17
1,n
14
1c::,
r.,O Tf"' I/~
I? ASSI~N 42 TO JCHOIC
AS~I~N 4~ Tn ~CHnIC
~O Tf"' Clt:i.1f,t17).rViV'AX
ASSI~N 91 TO JV/VlAX
~O T,.., 18
I\t:.Slr-.f'.' 92 T(') J\I~jl",x
~O TI"\ 18
l\~,c::, I r.,N 0" TO J\lMA X
NTHFTA = SCANL/SCAI\!0 + 1.
IFCNTH~TA .LF. Inn) GO TO 20
"Ip I Tt:" Cf., • 6 1n )
FORMATC/4~H ** INPUT ERPOR ** SCANL/SCANR IS .GT. 100)
GO To In
CONT I Nl JF
IF CTlIN t Tt:. • t:"O. 1) (:() TO 421
!)YSP(1.1) = -~t_L\C:~o
ntc::,PC?l) = -~LASt:"o
~,c.nc.,.l) = -t:"LAc.EP
~1c::,0CI.?) = C.LAt:.FQ
nTSP(??) = nLA~FP
nIc.PC.,.2) = FLAc::,FO
IFCARSCSLASFR) + A8SCFLASFR) .LT. I.) GO TO 420
C.? = c.LASFP*C.LAc::,FP
~? = nLASt:"R*nLAsFR
~? = t:"LASFR*FLASt:"Q
RF11 = ?*S2 + E2
P9? = ?*S()PTC~2 + S? + F2)
ASSIGN 41'7 TO JRIGHT
ASSlr.,N A'11 TO KRIGHT
(';0 Tn 41'1
I\Sc::,Ir-.N 42f, TO JRIGHT
ASC;Ir-.N 4'1n TO KRIGHT
CONTINUE
c::,C =-c.CANL/2. - C.CANR
n0 ?c:::; l=l.i'ITHt:"TA
SC = C.C + C.,CANt:?
c::,CAI\IO CI) = SC
S~Ax = c.CANPCNTHFTA)
c.'VII"J = c.,el\r-JoCI)
r,n I?'" J=I.1C:;
r-.o T0 C210.??n.2.,n • .,on.~10,"20.".,O.340 • .,c:::;n.'160.37().~A() • .,qO.400.
't, ll1 n , "J
OHI = n
f\IOM = 1
JJ = 1
I <;I\/F = I'
IFCNc::,Wt:"FP • Nt:". 1) ISWF =
OPC 1) = V~ANGt:"CNQANGt:")
PO CI' ) = l.
POCl) = TANC Vt:?OTH/P?D)
POC'" = TANC Vt:?OTV/o2D)
IFC T~HOIC .FO. 1" GO TO 211
Rf:? = P C f\JP )
r.,n T"" 1Q?
0LFN~ = 0LFNGTCNPLFNG)
(':.n Tf"'I II~O
I c.1,'1=" = "1c.1j,It:"FP
.? 1 1
II?""
111'1
"ln~J1 ::: ?
r':.n TI'" 140
?.,,, TC;\.'F ::: ?
"-10M = 1
IFCI\Je,\A/FFP .LT. '3) Tc:.\oIF = ~
r-O Tf'I 149
~nn TFCNOAN~F .r:.T. 1) ~O TO ~01
nP(1) ::: VPANGFCNPANGF + ?)
r:.(" Tr'l '''2
,nl OP(1) = VRANGFC~QANGF 1)
~("? .JJ = ~
VAL = OP ( 1 )
r:.() TI'" 7C:;
'In VAL::: VPANGF(NQANGF)
GO TI"'I 130
~?n IF(I\JPANGF .F~. 8) GO Tn 321
OPC 1) ::: VRA"I(;FCNQA!'·I(;E+l)
TF C("Ie:> ( 1) • r:.T. 0.) GO Tf) :12?
~?1 0 0 (1) = VPANGFCNPANGF_?)
~,~? VAL = ooCl)
(;0 Tf'I 7C:;
,~n OPC 1) = VRAN(;FCNPAN(;F)
P~Cl) = TANC(VPOTH - VROTHC)/R2D)
Jj ::: A
VAL = VROTH - VRnTHC
GO Tn 7'5
,4n VAL ::: VRI")TH
(;0 TI"'I 130
,C:;" PO(1) = T~N(CVROTH + VROTHC)/R2D)
VAL ::: VROTH + VPOTHC
(;n Tn An
'60 P~(I) = TANCVROTH/R2D)
OOC,) = TANCCVPOTV - VROTVC)/P2D)
jj = c:::
VAL = VPOTV - VPOTVC
GO TI"'I nn
371"\ VAL = VPOTV
GO Tf'I 13n
,An POC,) = TANCCVROTV + VROTVC)/R?D)
VAL = VROTV + VR("ITVC
r:.("J Tf'I P("
,on POC,) = TANC \/POTV/P?D)
TFCTrHOIC .FO. 2) G("I TO ,9c:;
TFCNo .FO.l) r:.n TO 391
PR = 0 CND-l )
GO Tf"I ,9"
,91 PR = PCNQ+?)
'93 jj = A
VAL = PR
,q~ FACTI = (PSr*PI*PR**2)**?/FLAMDA**2
FACT? = FLA~DA/CPI*RR**?)
IFCj .FO. 1) (;0 TO 149
f":.() Tf'I pn
,o~ TF C!"n!.. FNr:. • FO. 1) r:.f) Tn ,96
oLF"'r. :: PLF"'GTC!,'DL!""t'-JG-l)
Gf) Tf"I '97
,ql'=, OLF",r. = PL F".IGT C!\jDLF"'r':.+?)
,07 jj = .., C-30
...:-,~, .
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VAL = PL~f\'G
r-,n Tn 8("1
400 T~C T~H0Tr. .~O. 2) GO TO 401
VtlL = PCNR)
r.:0 T0 1~0
40! VAL = PLFNr-,TCNPL~NG)
1 ~/"I 1'.10"'" = ?
r.:n T'" 1?0
t~ 1 (' ""FI,I = ~
TFC I~HOlr .FO. 2) GO TO 41~
TFCNo .FO. 8) GO TO 411
PR = P( NP+ 1 )
TFCPo .GT. n.) GO TO ~o~
411 RP = RCNR-?)
GO T,., ~9~
41~ rFCNPL~NG .FO. A) GO TO 416
PL'=f\!G = PL~I"GTC"IDLFNG+l)
r~CPLFNG .GT. /"I.) GO TO ~97
AI" PLEI\Jr-: = PLl="I\IGTC"'IJL~NG-?)
r-,O T"'~9'7
14 0 VAL = C:I,,fFFPPC Tc:\·rF)
r-,n T'" J~IPl="r.CI~,.t~?)
1~1 nrSTL = VPANG~CNRANG~) + SWEFPPC TSWE)
THETAt = -ATAI'!CSr.AI\'L/C2.*nrSTL»
nTHFTA = -2.*THFTAI/FLOATCNTHETA-})
GO T0 Rc:;
1~? nrSTr = VRANGFCNRANGF)
THET II = C;I"F~PP CTc:,1.I1F) / n r S TC:
(;n T'" R~
'7~ Gn Tn ""'~TRl="c:.(IAh.lAA)
lA~ nrSTL = 0PCI) + C;WF~PPCNSWFl="P)
THETa1 = -ATaNCC;r/\NL/C?*nr~TL»
nTHFTA =-?*THFT/\I/FLn/\TCNTHFTA-l)
Gn T0 An
IAA nrC;T~ = OPCI)
THETA = C;WFFPPCNc:,WF~p)/nrC;TC
An NOM =
8~ T = n
GO Tn KnIPFc.Cl~3.1~4)
I~~ THETA = THFTAI - OTHFTA
GO Tn l"'A
1~4 OTSTL = nTc:TC: SCANL*.~ - C;C:ANP
I~~ nrSTL = nTSTL + c:,C:ANP
T = T + I
ISA GO Tn JRrGHT.C42~.427.A2R)
4?A n~LTlI = ?*ATANcnLAC;l="p/OYC;TL)
G(') Tr" 4?P
41''7 PI' = nrSTL*nrC:TL
CC:I = PI' + c:? + n? + F2
c:c:? = -R*8R?
cc~ = R? - c:? n? - F?
CC4 = ?*nYC;TL
4?A CONT TMJF
GO Tn LnIRFc.C1~7.1~R)
1~'7 THETA = THFTA+ DTHFTA
T = T + I
I~R r-,n T'" ~RTGHT.C4~n.431.A~?)
4~1 DELTA' = ARCOSCRR1/CRR?*SQRTCS2+CFLASER-SLASER*TANCTHETA»**2»)
C-31
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A~ = C~l + ~c?*cnSeOFLTAl)
nFLT~~ = APCOS(eA2 + CC~)/eCC4*SORTeA2»)
8? = crt + CC?*COSCPI - ~ELTAl)
~FLTAa = AQCO~eeR? + cC~)/eCC4*SQRTeR2»)
n~LTA : nFLTA~ + DFLTA4
II,n ~nFLTA = c,INcnFLTA)
cnFLTA = cnc,enFLTA)
TnFLTA = ~n~LTA/rnFLTA
nnt = snFLTA + cn~LTA/TnFLTft
I.l,? no l' n L?: 1 ,?
(:('\ T'" JltNITC::, (?n"",?nl=,)
? I"l c; I"' I c, PL L\ ( 1) - n.
n I 5PL Ae?) : n.
nIC::,PI-"I(~) = n.
(:() T'" ?n7
?OA DI5PLA( 1) = OI5P(I,L?)
nTC:,PI_.ACc) = nJSP(2.L?)
nl~PL_A(~) = DT~P(~.L?)
?1"l7 VVMAy = -l.~~n
V\/MI,,': 1 .F~n
VLI" = n.
\/1FT = n.
+ OFSETXeL2)
+ OFSFTyeL2)
+ OFSFTZCL2)
+ DISPLAe 1)
+ f} I SPU'd 2 )
+ DISPLA(3)
C-3Z
osse 1)= DISTL*C05eTHETA )*cosePHI
osse?): nISTL*COseTHFTA )*SINePHI
osse~)= nISTL*SIN(THFTA )
VMOSc:: = VMA~ensc::)
(:() Tn JCHOIC. (L~I.4?)
nDISTW = ?*FACT?*V~OS5**2
r,f) TI" I~~
nnISTW = .""*PLFNG
t\.IWE I ~H = nn TS TI,'/Io'F T~HL
N~ = ?*NW~T~H + 1
nIST',' = \/Mf'\SC:: - \,'FIGHL*FLOATeN""FI~H+ 1)
TVLl'v1v = n
I VLM", = ("I
n () q n I I =1 ,N'"
r) I STII.I = n. I C,T\,I + '!IF I GHL
G() TI" ~CHnIC,e44.4~)
~L2 = eFACT?*V~OSC::*DISTW)**?
"fF = FACTI/( 1. + (VMOSS - f)TSTI,v)**2/DL2)/DISTW**2
r,n Tf"I L~ A
I.IIAT = 1.
IF( II .GT. NWFIGH) GO Tn 60
,.,F = 1./f).T*FL0ATe I 1-1 )/FLnAT("",'FI(;H)
G('\ Tf"I t~ f,
,,'F = \.'l\T*~LnATei\J"'-1 I )/FLOAT(NI',IFIGH)
CALL VFLevL.PHI .TH~TL\.l"")lc;TI/.')
IFeVL .GT. VVI'v1I\X) VVMLI,y = VL
IF eVI.. • LT. \IV"" I "') V\lM I f'\J = VL
r,() Tn JLI,RS.C~~.(7)
VL = I\P 5 eVL )
IFe I T .f\I~. NI"r-IGH + 1) GO TO 87
Vlcl,~,NOM) = VT0L
\/?ve4,L?) = VL
r~ ( I • ,,'n~l1) = n
I,IFT = "'FT + ,.IF
Gn TI" !<w~Tr;H. (~n.""l)
r:; 1 \/L '.' = \/L "1 + vt.. * ,.,F
R7
[,7
41
4?
4~
LMSC -HREC DZZ5936
\Reproduced frombest available copy.
.C;)
.~)
()~
0('")
GO TI"I 0"
IF(VL .LT. n.) GO TO tn~?
IVL = VL/FILT + t.
FILTFP(IVL) = WF + FILTFR(IVL)
IF ( I VL • GT. I \lL~J1y) r VUJ1Y = I VL
r.:('\Tr" on
IVL = -VL/FIL.T + 1.
F I L T~"I ( I VL) = \,.IF + F I L TFI\' ( I VL )
IF ( I \'L • GT. I VLMI") I VL.~11\' = T,it.
r:ONT T"1\ Jr-
r.:() T .... ,)h/CIGH. (OR.Oo)
\/'2\1(1,L?) = VLhl/"'FT
GO T!"' 89
17 = 1
177 = 1
IF ( I vuvy • c0.'"l) r.:O TO 1 n9R
nn o /lII"-=l.IVI_IVIX
FILTFQ( II"-) = FILTFO( II"-)/WFT
IF(FTLTFk( IA) .r:T. nFTLC\/) 17 = 16
IF(I\,\/FIGH .'-0.1) WRITF(/S.f,"":\O) (FILTFR(IR).IR=t.IVLIVlX)
FnPMftT (//(1nC l?4»
TF( IvLM'" .FI"I. n) r..n TO o~
nn 1 ('\('")4 II=-. = 1, T \lL'M\1
F TL TFt\J ( 1(',) = F TL TFt\J ( Tf:, ) /\,'FT
TF(FTL.TCN(If:,) .GT. nrTLrV) T77 = [6
[ F ( [",F I ()H • FO • t 1 h./R TT"~ ( 6, 16 ~()) ( F [ L TF~~ ( [e.) , I P =1 , I VL MN )
FO~MAT (//(?H -,F11.~,OFl?4»
[F( I-n - 17) 1nn',lnn.?,l!""f"\1
IF(FILTFR(I7) .r..F. FILTFN(I77» GO TO Inn~
V?\/( 1 .I?) = -FILT*(FL.()/\T( Y77)
r.:O TI"I t "nt,
V.?V( 1 ,L?) = FTLT*(FLOAT( 17)
r: ()f\! T T"'UF
~n 400 1('") =l,IVLMX
F I L T~I? ( 1('")) = 0.
nn It,c-:n 1°=1, IVLrv'lt\,
F I L TFf\! ( 1('") = !"".
r..n TI"I J\/M/\x,(ql,('")?,Q~)
91 V?V(?,L?) = \/\lMAY - \lVMIN
r,n TI"I ('")7
\/.?\I(?,L?) = tlIVII'-Xl(\lV~~f\x.-VWJ1IN)
r,n T(' (")7
rONT T"II IF
CnNT II\'1.1 F
r..,n TI"I Li''''ITc:.,(111,11 1i )
r:nNT T,...11 IF
p,n
1 1 ('
111
'7101
(:() Tn !<"'It'![T~,(?!""1,.?('?)
""11"1 .?('''l v<=;= 1 ,I.,
IF(K<=; .Fn. ,) GO Tn ?f"\"l
\11 ( T ,I<' c; , '" r f\.') = \J? V ( 1<" c=; , 1 )
?Ii'l r:nNTII\HIF
1II () ('
G!) T'"' ?01.j
?0? no 1 1~ K<=;=l,~
TF(V= .FI"I. 'l) GO TO lIS
V1CI,v<=;,NOM) = snRT(\I?\J(K~,l)**? + (-V2VCK~,I)/T~ELTI'- + V2V(KS.?)
cr., 4!·flf"" 1 ) .''--1( ? )
ll" rIJNTT!'II!F
TF("ln~/! .r.:-().?l I/IPITr.:-(6,A?('I) V?\I(4,Il,\I?\I(t',?),\/ICI,4,f\'OM)
C-33
A?0 FnoM~T (~FJ~.P)
?04 CnNT T"II. IF
Jon IF(NTHi="Tt\ .f;T. I) r,0 TO NDTh?FC. (1<=;7dC:;<=;)
J ?,.., CALL PV ( "-IF 1.' )
r..o T~ 1 0
Fl\!O
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LMSC -HREC D225936
LMSC-HREC D225936
~TnFT~ VFL nrrv
c:.URP~lIT t 1\Jr.- \/FL eVL. T!,IF • PH r L. THFT l\L • n I C; TL )
~nMM~N / Ant / ope~). PO(3). nlc;PLA(3)
~OMMnN / nc~ / oc;e~). C;O(3). VV(3). VT(3). AVT(3). OSS(3). VMOSS
~~MMf"N / l\0f, / r-.I\~"'MAC. "IP. UNU. 7
COMMf"N / l\07 / pr. O?D
cnMM~N / l\14 / n7FPO. OHO
COMMON / 1\1~ / VLINI. VLIN2. VMVT. VMAVT. n. VTOL
COMMf"N / 1\31 / WTNn(3)
n T~.~F"'c:. t n!'J TI"'T e :< )
vMosc:.n = ntcTL/VMnc:,<:,
osel, = vM~<:,c;n*o<:,c:.el)
ose?) = VMo<:,sn*nc:.<:,e?)
ns(3) = vM0<:,sn*ncc(3)
c,p ( ,) = OP e1) - ('C ( 1) + n TcPLA e 1 )
spe?) = OOe?) - ('<:,e?) + nlsoLA(?)
c p (3) = np(3) - ('c(3) + nT<:'PLl\(3)
(' ALL rpncc; «',P. no. VV)
vMPn = V~~!\r:(pn)
IJ"'tVV = \lMl\r;(VV)
n = \fMV\I /vr.~r>o
FX = FXP e-\'.Iq*n*~~? / e I.j • *1 )~,Il 1*7' )
VMVT = GAMMAC*el. - FX)/(?*PI*n)
VMVTn = VMVT/\lMVV
VT(,) =VMVTn*Vvel)
\IT ( ?) =\lM\/Tn*\l\l ( ?)
VT ( 3) =\I~"\!Tn*\1\1( 3)
V~~A\lT = n7FPO~~FX/(4.*PT*PHO*UNU*Z)
\/MAVTf) = VMAVT/VMPn
I\\lTC" = \!Ml\VTn*OO(!)
AVTC?) = VMI\VTn*OOC?)
A\/T(3) = \Ir~I\VTn~fp()e.:<'
V~~OS = \lr~!\r-. Cnc:. )
no 10 T= 1 .3
1 () TOT e T' = \ITel) + 1\\1 T ( r) + 1.\11 Nf) ( I )
VTOL = C;OPT(TOT(l )**? + TOT(?)**? + TOT(3)**?)
VLTN'-l = -nnTevT.Oc:.)/VfVtOc::.,
VLINF? = -nOTeAvT.nS)/\/Mnc;
VL t NI'='I,I = -fJ0T ( 1/1 t "-II) • ~ c; ) /\l M 0<:'
Vl_ t !,-I,- = VL. T"IF 1 + VL r NF? + VL t t\IFI'!
PFT( In",
FND
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LMSC -HREC D225936
c;CANPC 10"), Dnc Inn,?)
IVJV'AX,
<t,TPFTr: rV nF"r:1<
COIVIMn", / fI,n? /
c:nMMnf'.1 / /In-:'lo /
COJV'Mnt\' / A0R /
COMrv'\nN / A?? /
ISYM(4), LARLFCR.7). SEMRLF(6).
/
F I L TE. 1 HR /
,6H
,6H
,6H
.6H
VORT.6HEX ROT.
,6H
,6H
,6H
,6H
.6H
.6H
/ 6HX = VM.6HAX - V,6H~IN /
/ 6HX = r-.1/'1, 6HX ( APS C• 6HVL) ) /
/ 6H~ = HI,6HGH AC:T,AHIVATFD,6H
/ 6HW = C:F.6HNTROln,?*IH /
<t: I \.'~ Tr-H, \\'~ TL T, r"'\~TLF\l
~TMFNc;ION RCDXCI?,?), ~CDYCI?),
~ ~~M(~.~). ~~~RC~,?)
DATA CRCDXCT,l),I=I.I?) / 6HDATA P.6HOINT P.6HOSITIO,6HN ~ITH,
~ ~H DFSPE.6HCT TO .6HSITF L.6HINE IN.6H MFTFR.6HS ,2*IH /
DATA CRCDXCI,?),I=1.12) / 6HDATA P,6HOINT P,6HOSITIO,6HN WITH •
. ~ 6H PESPE.6HCT TO .6HPEFERE,6HCE SWE,6HEP LIN.6HE IN M,6HETERS •
<; IH /
DATA CRcnyc I). 1=1,12) / 6HVFLOCI.6HTY IN .6HM/SEC ,9~IH
nATA (IC,Y~'CI).1=1,4) / ~/I, "5~. "51, :1c::; /
DATt'. (LAPLFCI.1).1=1,R) /6H ,6H
't,6H .f,H ~"'FFP.f)H PO~IT.6HION IS /
'""II\Tf.1 CLAnL~C I.?), T=1.8) / 6H ,6H
~. AH n I ~ T f), • 6t-~".IC~ r0,6HIIIN \lOP, 6HTFX IS /
DATA (LA~LFCT.'),I=l,R) / 6H ,6H
~ AH .AH vnp.6HTFX PA,6HNGF IS /
DATA CLA8LFCI.4),I=I,8) / 6H VOR.6HTEX RO,6HTATION,6H ABOUT,
~ 6H PFFFR,AH~NCF S,6HWFFP L,6H!NF I~ /
DATA (Ltl.ALFC I ,5),1=1,8) / 6H ,6H
<J; AHATION ,6HI\POIJT ,6HSITF L.6HI"IE I~ /
nATA CLARLF(I,6),1=1.8) / 6H .6H
'to 6H T,AHFLFc.',r:O.6HDF rAD,6HlUS IS /
nl\TA CLARLFC I ,7) .1=1,8) / 6H ,6H
"'. AH ,r-'H PlIL,6HSF LFN,6HGTH IS /
DATA CSFM~LFC I), I=l ,6) / 6HT = NO,6HRM TOT,6HAL L .6H= LINE,
<t 6H nF ~I.6Hr-HT /
DATA C~FMCT,I).I=l,~)
nATA (SFMCI.?),I=l,~)
DI\TA (SEMBCI,l ).I=I.~)
DATA CSF'I1PCT,2),I=1,~)
r-n Tr. C10,?n.2 n ),NFW
1 (' NF'" = ?
CALL C/\,rJ!Pl\ \I Cq)
C.l\LL 0 TNPllT
NL = ?
l_ = -~
2(' TFC"'!. .FO. 2) L = ~
CALL OlJIK?L CL,SMIN,S~AX,VIVIIN.VMAX.ISYMCl),RCDXCI.IDIREC).9CDY.
'to NTH""TI\,,~Cl'\"'P,V1 C1,1 ,NOI\i1»
r"'\("\ 1"° T I =? , (I
InC' CALL QUIK::'oL C'!,DlJrv:,Dl.I',1.DufVI,Dur·1. ISYjV\C II) ,DlJ~/l,DUM,NTHETA,SCANP,
<t: VICl,Tl,NnJlJ»
r-o T("\ C11",12n,l~n).NL
I?(' CALL PRINTV(7?,TITLF, 3?,lnnp,)
CALL PQINTVC4R,Ll\RLFC 1.JJ), 24, 3?~)
CALL LI\PL\lCVAL. 426, ~2"5. -4.1.4)
(;0 T('I l")n
l~n CALL oPINTVC4R,LARLFC 1.JJ). ?4,AAO)
("II.LL LI\RLVC\!AL, 4r'4, 6f,(), -4,I.LI)
r-J") TI"'I 1 '=j,!
110 CALL ODINTVC4R,LARLFC I.JJ). 24, 99?)
("I\LL LI\'lL\lC\I~L, 4?L~, qO? -4,1.4)
C-36
r:ALL C>Dlf'.IT\)C:l,.e,~MRLF.e::;r'R. 99?)
CALL PPINTVCr'e::;.e,FMRC 1 .1\M~IGH) .8nR. 992)
\.ALL. PRlf'ITVC U::,.SFMC 1. I\/MAX) .8nn. t(H)R)
It:;.(' '\II. = f'.IL - 1
IFCNL. .NF. 1"\) (,() Tn 1")e::;
NL = .,
I.. = -~
1~~ TF(N~W .FO. ~) CALL. CLFAN
PFTl}r."!\l
FND
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LMSC-HREC D225936
LMSC-HREC D225936
= ,
=,Fl,.,.R.3X,
=, I A /
=.FI6.8.3X,
=,EI6.A,/
=.F16.8,3X,
=,F16.8,/
=,18,11X
=.Flf,.8 /
=,F16.8,3X.
=. TR,/
=,FI6.R.3X,
=,F16.R./
=.Flf,.8.3X.
=,E16.fl./
=.F16.8.3X.
=,F.16.8./
=.18.11'><'.
=.FI6.R./
'f. TPFT~ P T1'\101 IT nFII<"
~.IIRPI"'II IT I I'\!F 0 I "lOt JT
COJVIM("\!'l/ /\Cl? / TITLFC1?)
COMIII1I"I!" / Af"lf, / r.-AMMAC, "lA, UNlJ. Z
COMMON / A08 / VMAX. VMIN. SMAX, SMIN. NTHFTA, NOM, JJ, VAL
cnlll1l111~N / /\14 / n7FPO, PH()
COMMnN / A20 / VROTH. vROTHC. VROTV. VROTVC. NRANGE. VRANGECS)
COMMnN / A21 / lUNITS. ICHOIC. PSI, FLAMDA. NR. R(S), NPLFNG,
~ PLFN~TCA). WFlr-.HL, lARS. SLASF~. DLASFR, FLASFR
COMMnN / A22 / IDIREC, SCANL, SCANR, NSWEEP. SWEEPP(51 , IVMAX.
~ II·/Frr.-H. \dFTL T, !'"'lFTLFV
COMMnN / A~n / OFSFTX(2). OFSFTY(2). OFSFT7.Cc)
COMM~N / n~1 / WTNnC~)
(""ALL c::~nl ITVC9 )
IMPITF C If-.,f,I')('t)
WPITFCIA,f,~n)TITLF
f,nn FnRlII1l\T (IHl.?4X,12Af,)
WRITF(16.f,10)GAMMAC. W8. UNU. Z. D7.ERO. RHO. VROTH. VROTHC,
~ VROTV. VROTVC. ~RANGF. VPANGF, VMAX. VMIN
610 FORMAT(//~lX.17HNAMELIST (VORTEX).//lX.l1HGAMMAC =.EI6.8.3X,
1 11HwR =.FIA.A.3X.l1HUNU =.E16.8.~X.l1HZ =.
? FI6.R,/12H n7FRO =.F16.R,3X.11HRHO =,FI6.R,3X,
~ I1HvROTH =.FIA.R,3X.I1HVPOTHC =.FI6.R/
A 12H V~OTV =.FI6.8.3x.lIHVROTVC =.FI6.8.3x.llHNRANGE
~ JR. /
6 12H VRANGF(l) =.FI6.8.3X.l1HVRANGE(2) =.EI6.8.3x.lIHVRANGE(3) =.
7 FI6.R,
8 3X'IIHVRANGE(4) =,E16.8./12H VRANGE(S) =.EI6.8.3X.IIHVRANGE(6) =.
9 r-16.8.3X.l1HVRANGF(7) =.EI6.8.3X.I1HVRANGE(8) =.F16.S./
A 12H VMAX =.FI6.R.3X.I1HVMIN =.FI6.8)
WPITFC)6.6?O) IUNITS. TCHOIC. PSI. FLAMOA. NR. R. NPLENG. PLENGT.
'f. WElr-.HL. JARS. SLASFR. DLASFR. FLASFR
6?n FORMAT (//~lX.l'HNAMFLIST (SYSTFM)//
7 1 2 H I UN J T c:: =• I R /
1 l?H TCHOIC =.IR.llX .llHPSI
? 11HFL~MnA =.F16.R,3X.lIHNR
3 12H PC 1) =.FI6.R.3X.I1HR(,?)
4 ll~R(3) =.F16.R.3y.l~HR(4)
~ 12H RC~) =.FI6.R.3X.llHR(6)
A 1 II-lR C7) =•E 1 6. R. :3 X. 1 I HR CP)
7 12H NPL Ff'I(': = • I R /
R leH PLFN(;TC 1) =.FI6.R.3X.l1HPLFNGTCP)
o I1HPLFN(;TC3) =.EI6.B.3X.llHPLFN(':T(4)
A 12H PLFNr,T(~) =.F16.R.3X.llHPLFNGT(6)
n 11~PLFN(;TC7) =.~16.R.3X.llHPLFNGTCA)
C 12H I/IFT(;HL =.F16.R.3X.IIHIARS
n I1HSL~SFP =.F16.R,3X.l1~DLASFR
F 12H FLAcro =,FI6.R)
WRITF( 11",.1","''11'') TnlRFC, SCANL, SCANR, NS\I/F~p. SWFf:PP, IVMAX,
~ TWFT~H. WFTLT. ~FTLFV, OFSFTX, OFSFTY, OFSFTZ, WIND
A:<r FORMAT (//<=;lX.l7Hf',/\""i='LlST CSeAI')) //
1 12H TnIRFC =.IR.I1X .11HSCANL
2 I1H~CANP =.F16.8.3X.I1HNSWEEP
~ 12H ~WFFPP(l) =,F16.A.3x.llHSWFEPPC2l
~ 11HSWFEPP(3) =.F16.R,3X.l1HSWFFPP(4)
c:; I?H SWFrpPC~) =.FIA.R /
A 12H IVMAX =.IQ.l1X, IlHTwFIGH
7 I1H'·,rTLT =.FI6.R.~X.IIHDFTLFV
C-38
A 12H OFSFTX(1)
9 11HOF<;r=TY(1)
A 12H OFSETZ C1 )
n 12H \'!T Nf') C I )
ell HtII TNf') C~ )
q!="TUO",
END
=.E16.8.3X.llHOFSFTX(2)
=.F16.R.1x.11HOFC;ETY(2)
=.F16.8.3X.IIHOFSETZ(2)
=.F16.8.3X.IIHwTND(2)
=,E16.8 )
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LMSC-HREC DZZ5936
=.F16.8.3X.
=.F16.8 /
=,E16.8 /
=.E16.8.3X,
LMSC-HREC D225936
~IRFT~ ~RO~~ nFCK
~1.'RPnl IT I NC:- CPOe,s (VA. VR. ve,
r: C,I!F3pnUT I NF TO PFRFORM CPosc; PRODUCT
C VFCTOR V~ IS CROC;SFn INTO VFCTOP VR TO FORM VFCTOR VC
n I MF"'c I (\"J V" ('<' • \IF' (~) .ve (3'
VC( ll=VA(?'*VR(~'-VP(?'*VA(,<)
ve ( ? , =v A. ( 3 , *VA ( 1 , -VA ( ~ , *VA ( 1 ,
\lC( ~l =VA( 1 )*VR(? )-\lR( 1 )*VA( 2)
PF"T 1.''"'1''
F"ND
~lnFTr nOT nFCK
FUI',Ir:T I ON r)0T (VA. \/8'
C FUNCTION TO P,-PF0RM DOT PRODUCT
D I MFI'I~ r Ol'J VA ( 3 ). VA ( :'3,
nnT=Vl\( l'*\/A(l,+Vl\(?)*VR(?J+VA('J*VP(:'3)
C VECTOR VA IS DOTTED INTO VECTOR VB TO VORM THE SCALAR DOT PRODUCT
PFTURN
C:-f'.-JD
~IPFTC \lMAr. nFr~
FUNCTION \I~1A,G(V'"
('; FlJN(';T 1ON TO OF"TEPl\1 r t\JF VF"CTOR MAGN I TUDE
n I MF"'C; I ON V/\ ("
VMA~ = SQRT(VA(lJ*VA(l,+VA(?'*VA(?)+VA(3'*VA(3»
PFTlJD"J
FND
eROO!"1!
CRO'')!''!?!
CRo()n~(
CRO('lr"'4'
cRonr"lc:;'
cRonn6 1
er::w.007r
CRO('ln8 1
CROO()q(
DOTnn1 f
DOTO"'21
DOTnn4'
I)OT('\n5(
DOTon3(
DOTM"'6(
nOT('\Oi"
V¥A r 01r
\/"1 A 1"1"'21
\I~1 ~ () n:(
\I ',1 A(' "'Ill!
\IMA('I"'~(
\I M I\'n Ii ~(
q:,nATII
..
CAC,F NO 24 1 LASFR
~VORTFX n7FRO = n ••
<;, eYC;TF"M' ¢
q:,C;CAt\J
RANGE 300 LATERAL SCAN FI~TF"RS
\/ROTHC = 30 •• VROTVC = 30 •• NRANGE = 3.
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$
